W IN a £2500 McCormack pre and power amplifier combination
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' Classical: Torleif Thedéen
records the Bach cello suites
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INTEGRITY
Among the extensive list of superlatives commonly showered upon high-end music systems,
the word " integrity" is seldom used.
The new N2383 Integrated Amplifier highlights the spirit and integrity of Mark Levinson,
defining its essential elements. It carefully integrates both power and preamplifier circuits into asingle,
elegant chassis. Every detail expected of aMark Levinson component is executed with precision.
Dual mono power supplies, balanced circuitry, world-class construction standards and sophisticated
user interface are all there, joined in the service of performance. The N2383 simplifies and unifies
your system, while staying true to the music.
When the Madrigal design team set out to create the first integrated amplifier worthy of the
Mark Levinson badge, there were no shades of gray — it would either live up to the standard,
or it would not exist. Audition the N2383 at your Mark Levinson dealer soon and hear for yourself
the integrity of our integration.
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evinson

For full details on Mark Levinson components please contact:Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thame Industrial Estate, Thorne,
Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: 01844 219000 Fax: 01844 219099
email: premier@path.co.uk
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Why spend £1000 on aCD player? At any
given time, your local branch of Richer Sounds can come up

Tested In this Ist
—
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with an end-of- line bargain for fzo or less, and if you stretch to
three figures there's awide choice. Or, for as little as f129, you
can buy aDVD video player which (for better or worse) plays
audio compact discs as asideline. In any case, your current
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computer plays CDs and DVDs and your next one may well have
aDVD burner. But of course, Iforgot, you want better sound, so
you're considering spending abit more. Maybe fzoo will get
really good results from your compact disc collection? At this
level there are plenty to choose from, all with remote control, with all the facilities you need
arm many you don't, anc offering achoice of technologies inside — although, for all that
most consumers and indeed most store staff understand, it would be more accurate to say
they just offer achoice of acronyms on the outside. Will these fzoo players offer astep up
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from the ultra budget models? Well, yes but you really need to spend f400-f5oo to get out
of the ' mass market' category and into the arena where manufacturers start to claim
auciophile performance. They'll be talking about special components, elimination of jitter,
isolation from vibration and all that jazz.
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Yet unfortunately, it seems to us, even f5oo is never
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quite enough. Many players at this price can do avery
good job, but all seem to have limitations of one kind or
another. If adesigner is building af5oo player to sound
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as good as possible, to capture the ear of the audiophile,
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heart of the audio designer's art, and they always have to
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he's still going to have to compromise, to trade off one
sonic virtue against another. Such trade-offs are at the
be made to fit the product within agiven budget.
The result is that although there are f5oo players
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which sound pretty good, they have subtly different sonic
characters: the choice between them is likely to be a
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may be quite everything you want.
But anyone who is clever enough to design agreat
f5oo product will know just what to do if he's given more

December, 1970

budget, whether he spends it on even better DACs or

the great hi-fi boom was on.

filters, or on the power supplies, or whatever he deems

This was abig fat bumper issue

and

most important. And that's exactly why the next major

partly because Hi Fi News had

price category — say f800 and up — provides us with a

just absorbed Record Review

choice of players that can give long-term satisfaction.

magazine but mainly because it

Come SACD, come DVD-A, come multi- channel music in

was packed with advertisers

whatever form, the best players at this level will still be

offering real hi-fi ( turntable, 5W

ai essential ingredient of many atruly enjoyable music

amp, bookshelf speakers) for as

system for many along year to come. And we've tested

little as 39gns (£ 40.95). AQuad

the pick of them in this issue.

33/303 was £ 98. Cover showed a

So why spend fi000? The short answer is, you might
just have to. But turn to page 42 before you do.
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so urces

areview of what's new. what's

AES investigates audio watermark
The AES 109th

watermark as that

Convention in Los

from Verance will be

Angeles tackled the

quality formats. Joe

controversial issue of

applied to highWinograd of Verance
went to lengths to

Audio Watermarking

say that we should all

Paul Jessop of the IFPI, representing

their own testing; but

the record companies, spoke first.

also explained that

have confidence in

Despite current profitability, they

non- disclosure

feel it is right to make afuss about

agreements made it

piracy and illegal copying, especially

impossible to report

with the internet at their heels. If

publicly on these

piracy deprives record companies,

tests. Iwas happy to

performers, composers, producers

see loe attend the workshop, and he

(and engineers!) of their just dues,

showed sensitivity to the worries of

we could all go out of business.

the panel members and, later, of

Several participants considered

implementation. Nonetheless, the

Malcolm Hawksford spoke from a

questioners from the floor.

BS1116 to be agood approach,

Verance system is already well on

more theoretical standpoint,

which seemed to be accepted by

the way to implementation. Some

showing how watermarking might

immediately focused on the need

Paul Jessop. Hackability was

of the claims about it being optional

spoil listening pleasure. He also

for independent testing, challenging

another popular topic. One speaker,

still ring as hollow in my ears. For

covered hacking strategies —

to Verance to make its technology

Mark Lewis of WebNoize, predicted

example: apparently it is not

including disrupting the watermark

available to his magazine for

the watermark would get hacked

compulsory for DVD-A player

by 'collusion', ie, re-ordering the

independent evaluation. It would be

within 6o to 120 days of its first

manufacturers to incorporate

same music online to confuse the

fair to say that this challenge was

release. He wondered what

Verance watermark detection in the

watermarking process. Much work

not received well by David

strategies IFPI and Verance had to

hardware. However, if aplayer does

has been done on noise- shaping

Leibowitz, CEO of Verance, sitting in

update their technology then [
see

not include such circuitry, it will not

PCM audio for optimal quality, we

the second row of the audience,

Stop Press].

were reminded, and asqueaky-

who was forced to jump to the

clean PCM master out of the tape

microphone.

library will not take kindly to being

David Ranada of Stereo

O Spokesman Joseph Wirograde defends Verarce's position

The workshop ran out of time

In my judgment, the workshop

play watermarked DVD-A discs. This
does not seem afair commercial

successfully 'democratised' the

option. Who will make aDVD-A

discussion about the need for

player that cannot play major
releases from major labels?

re-quantised and re-dithered, just to

with questions from the audience,

watermarking, and the strategies

accommodate watermarking.

many on listening test methods.

behind its testing and

Tony Faulkner

The main reason for the alarmbeyond internet music, to DVD-

AES UK starts the autumn season

Audio, and probably SACO too.

This autumn, on the second Tuesday

vinyl cutting in the ' ros through to

Having fine-tuned sampling rates to

of each month, the British Section of

modern compact disc mastering,

improve quality, it seems perverse

the Audio Engineering Society meets

and now at Sony's Whitfield Street

to apply musically- unrelated

at Baden-Powell House, Kensington,

Studios.

processing to attack it. Ted Abe from

typically to hear invited guests on

Matsushita has been one of the

matters audio. October's AES

generally ignorant record industry,

fidelity is at its lowest? In the days

main strategists for the

meeting saw three guests, all

and tales of the companies' corner-

of 78s, the length of performance

watermarking of DVD-Audio. Ted

speaking on the life and times of the

cutting to save afew hundTed

could not be known exactly, so by

gave an informative presentation,

mastering engineer.

pounds in, say, the use of analogue

cutting inwards there was more

bells about audio watermarking lies

but Iwas left with the impression
that DVD-A watermarking has more

Ray Staff, Ian Cooper and Sean
Davies, with Crispin Murray in the

This is actually the attitude of a

'noiseless' 3M digital tape!
Ever wondered why the LP reads
from outside to in, when much
music gains dynamics towards its
end, in the certre of the disc where

mastering of adigital recording that

margin than outwards, where a

was already assured to go

cutting head could run over the side

to do with making the format look

Chair, have several lifetimes'

platinum.., well, it's enough to make

of the disc. There were outward- cut

attractive to big record labels, as a

experience of professional sound

an audiophile's blood curdle.

discs made, of course, used by the

new secure alternative to CD.

mastering, and their talk reflected

Karlheinz Brandenburg, Director

But it was not all depressing

BBC where four sides could be run

this, ranging from shellac disc

news. Anecdotes included the

together on two 16in acetate

of the Fraunhofer Institute, spoke

recording, through the transition to

obsessive Argentinian conductor,

players, with alternate sides running

about the functionality of

vinyl and the microgroove, to the

barking bizarre orders at his

in-to- out and out-` o- in, making joins

watermarks, their testing, and

iniquities of the digital age. ' It's

engineers, not believing the

audibly seamless.

hacking. He questioned why such a

digital so its perfect isn't it?' is one

presence of stage noise on his

AES UK: call Heather Lane

robust and all-encompassing

bête noir of Ray Staff, veteran of

recording when he was using

on 01628 663725
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cool and what's happening in the world of hi-fi

TAG McLaren first DVD player
TAG McLaren has formally announced its first DVD
player, scheduled for release in October. The goal for
the DVD32R was to create areference class player of
DVD and CD media, and one to exceed the
standards of THX Ultra for PAL and
NTSC video. Its extended feature list
includes ahigh- mass top loading
transport, Mediamatics Pantera-DVD
32- bit RISC processor; multi- frequency
internal clocks; massive round- core
transformer; 12 independent power supplies;
premium- grade analogue components; and
broadcast quality video components. It will cost
£3995.
After the Fi AvantGarde loudspeaker of last year
comes the Proteus, TAG McLaren's smaller full- range
model. The Proteus composite technology cabinet

O The long-awaited DVD player will be

(glassfibre and slate- loaded epoxy resin) is designed to

upgradeable to DVD-Audio when available

optimise sound dispersion, and the enclosure is divided
into two chambers, the midrange chamber formed by a

arranged in aD'Appolito configuration and works on top

sub-enclosure bonded to the front baffle. The internal

of or below ascreen. The speaker comes with aheavy

geometry ensures there are no parallel surfaces to

metal plinth to provide astable mount. When placed on

create internal resonances, thus reducing flexing. The

top of each other, the Bookshelf and Module speaker

three-way loudspeaker uses two 18omm aluminium

form an integrated three-way loudspeaker with anew

diecast bass units, a15omm midrange unit and a20MM

crossover frequency for the Bookshelf speaker. The

silk dome tweeter. The Proteus costs £ 7950, or f13450

Calliope Bass Extension Module comes in metallic silver,

in non-standard colours.

electric blue, royal blue or anthracite at £ 2995. Metallic

To further its home cinema set-up, TAG McLaren has
also extended its Calliope speaker range with anew

turquoise, berry, bronze, dark grey and wine red are
also available at extra cost. The Calliope Centre has the

Centre Channel speaker and Bass Extension Module.

same choice of colours for £ 1199.

O Calliope speaker now has

The dialogue-dedicated Centre Channel has drive units

TAG McLaren, 0800 783 8007

bass extension module

The Thompson
Three

New drive for Fane
Fane

Acoustics

launched anew loudspeaker drive unit

design at the recent PLASA, pro- audio show at Earls
Court. Primary Drive is able to produce extended bass

Television
control

Thompson are

frequencies (as low as 25Hz) without enclosure or any

The Personal Television Recorder

adding three new

other form of loading required. The system requires no

and service is available from

DVD players to

panel or volumetric damping, lacks enclosure

October moo. The launch of TiVo

their range. All

coloulation and distortion, has an almost perfect 360

will give viewers the power to

three are DIS

degree polar response, high sensitivity and power

control the way they watch

compatible and

handling, and the units can be manufactured to produce

television, allowing programmes to

include Dolby

any required bass response. The Primary Drive is

be paused, rewound, and played

Digital, MPEG-2

intended for hi-fi speakers in the near future.

back in live slow-motion. TiVo's

1111111i1M11.1

and 30 virtual

function, graphic

7

8600

hard- disk recording system can
store up to 40 hours of

surround decoders,
avideo zoom

Fane Acoustics 0113

IThree new DVD players
from Thompson

programming, with the
opportunity to learn viewing

user menus and a

preferences and recording habits.

complete set of audio/video connections.

Its Season Pass automatically

The top of the range Scenium DTH 4500 DVD player

records every episode of aseries.

includes an integrated Dolby Digital 5.1 channel

Manufactured under the Thomson

decoder as well as ajog shuttle knob, Navilight remote

SCENIUM brand, the TiVo recorder

control, wide choice of connections, and headphone

costs around £ 399, with a

jack. It costs f329.

subscription of fio per month.

Thompson, osns 520920.

TiVO, 08702 418486
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Technics new audio line-up
Technics has anew flagship CD
player, the SL-PS7, to retail for only

Anew MiniDisc recorder, the StMD15o also sells for £ 199. It offers

£199. It features an advanced

an array of editing options and all-

MASH 1- bit DAC, originally

digital recording technology. The

developed for Technics DVD-Audio,

Move facility shifts track order;

and proprietary Digital Re- Master

Combine control segues one track

Processing. The circuit uses DSP

into another, and the Jog Dial

techniques to extend the

control adds album and track

reproduced frequency response of

names to recordings. Deterioration

CD beyond the 2okHz limit. The

in sound quality is reduced by using

bamboo Ta-Keh II capacitor is back

avariation on Sony's ATRAC

to improve tonal characteristics and

compression technology, called

power supply noise has also been

HDES (High Density Encoding

reduced, in two key ways: firstly by

System), which aims to achieve a

aTUI power transformer that

reduction in quantisation and pre-

achieves 50 per cent less flux

echo noise while improving bit

leakage than conventional types,

allocation. The SJ-Miso has apair

and secondly with avirtual battery

of optical digital outputs (plus one

operation to further shield the

optical digital output), as well as

signal from AC- borne noise. An inert

analogue in/out jacks. Ahigh

hybrid steel/rubber base panel has

quality sample rate converter

also been fitted to prevent

ensures all incoming digital signals

O Technics SL-PS7 [ above] uses undisclosed DSP technology, and

structural- borne vibrations, with a

are recorded at MiniDisc's standard

claims to increase CD bandwidth beyond 2okHz. The SI-MDi5o

centrally mounted disc tray and

44.1kHz sampling frequency.

[top] uses Technics version of ATRAC data compression

mechanism for stability.

Technics, 08705 357357

Boston Acoustic
on the shelf

First SoundServer

The new VR-M5o speaker is Boston

uniform radiation in both horizontal

SoundServe claims to have the first multi- room stereo audio server to

Acoustics' first real wood bookshelf

and vertical planes. Frequency

enable users to store and organise music collections and then play them

model at 9,
Áx

response is given as 59-20,000 Hz,

back in multiple rooms. It has been launched in the UK by Cambridge- based

xgin, available in

cherry or black ash veneer, with a

+/— 3dB with anominal impedance of

Imerge Limited. Using hard- disc technology, hundreds of CDs can be stored

gloss grey top. High frequencies are

8ohm, sensitivity of 89dB and

and played back through conventional music systems in up to 16 rooms
using one controller. The device can also connect with the internet for track

handled with Boston's patented lin

crossover frequency of 2.7kHz. It

aluminium tweeter with its Amplitude

features MagnoGuard magnetic

listing information as each CD is loaded. The XiVA software, at the heart of

Modification Device (AMD). Adiecast

shielding for home cinema systems,

the SoundServer, enables the management of audio libraries simple and

aluminium heat sink is attached to

and is priced at £699 per pair.

flexible. Individual music tracks can be stored and played back by artist

the back plate. These drivers are

Boston Acoustics UK, 01423

type, tempo, mood or genre.

positioned close to each other for

359069

lmerge, 01954 783 600.
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shorts Smallest Sony
Staxotrax.com

The NW- E3 is the smallest member
of the Sony Walkman range,
weighing in at 33g. It uses solidstate memory to hold music, with
the ability to store up to 120

Launched in October 2000,

minutes of music at lowest quality

Staxotrax.com

on its embedded 64MB flash

[www.staxotrax.com] is anew

memory. Using ATRAC3 sound

interactive directory of second-

compression technology, the MW- E3

hand record and memorabilia

achieves SDMI compliancy (Secure

dealers in the UK and Eire. The

Digital Music Inititative) through

site gives acomprehensive listing

use of MagicGate and OpenMG

of location, genres, record fairs,

Jukebox (PC only software

auctions and other services. For

included), and supports MP3 and

more information contact 01480

WAV files. Price is around f25o.

469854
panasonic.co.uk

Sony, 01932 816000

Panasonic has anew service to

internet or over the phone.

Solid yet flexible

Online, www.panasonic.co.uk

Anew range of interconnect cables,

amicron-thir polymer dielectic

lists consumables, parts and

Ixotica, brings together two IXOS

coating which isolates each

accessories for Panasonic and

technologies; Gamma Geometry —

individual copper strand in amulti -

Technics ranges from vacuum

twisted or parallel pairs — and

strand cable which remains

cleaners to DVD players. The

Aptimus — Advanced Polymer

sufficiently elastic so as to

enable customers to buy
products and spares on the

Customer Care Centre, 08705

Treated Individual Multiple Strands.

maintain flexibility. The OXOS

357 357, is open 0900 to 1800

Aptimus allows multi- strand cable

10050 Ixotica is £ 199.95 for im pair

Monday to Friday.

to behave as asolid core

phono to phono.

Gamepath drops HK, infinity

conductor. The technology involves

IX05, oi844 219 000

Gamepath has ceased to market

Proac Responds

harmanikardon and Infinity in
the UK. Gamepath will
concentrate on IBL, leaving its
previous brands to the French

The reel Nagra

SNST-R

division of NCI.
Harman Consumer International,
France: 0033 243 38 44 67
Gamepath Ltd: 01908 317707
Panasonic DVD-A
Panasonic has joined Technics by
making aDVD-Audio player. The
DVD-A7 features onboard dts and
Dolby Digital decoding, as well as

Last month KK reviewed the

DVD-Audio 5.1 output.

jewel-like Nagra SNST-R micro reel-

Panasonic, 01344 862444

to-reel recorder. Unfortunately,

Tee unt Are

pictures became switched, and on

German audio innovators T+A

p45 the classic Nagra IV- Swas

Elektroakustik has new UK

shown instead. The real SNST-R is

representation. BBG Distribution,

seen here. More details on all Nagra

better known as the Nakamichi

products from UK distributor.

distributor, is now carrying the

RT Services, 01235 81o455.

brand. BBG Distribution, 020
8863 9117

Stop Press

Static on the move

Due ro demand Proac has produced

Geschka GmbH has taken over

the Response ER One subwoofer for

unit is housed in acompact

Has the Verance watermark already

worldwide distribution of

two-channel audio and home

enclosure loaded by an equalised

been hacked? The SDMI ' is currently
evaluating attacks submitted to the

was chosen. The loin carbon fibre

Audiostatic electrostatic

cinema applications. After testing

reflex port. It also has active filters

loudspeakers.

with various materials, alarger

and built-in 150W amplification.

public challenge of the Phase

Michael Geschla GmbH, 0049 221

version of the carbon- fibre

Retail price is £999 in avariety of

screening technology submissions'.

976 2316

composite unit used in the

real wood veneers.

How this will affect the launch of

Response range and Fdture series

Proac, 01280 700147

DVD-Audio remains uncertain.
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Stocking fillers

Do you believe in supernatural sound? Well prepare to be

Christmas audio accessories from
Ross this year include the latest in

and will transport to any room in

wire- free headphones and

frequency. Two speakers, a

speakers. Usable up to loo metres

transmitter, connection cable and

from the original audio source, the

rechargable batteries come in each

headphones utilise an 863MHz

£49.99 set. Other stocking fillers:

radio frequency. Each £ 29.99 pack

in- ear Headphones at £ 3.99;

comes with aheadphone set, a

Street Storage Case, £4.99; CD

transmitter, an audio cable and two
re-chargable AAA batteries. Ross

Cleaning wipes, £ 3.49; and the
Ross Laser Lens Cleaner, £9.99.

wire- free speakers are zo.5cm high

Recoton, »St 702 5000

the house, also using the 863MHz

12

possessed by DVD Audio - the biggest phenomenon in

high-fidelity history. This is multi-ciannet sound that

CD
doesn't compromise - delivering holographic imaging,

and all the natural acoustics and nuances that were

NAD adds colour!

present at the original recording. DVC Audio feels so real,

it's like a sonic organism has been let loose in your living

room. This amazing new format even takes your old CDs

and breathes new life into them. •A word of warning,

thoLgh, when watching DVD videos. You may find the

collision

of

needle-sharp

visuals

and

mindblowing

surround sound a little too unnerving. DVD Audio is here

and it's taking over. Get ready to face ,the consequences.
The trademark NAD grey front
panel has been abandoned with a
pair of new lifestyle AV products.

modern home.
NAD has also supplemented its
latest integrated amp range with a

The 155 is asurround sound

new power amplifier, the C27o,

40W/ch amp/tuner and the L75 is a

which will retail for £399.95. While

DVD player. Both are priced at

continuous power into an 8ohm

£499.95 each. Lenbrook UK's

load is listed as

Managing Director, Stephen Calder,

bridged to turn it into a300 watt

commented, ' We have been looking

monoblock amp. Without bridging,

at so called lifestyle systems for

it still boasts the capability to

some time now, but haven't felt the

provide

need to produce our own until we

power into 4Ohms,

could develop products true to the

ohms. It aims to be the perfect

NAD tradition of sound quality first.

partner to the C37o integrated, as it

210

120

watt, it can be

watts of 'dynamic'
or 450

into

2

The problem with so many smaller-

uses the same electronic circuit

sized attractive systems is that,

topology, allowing aseamless

frankly, they just don't sound as

combination of integrated and

good as they look!'

power amplifer to bi-amp speakers

aims to retain the principles of

for best performance. NAD also cite
home cinema as an application for

quality music reproduction too,

the affordable unit.

whilst offering good looks for the

Lenbrook, 01908 319360

The new NAD Life Design Series

Technics
Sponsors of the Technics Mercury Music Prize

www.technics.co.uk/dvdaudio

IN AN INDUSTRY where adherence to lowest-common-4enominator
standards have held back progress, only Krell could have taken the
brave step of launching its own, proprietary connecting sy.tem. Krell s

CAST Technology, designed to eliminate ahost of problems caused by
wiring, mismatches and other negative influences, is now available from
source to sub-woofer. The result is asystem that behaves as awhole,
every element communicating with the others in a cohesive,
complementary way
CAST Technology, combined with Krell Current Mode circuitry. unifies
the system's performance by maintaining the signal's integrity from
start to finish. To the listener, beyond the welcomed feeling of
confidence, the results sound so clear, so life-like and so perfectly
musical.
CAST begins with the Krell KPS25sc CO playback system, an elegant unit
which contains a CD transport, all digital conversion ciruntry and a
comprehensive remote controlled preamplifier. The KPS25sc now
serves as the reference CD player for more reviewers than ary other -its
performance is that superior to its rivals. The KPS25sc Jelivers its
signal, never leaving the CAST transmission path, to the fell range of
Krell 's CASTequipped power amplifiers such as the highly acclaimed
FPB range, the 200c. 300c, 600c for the stereo models and rhe 250mc,
350mc. 650mc for the mono models. For those who wish to own a
separate preamplifier and CD player, Krell have introduced the KPS28sc
CAST CD player, with four high-resolution 24 bit DACs and both balanced
and single-ended outputs, and toe ACT CAST stereo pre-amplifier, with
seven inputs, both units offering full remote control.

f
t
:

There is, perhaps, no better example of what CAST can do than the
remarkable MRS Master Reference Sub-woofer, chosen by America's
prestigious Robb Report no ' The Best of the Best, and the aweinspiring MBA
the Master Reference Amplifier capabie of an

..iff The British J- Ft
q Audio Awards News
2001

Krell KAV 250a
Best Power Amide.
over £500

unbelievable 1000W into 8ahms. and 16,000 into 0.5 ohms!
Krell hasn tneglected its home theatre and non CAST lines, as the
introduction of two new products shows. Despite the inroads made by
DVD. CO has alot of life ahead of it, and who knows better than Krell how

Krell KRC3
Best Pm amplifier
over £500

to continually refine the format? Gwen the strides made through
researching and developing the KPS25sc. Krell has appiied this
knowledge to the entry-level players, resulting in anew singlechassis
unit. the KAV250cd/2.
On the home theatre front, Krell has responded to demands fcr acosteffective yet powerful 5channel amplifier. The answer is the inpessive
KAV1500, a single-chassis unit housing five 300w power amplifiers,
capable of driving any speaker likely to be found in ahome cinema, and
able to deal with whatever blasts the soundtrack throws at it. Able to be
driven in both single- ended and balanced mode, it's anatural partner for
the HIS home theatre processor.
MIM
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sources
Tannoy
goes wide

what's happening in the world of hi-fi
I

II

MI Red Spot

events
2-4

NOVEMBER

Top Audio Praha, Panorama Hotel,
Prague.
Contact + 420 602 374222

Tannoy is set to make anew range
of high- end loudspeakers,
exploiting the wide bandwidth of

10-12

Sheraton and Bristol Hotels,

with asupertweeter. The Dimension

Warsaw, Poland.

range spans from the flagship TD12,
standing

1210MM

NOVEMBER

Audio Show 2000, Sobieskie,

new formats by fitting each speaker

Contact Adam Mokrzycki,

tall and sporting a

info@audioshow.com.pl

12in main driver, to the TD8 at
855mm high with an 8in driver. To
keep the home cinema audience

14 NOVEMBER

happy, there are also plans for a

AES lecture and AGM, ' Acoustic
design of halls and auditoria' by

matching centre and subwoofer

Rob Harris, Arup Acoustics.

speaker, aTD Ci and TD Sub. The

Anew improved Biggatron dubbed

current delivery. To achieve this AV

TD12 claims abandwidth of

the ' Red Spot' keeps the same price

International has lowered the

Baden-Powell House, Kensington.

3oHz-54kHz and

of £ 599 as its spotless predecessor,

crossover point from 3.5khz to 2.6

Contact 01628 663725

92dB
sensitivity,

but boasts an increase of 2dB in
sensitivity, greater bass extension,

equalisation circuits and altered the

18-19 NOVEMBER

with a6ohm

better stereo imagery, nore

low frequency alignment Phase at

impedance.

definition and greater neutrality.

crossover is now claimed better

Hi Fi 2000, The Dublin Hi Fi
Show, Burlington Hotel, Dublin.

Its twin

They will work with smaller

than 0.3 of adegree.

Contact Cloney Audio

reflex- ported

amplifiers, even ones with poor

AVI,

00353 12888477

cabinet is

kHz, improved the impedance

01453

765682

birch ply,

Firm Foundations

with a1.5in

Sans Systems has introduced a

rises from the base, steel top plates

ply front

new addition to its Foundations

hold the speaker securely with

Kensington.

baffle.

speaker support range. The

either isolation pads or bolt- mount

Contact 01628 663725

Finished in

Designer Foundation line

brackets. The internal wire path

cherry with

incorporates athick triangular

keeps all cables out of sight. The

6-9 JANUARY

polished

13x13in base of ' Nu Stone', a

new line includes 20, 24 and 28in

International CES, Las Vegas,

alloy trim, it

synthetic material of minerals,

sizes for bookshelf speakers, plus a

Nevada USA. Tel ooi 703 907 7600

will cost £6495.

resins and glass, with adjustable

35in and 24-42in adjustable

The TDio is £4995

carpet spikes and insulating rubber

models for satellite speakers. Prices

3-6 FEBRUARY

and the TD8 £ 3995.

feet. Asingle steel pillar with a

start at $ 99 per pair.

Middle East Broadcast

durable powder- coated black finish,

Sanus Systems, + 1800 359 5520

5th Middle East International

constructed
from un

Tannoy, 01236 420199

12 DECEMBER
AES lecture, ' Speech Recognition
in Broadcasting' by David Kirby,
BBC R&D, Baden-Powell House,

2001

2001
2C01,

Exhibition
21-24 February

It's Neat

2001

Communications Technology
Indonesia

2001.

Ccntact

020 7862 2093

Neat Acoustic's new Centrum

23-25 FEBRUARY 2001

centre- channel loudspeaker is
based on the Petite speaker and

Sound & Vision Bristol,

incorporates two of the Petite's

Marriott Hotel, Bristol.
Organised by Audio

radial ribbon- type tweeter,
configured horizontally either side

Excellence/Audio T.

of the i7ornm bass/midrange unit.

Contact 01865 760844.

The centrum is magnetically

25 AUGUST-2SEPTEMBER

shielded and was designed for AV

IFA 2001 Internationale

systems with NEAT main speakers.
It comes in Blond Maple, Cherry and

O Unusual driver

Black Ash and costs £475 each.

configura:ion for the Centrum

Neat Acoustics, 01833

Funkaustellung, Berlin, Germany

631021
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Krell KPS 25 sc

Qáan
L
eap...

Wilson System 6
This has to be the most impressive
domestic hi-fi system available, its
authority and sensitivity with any type
of music is both emotionally charged
and academically accurate. All types
of performance are conveyed with
either shattering power or sensual
intimacy, exciting and satisfying all
tastes and preferences.
This is our reference system. All that
we value in music reproduction either

In the last five years or so there's
been some truly amazing progress in
the quality of hi-fi music reproduction.
From a lon• • - .• • • « • •
hype and consumer gu i.iTity during
which the digital revolution seemed to
offer little more than to make us all
"information rich but music poor"
we're at last able to enjoy astonishing
fidelity albeit, only at the high end!

DCS Elgar / Purcell
Acoustic Research Ref 2 /VT200
Sonus faker Amati Homage
Such is the sheer aesthetic appeal of
the Amati Homage that many are
chosen as much for their enhancement
to interior decor as for the amazing
music they can bring with them!
Perversely, we've chosen big ugly
brutes to bring out the best of in them
in asonic marriage of beauty and
beast that is true love and fireworks!

The Theta David is already established
as an uncompromised platform for the
two leading media; CD and DVD. Its
signals pass through the DCS system
(a must hear for anyone still unsettled
by digital sources) are then caressed
by the irresistible ARC Ref 2pre- amp
before getting their final charge from
the mighty VT200 power amplifier.
We pay great attention to cables and
interconnects in o system like this,
optimising it finally in your own home
where, on your judgement, the stereo
amp can be replaced by monoblocks.

Sonus faber
Amati Homage
«CO.

t-...«1111111.111.111111

1

Krell KPS 28sc / KCT
McIntosh MC 352
Martin Logan Prodigy

Even amongst ourselves, here at
KI West One we've our sceptics,
cynics, ' flat earth' dwellers and vinyl
vultures, but at least we are all very
much as one about the musical
rewards that can be achieved with
today's carefully optimized systems.

With few exceptions, we normally
recommend McIntosh components in
McIntosh dedicated systems ( they
create auniquely appealing sound
which
defies
typical
hi-fi
characteristics) but in this case the
awesome ( 350w) power of the MC 352
is brought in to drive one of our most
prized loudspeakers, the magnificent
new Martin Logan Prodigy.

The sounds we can demonstrate
today make many systems from just a
•

Wilson System 6

Theta David

There's no argument that digital
sources have always provided highly
detailed renditions of recordings
(even with some budget hi-fi) but it's
only recently that their full musical
potential has been realised - CD's
reall
si • • . sub
spacious, warm, natura an., at ast,
'listenable' for extended periods!

.114MMN/"ZiiIreM• •

explodes dramatically or pours
sparkling and effortlessly from a
seemingly endless source - release the
cork; Nebuchadnezzar!
Describing its technical merits is
irrelevant when the evidence is so
obvious and immediate. If you want to
hear your favourite music at alevel
that competes ( often favourably) with
many live performances - please call in.
Cost may be aprohibitive factor, but for
those for whom music reproduction is
ahigh priority, or who simply enjoy
life's finest experiences, this does it!

Krell FPB 300c

If you've the space, these electrostatic
panels with massive integrated bass
drivers will fill it with both power and
delicacy in asoundstage of startling
dimensions and contrasting intimacy.
And what better front end could
realise this potential than Krell?
As familiar as we are with the marque
we can still be surprised when any
Krell component is introduced into a
demonstration and, in this case with
such transparent speakers, the system
demands equally critical attention and
aserious investment in the front end.

0

Krell KPS 28sc
Krell KCT

McIntosh
MC352

Simon Yorke Series 7
Nagra PLP/VPA Amplifiers
Wilson Benesch ACT 2
Vinyl has emerged as the black gold of
reproduced sound, and those with LP
collections of any size have become
the nouveau- musically rich, especially
when their treasures are exposed by
turntables of this quality.
The Simon Yorke Series 7system with
Crown Jewel cartridge is probably the
definitive and perhaps final statement
of vinyl reproduction superiority,
encompassing much of the precision

You've no need to be concerned
about your present investment either,
quite often system optimisation can
be realised relatively inexpensively
with very satisfactory results - so call
into KJ West One and find out more.
ARCAM • AUDIO ANALOGUE • AUDIO RESEARCH • BOSE •
NAGRA • NAIM • NORDOST • OPERA • ORTOFON • P

c)
1
II

1111Lea
Acoustic Research
Ref 2

a

inadequate. You'll be able to judge
systems that have been carefully
optimised in every detail. Compare
the experience with your expectations
and we're sure you'll agree, high-end
hi-fi has taken aquantum leap!

0

&W

CASTLE
PINK TRIANGLE

CYRUS

DCS

PIONEER

DENON
PROA(

engineering incorporated in a
turntable system for the United States
Government, Library of Congress.
Technologically and historically the
liaison between vinyl and valves has
been re-established in our system,
resulting in adepth of emotion that is
rarely experienced with digital sources.
Aluscious and scintillating performance
on agrand scale is revealed through
the Wilson Benesch AG 2, maximising
the qualities of it's world beating sibling
the ACT 1 - so much alike only more so.
Salmanazar to Balthazar!

DUAL
QED

EPOS
QUAD

fUJITSU
REGA

GOLDING
ROTEL

REL

Simon Yorke
Series 7

Nagra PLP

Nagra VP

GRAAF
SENNHEISER

GRADO
SME

HARBETH
SONUS FABER

KEF

K
SONY

ONE-OFF SPECIAL OFFERS

Copland CD 289
recordings. The new Response 1.5s'
maintain this tradition but they are
also big hitters when it comes to

Copland (SA 28
Pro-Ac Response 1.5s
The ' retro' design, material and
engineered qualities of this Copland
combination add up to a 'want it'
appeal that is fully reinforced by the
richly detailed sounds that emanate
from this system's Pro-Ac speakers.
Pro-Ac are renowned for the wealth of
information they reveal at all price
levels which is so vital for the spatial
and timbrel nuances found in complex

Ex-Dem & Display Stock - Fully Guaranteed
£490
[ 356
Audio Alchemy ACD2 (( IT Player)
£399
[ 24 6
Audio Alchemy DOE V
ii
£219
£ 146
Audio Alchemy Power Station 2
41125
£ 826
Audion 3008 Silver Night
£495
£ 396
Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)
£595
£476
Audio Analogue Donizetti ( Power)
£3449
£ 2756
Audio Research CD2 ( CD Player)
45995
£ 24 96
Audio Research (SS Mk1 ( Pre)
(2999
£ 2496
Audio Research 13(6 Black ( Pre)
£2796
Audio Research VT50 ( Power) £ 3499
£496
Audio Research 8L1 Balance Line Converter
f699
£2996
88W Too Speaker System £ 4975
£496
Castle Avon Speakers (( herry) £ 729
£446
Castle Severn Mk 2Speakers ( Black)
f599
Denon DCD-S10/2 ( CD Player) ( 1299
£996
£
996
Epos ES22 Speakers ( Cherry) £ 1350
£3296
Grant GM13.511 ir
( 3950
£2696
Krell KR(- 3 ( Pre)
£ 3250
£289 6
Krell 250a ( Power)
£ 3498
£4296
Krell KAV500i Integrated £ 4999
£6996
Krell KPS 28sc CD Player £ 7777
(19,900 £ 1
6,89 6
Krell KPS 25sc ( 20 Bit)
£3399
[ 2886
Martin Logan SL3
£4666
£ 3996
Martin Logan ( LS ir
£1999
£ 1696
Martin Logan Logos ( Centre)
£740
£ 596
Meridian 501/2 ( Pre)
£985
[ 78 6
Meridian 518 ( Digital Processor)
995
£ 696
Meridian 562V ( Digital Controller)
£705
£ 596
Meridian 563 ( D- AConverter)
Meridian 566 ( 24 bit DU)
£1380
£ 996
£895
[ 69 6
Michell ISO HR ( Phono Stage)
£1000
£ 746
Musical Fidelity X-AlOOR ( Integrated)
f
299
£ 176
Musical Fidelity X-DAC
£1296
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Speakers) ( 1995
£696
Pink Triangle Tarantella/RB300 IT/table)
f899
£4750
£ 3756
Pro- Ac 3.8 Burr Oak
£3500
£ 179 6
Ouad F51.63 ( Speakers)
£599
£ 396
Thorens TTA2000 Power
£1595
f1 29 6
Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)
£34,995
£ P0A
Wilson MAXX ( Spkrs)
£10,995
f64 96
Wilson Witt ISpeakers
f6999
£ 4996
Wilson Benesch AC! 1
£1995
£
1696
Wilson Benesch Full Circle Turntable

recreating the punch and pace of
driving rock rhythms
Here then, is one of the systems we
demonstrate for customers graduating
from ' brand fi' and are looking for
immediate and dramatic improvement
over what they've come to realise has

Pro- Ac Response I.5s

been comparatively turgid sound.
Optimise with an additional Copland
power amplifier for even more slam!

MUM
•

Primare 30 'CD
Pathos Twin Towers Amplifier
Sonus faber Signum Speakers
'Hi-fi' systems elevate themselves to
music reproduction credibility when
driven by amplifiers as beautiful as
the new Pathos Twin Towers. We fell in
love with this integrated ' Class A'
amplifier after only afew hours
listening while increased exposure to
it has brought even more rewards.
All Sonus faber speakers benefit from
the company's knowledge of musical

instrument production so the compact

Copland Cl). 289
Copland CA 28

Signum's can really sparkle. Their
walnut and hide facings also encase
Italian engineering of superb quality.
One of our favourite CD players spins
the discs in this system. The subtle
Primare Model 30CD provides tireless
listening with all types of music, here
it can be asource of both ethereal
subtlety or vibrant dynamism and power.
So, believable music from astylish

Primare 30 CD

system we enthusiastically commend
for rooms up to 1500 cu fl or so.

Pathos
Twin Tom ers

Naim CD5

FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE CLEARANCE ITEMS:

We're also very impressed with Naim's
new styling which retains an
'understated' but purposeful look

Naim Nait 5
Sonus faber Grand Piano
Through several incarnations we've
introduced Naim's Nail series of
integrated amplifiers into the
equation when asked for asound with
increased ' vigour and verve.'
This latest version maintains that
capability as well as having anewly
refined air that makes it eminently
suitable as apartner for some very

Call 0870 608 8211 Now

which, with these two components,

PART- EXCHANGE

Naim CD5
Naito Nail 5

creates astylish front end for the
beautiful Sonus faber Grand Piano.
This elegant, floor standing system

Best

EASY FINANCE TERMS

which has also been refined recently is
on demonstration at our branches in
Northampton and Peterborough
where it displays hugely impressive

Interest Free Credit and Low-Cost Terms.
Subject to status. Written details on request.

sound- staging and delectably fine

k

detailing with intimate recordings.

sophisticated speakers.

Unison SRI

Meridian 506
combination to the near transparent
Martin Logan Aerius i, modestly priced
and domestically acceptable, this

Unison SRI
Martin Logan Aerius i

THE

FINEST

HI-FI

7LH

hybrid combines electrostatic panels
with adynamic bass driver making for

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
TEL: 020 7486 8262/3

demands complementary ancillaries

atrue high- end installation where
space might otherwise be aconstraint.

NORTHAMPTON

At Peterborough we've linked this

STAX

WORLD'S

LONDON W1 M

This is alovely system, which can be
remarkable Unison SRI hybrid amp, a carefully optimised with quality
interconnects and cables to maximise
valve front end with solid state power
its potential with any kind of music.
output providing asensuously livable
Aperfect solution for uncompromised
sound which has seduced us all at KJ.

KRELL

WestOne

Phenomenal detailing is ahallmark of
Meridian's 506 CD player which
to turn so much information into
musical pleasure. It happens with the

MK

Trade-In or Re-Sale Prices arranged
for all carefully used equipment

LEXICON

STANDS UNIQUE

LINN
SUMIKO

LOEWE
TEAC

PETERBOROUGH

THORENS

MARTIN LOGAN
UNISON

MERIDIAN
VIDICRON

35-42 COWGATE
TEL: 01733 341755

Nlartin Logan
,Aerius i

music reproduction at arealistic price.

MAGNAPLANAR
THETA

32 GOLD STREET
TEL: 01604 637871

MICHELL
WILSON

MISSION

MOTH

WILSON BENESCH

NAD
nMAHA

WANT TO KNOW
Call f
or FREE brolcirureen
020 486
8262/3

HiFi Show highlights
There was more than ever to see and hear at the Hi Fi Newssponsored Hi Fi Show: here's aselection of the highlights
WORDS

KEN KESSLER

PICTURES_ANTHONY BUTLER

Those who have adeep and
abiding hatred of home cinema will find no
pleasure in what Ihave to write: that the
singularly most enjoyable and clearly most gobsmackingly impressive display at this year's Hi Fi
Show for me was the AV demonstration in the
Path Premier room.
With Madrigal and Mark Levinson Electronics
and Revel loudspeakers, the demonstration's
core was the new flagship projector from
Madrigal Imaging. Costing alunatic $ 60,000 in
the USA, it is clearly aimed at the kind of people
who think of aFerrari 360 Modena as their ' fifth
car for sunny week-ends' and regard Beluga as a
light snack. It was designed with input from Joe
Kane, the God of Home Theatre, and it delivers
the finest images I've seen since Iwitnessed the
JVC/Hughes device in January 1999 in Theta's
room in Las Vegas. But the element which
resulted in my launching into more of my typical
anti Euro venomous cant was the use of digital
video tape recordings of HDTV broadcasts as

O Visitors were welcomed to the Hammersmith Novotel at new look Hi Fi News stands

demo material. Madrigal personnel brought over
atape of the Rose Bowl Parade, ideal for both
colour and detail challenges, and it came across
like azoft blow up of aSinar-shot transparency.
In fact, aDVD — the excellent Stuart Little —
was shown immediately after, and it looked like
VHS tape in comparison.
Never — and Imean never — have Iseen
such life- like moving images projected onto a
screen. But the cause of my seething anger?
HDTV is the broadcasting system we've been
denied because of amonopolistic satellite
network, the unelected scum in Brussels, and
interference on the part of the ill educated,
technically- ignorant fools who live not to make
our lives better but who exist solely to make
them more easily regulated and taxed. Anyone
who was at the show and saw the demo will, like
me, feel forever cheated in terms of home
viewing. Oh, if only Icould get my wife to
emigrate! Full marks to Nigel Crump and the
Path team for delivering such an overwhelming
display of cutting- edge home entertainment. No
marks to Blair, Prodi, Murdoch and the rest for
robbing us of this technical tour- de- force.
While that experience stood head- andshoulders above everything else for me, it's not

16 december z000l—

O The normally press- shy Roy Gandy of Rega Research wonders if Naim Audio's gullwinged NAP5oo power amplifier will be aflyaway success

showceport

‘i Marantz's SACD player, the SA- 1

O B&W showed its collection of Nautiliss speakers, plus the new CDM NT series

O ATechnics midi- system? Yes, but it does
play DVD-Audio discs...

to say that the show wasn't bursting with terrific

fail, Ifeel that both the hardware and software

little yummies; some of them — like the new
line- level- only version of the Nagra PL Ppre-

industries should be deeply ashamed of
themselves for treating us like fools yet again,

amp, called the PL- L — were presented in such a

for acting like paranoids, and for letting MP3 —

low-key fashion that you had to think like a

of all things: — enjoy greater success in the

detective. The show was filled with cool

meantime. If they're not careful, both formats

accessories, like Final Laboratory's Daruma 3-11

will go the way of the Euro. Or, at least, the way I

feet and Loricraft's new record cleaning machine.

hope the Euro will go: down the toilet, flush

Plenty of new software arrived, including Jay

once, do not pass ' Go', do not collect £ 200.

McShann's What AWonderful World on Groove

So, listed here alphabetically so as to avoid

Note vinyl and CD, and copies here and there of

accusations of prejudice, are some of my stand-

the Region i/DTS version of Terminator 2. The

out moments of the show:

place was awash with valves and cables; Musical

Absolute Sounds had to think hard to top last

Fidelity had aclear hit with the Nu-Vista M3 and

year's Moroccan bazaar look; this year, they

Quad with the new valve amps — the show was

filled their rooms with genuine rock memorabilia

an absolute cracker. You may have noticed that I

and classic guitars, mics and drums. Anice

happen to be abit quiet on the topics of SACD
and DVD-A: well, frankly I've had my fill of both.

setting to ogle Kre(l's new five- channel amp, the

Only the week before, Isaw demonstrations

through to the material demonstrated in the AV

from small specialists showing the potential of

array: Absolute Sounds secured an early copy of

SACD, proving that, in Italy at least, the interest

the new, revised edition of This Is Spinal Tap.

is there. But this has been an even bigger screw-

The company also boasted the maximum

up than DVD, which only took off here after the

suppott from its suppliers, and visitors wanting

public showed two fingers to regional coding

to meet audio celebs were able to corner, among

and got on with the business of buying and

others, Karen Sumner (
Transparent Cable), Dan

enjoying Region 1DVDs. To which the industry

D'Agostino (
Krell), Cesare Bevilacqua (
Sonus

O Sugden's battleship mini system

KAV 1500, good for 5x300W. The theme carried

responded with adecent catalogue of Region 2

Faber) and personnel from Wilson Audio and

titles. But for two years now, they've been using
SACD and DVD-A as atease, and Iam no longer

Martin- Logan.
Air right at last seems to have genuine UK

amused. Judging by the visitors to my Q&A
sessions, neither are you. While I
want neither to

representation; although Isaw nothing new
there since the launches in January, it was an

O Headphone listening at The Audiophile Club

december
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O Any colour you like — Pro-ject Debut now available in eight colours

O Discovery from Wilson Benesch
a

units looked like props from Terminator 2, and I

ffimm

was taken by the fetching blue lights. The SPM
12000 monster first seen in Frankfurt has been
tweaked and detailed, its 800W/ch 8ohm/
3.2kW/ch 2ohm making it just the sort of
powerhouse to rattle American cages. If the £ 31k
price tag scares you, there's also the new SPM
1200E — one less 'o' in the model name, but a
price tag of only £ 5o6o for 350W/ch.
EAR/Yoshino — what can Isay? Tim de
Paravicini managed to go solid-state without
losing the respect of the tube faithful — a
O Acapella Violon

2000

with plasma

miracle! But all you have to do is take one look
at the Paravicini 312 Control Centre and all you

tweeter, imported by Audio Reference

can think of is how you can find £9800. It carries

O Roberts takes aDAB at portable radio

absolute joy to find the ATM- 300 power amp on

the biggest meter I've ever seen on apre- amp, a
lovely crescent- shaped affair which tells you the

amp: the massive TFM-5 and TFM-6 all- tube

UK turf. Fed by two 3008s, the ATM- 300B

precise circuit gain. It boasts eight inputs —

transformerless power supplies which looked

delivers 8W/ch, the bias is self-adjusting, and a

balanced and unbalanced and phono with a

more like amplifiers, containing 56 valves! Ifell

meter on the front provides information of the

transformer for m- cduties — and six outputs,

in love with the battery- powered Music- 5pre-

tube's condition. Because it has left and right
volume controls, the ATM- 30o can accept the

three unbalanced and three balanced. And
gorgeous? I
want one just to act as apiece of

with adelightful kit- feel to it due to the prosaic

direct input of aline- level source for purist

sculpture. Naturally, Tim has apower amp in the

styling. But the build quality was luscious and

Listening. Also now available here are the classic

wings, the looW MiooA monoblock, single-

the no nonsense approach adelightful counter

ATM- 1and ATM- 2power amplifiers and the ATC-1
pre- amp, proof that you can keep classics in

ended and Class-A. This will add around another

to the over- styled stuff which normally rings my

f2ok to your housekeeping...

bells.

production and avoid the insatiable need to

Final Laboratory, like 47 Laboratory, is one of
those Japanese companies which makes

tradition because Idon't consider myself one

marks to Miura- san for making some of the

unfeasibly tiny components. Iwas particularly

nicest- sounding, most beautifully- made valve

who gets as excited by furniture as much as by

taken by the non- sequiturs in the room, next to

the gear itself. But this range of racks is

gear on the market today.

the paperback- book sized CD player and pre-

gorgeous, beautifully- made and stylish enough

launch something new every six months. Full

Chord Electronics is proving to be far and
away the most aggressive UK manufacturer
in the pursuit of the Big Solid State
Amplifier crown. The room, shared with
Wilson-Benesch, was filled with impressive
hardware, more of amachine tool operator's
convention than an electronics feast. the
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amp, which is as purely functional as the Nagra,

Timbrestage caused me to break with

For high performance sound you don't need
as much space as you think.

'*
,

pascaL
Try Sony's award- winning Pascal speakers for size. 50 years
of audio expertise condensed into a sleek case measuring
just 86x169x130mm. Small. Perfectly formed. Yet beneath
that cool aluminium surface beats a heart of pure fire. The
world's strongest magnet, Neodymium, delivers enough
drum and bass ( and violin and flute) to make all cf your
crystal ornaments rattle. They're the perfect littfe speakers
if you want to get the most out of you.- music and movies.
You may have limited space, but why have limited sound?
Customer information centre 08705 111 999
Sony and Pascal are trademarks of the Sony Corporation, Japam.

www.gocreate.sony.co.uk

conrad johnson
-‘vE of

FOR T

the t

CARDAS FOR the
LOVE °
fmusic

.

music

Valve and solid state tchnoIigy applied
in à manner others can on seek to
achieve. The last Ç-the b ',fames to
remain dedicated%
evalve circuits.

An ancient mathematical principle called "Golden
Section" is applied in all CARDAS cables as "Golden
Section Stranding." This has suddenly allowed interconnect, loudspeaker digital and power cables to
improve the sound of any audio
system in a natural and
harmonically correct
manner CARDAS
cables for all
applications
and systems
will bring the
music back
to you.

Premier 17 Line /15 phono valve preamplifiers

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of fine Audio & Home Theatre Fquipment

a

FINE

•

AUDIO

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 020 8948 4153
Fax: 020 8948 4250 email info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

a

SYSTEMS

Canary Audio CA3oo mono amplifiers
(9wpc) £ 1995.00

Cadence Affina electrostatic hybrid
loudspeaker £ 2700.00

conrad-johnson EV-1 valve phono
stage £ 1500.00

Alfrr,I•Alr
'nmpon,

Affordable Valve Company EL34 amplifier
(4owpc) £ 600.00

Unison Research S6 amplifier
(3owpc) £ 1600.00

conrad-johnson Premier nA amplifier
(7owpc) £ 3650.00

Affordable Valve Company • Argento Cables • Audio Analogue • Audiostatic • Avalon Acoustics • Barnett 8, Oswald • Beauhorn • Benz- Micro • Cadence
Canary Audio • Cardas Cables • Chario • Clearaudio • conrad-johnson ; Diapason • EAR/Yoshino • Esopower • Final • finite elemente • GRAAF • Kuzma
Lyra • McCormack • Magnum Dynalab • Monrio • Muse Electronics • Musical Technology • Nordost • Nottingham Analogue • Opera • Pathos Acoustics
SME • Shun Mook • Thule * Transfiguration • Trigon • Unison Reseach • Wadia

Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us.

Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays

Mail order carriage free. Efficient tax-free export.

10:00 to il3:oo, Camden Town, London Nwl.

Ex—demonstration and used equipment always available.

Please call for further details.

TEL: 020

7380 0866

FAX: 02C.

7383 5028

E.mAn_: info@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

showreport
come from aformer Commie state. Then I

years, having seen them at numerous US shows.

remembered that the company is Swedish, so I
also thought of Volvo and SAAB. Whatever, the

Clearly, they weren't to be taken seriously on our

units seem too good to be true; the C-9 Super
Live/Headphone Preamp and M- 7B 25W singleended (300B- based) monoblock carrying enough

Tempest integrated amplifier, good for 60W/ch
from four KT88 valves, operable as either triode

glassware to make atube- crazy swoon, the build

£1995.
Tannoy pulled out all the stops with a

quality seemed Nordic and the curved Perspex
lid shouted 'Classy!'. Having acombined retail
price of under £ 3600, these pieces are very
tempting indeed. And, as the brochure states,
they are 'the result of the joint venture between
Russian military technology and Scandinavian
design.' II can't wait to try them to find out if we

side of the pond, so they highlighted the new

or ultra- linear, and selling for areasonable

completely new range of speakers bearing the
cool supertweeter as adesign feature — not
unlike B&W's tweeter mounting arrangement.
The Dimension series' woodwork is to die for,
the attitude seems clearly to acknowledge the
past in aconstructive manner — dual-

have either the hi-fi equivalent of avodka-

concentrics feature throughout — and the TD

swilling Viking or agorgeous blonde who knows

Subwoofer is the most aggressive- looking

how to prepare blinis.

speaker I've seen in years. With amajor
anniversary beckoning, could we be on the cusp
of aTannoy renaissance?

Rogue Audio arrived in the UK to my great
delight: I'd been lusting after their equipment for
EXHIBITORS CONTACT LIST
Absolute Sounds, 0208 971 3909; Acoustic Energy

Acoustics, 01753 655 744; Merlin Music System,

Ltd, 01285 65443 2;Alchemist, 01707 664 607;

01 7163672390; Michael Geschka

American Acoustic Development Ltd, 919 876

9762316;

2571; ART Ltd, 01292 319416; ATC Loudspeaker

Mission, 01480 45 1777; Monitor Audio, 01223

Technology, 01285 760561; Audiofreaks, 0208 948

242898; Monster Cable, 01908 319360; Musical

4153; Audiophile Club, The, +44 (0)20 8882 2822;

Fidelity, 0208 goo 2866; Music Tools Audio

Audio Reference, 01252 702705; Audio Salon, 0141

Furniture,

357 5700; Audio Synergy Ltd, 01924 406016;

_
O

Avalon Symbol: first element in a

GMbH49(0) 221

Mirage Loudspeakers, 01473 240205;

0721 65956.

Naim Audio,

01722 332266;

NEC Plasmasync,

0208 531 8989; Nordost, no tel; Norma, 0372

Audio Synthesis, 01153 224138.

forthcoming multichannel system

Loudspeakers, 01903 750750; BBG Distribution

493113; Nottingham Analogue, 01733 762947.
Past Audio 468230641; Path Group, 01844

Ltd, 0208 8639117; Beauhorn (Thomas

219000; Path Premier,

to get past any bitch wife from hell. Igather that

Transducers), 01424 813888.

Ltd, 01753 789789; PMC and Bryston, 01707

the inspiration was the shape of the ciassic
Michell Gyrodec, so clearly the designers have
the highest standards.
Norma and Relco arrived from Italy, along
with the overwheLming VYGER turntable. Norma
makes luscious solid state equipment, while
Relco's specialty is a63in tall. slim speaker, the

Bandridge ( BUK), 0208 543 3633; B&W

01844 219000;

Pioneer Hi Fi

Cabasse SA, oo 33298 415656; Cable Talk,

393002; PM Components Ltd, 01643 848500;

01276 686717; Cadence (see Audiofreaks); Cairn

ProAc, 01280 700147; Profigold (BUK), 0208

and Ezo, oo 3323739738; Carfrae Loudspeakers,

5433633.

01803 868 461; Castle Acoustics Ltd, 01756 795
333; Chapter Audio Ltd, 01392 656 797; Chesky
Records2125867799; Chord Company, The,

01722

QED Audio Products Ltd, 01276 451166; Quad,
0845 4580011.
Redgum Audio, 0061398971277; REL Acoustics
Ltd, 01656 768777; Relco Audio, 0332 866109;

Chord Electronics, 01622 721 444; CR
Developments Ltd, 01702 469 055; Creek and

Jean-Marie Reynaud, 0033 545780938; Rogue

Epos44(o) 20883614133; Criss AVI Systems

Audio 570 9929901; Roksan Audio Ltd, 0208

331674;

Mantis, with aribbon element covering 352okHz, and there's asmaller version called the

8228574310; Cura (UK) Ltd44(o) 1252 401401;

8307733; le Services, 01235 810455; Russ

Venus, standing 52in tall. The VYGER Atlantis

Cymbol Electronics, 01256 381569;

Andrews, 0800 373467.

turntable — ahit at TOP Audio the week before
— consists of i5olb of stainless steel, air-

Emporium, The, 01438 816688; Digital Radio,

bearings throughout, aparallel-tracking arm and
afactory-supplied air- pump the size ot ahighend Yankee power
amp.
Past Audio

Simetel SpA, 0039064110546; Sonic Link,

Direct Disc, The, 01992 447764; Disc
0207 517

2620; DNA Marketing, 0239 238

2221;

EAR/Yoshino, 01480 45379 1;Electrocompaniet

01332 361390; Sony

United Kingdom Limited,

01932 816000; Sound Image, 0208 255 6868;
Soundstyle, 01279 501111; Synthesis di Luigi

AS (Norway), 01756 795333; Energy

Lorenzon 397335 67474; System Audio, 00453

Loudspeakers, 01473 240205.

6458082.
Talk Electronics Ltd, 01276 709966; Tannoy,

Excel Audio System, no tel; Exposure
Electronics Ltd, 01273 423877.

01236 420199; Target Audio Products PLC, 01582

arrived from

Final Laboratory, 81 (0) 564 633279;

401244; Technics/Panasonic UK Ltd, 01344

Russia via
Sweden with a

Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707; GTA 8,

853153; Thule Audio4544946000; Timbre Stage,

couple of valve
units which
grabbed me, and
then immediately
instilled amajor
dose of inner
conflict: they
looked as sexy as

Avantgarde Acoustic, 01895 833099.
Henley Design, 01235 511166; Hi Fi
News Accessories Club/Moth Group, 01234
741152.
Inside Hi Fi, 01480 469 153.

0118

9742333;

Totem Acoustics, 01924 406016;

Trilogy Audio Systems, 0208 856 2499; UK
Distribution, 01753 652669.
Van den Hul UK, 0208

9974280;

Veda Products

Ltd, 01279 5onn; Ventas Horn Systems Ltd,

jVC (UK) Ltd, 0208 208 7699.

01263 741417; Vivante Music Ltd, 0208 9776600;

KEF Audio UK Ltd, 01622 672261.

Vogels (BUK), 0208 543 3633; Vyger, 06 2040136.

Lavardin, 01895 25334 0;Linn Products,
0141 307 7777.
Marantz Hi Fi Ltd, 01753 680868; Mana

WBT Distribution GmbH, 0049201871020;
Wharfedale International Limited, 0845 4580011 ;
Wilson Benesch, 01142 852656.
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SP5000 - a classic
Ametat

Meridian Audio loudspeakers combine
digital signal processing with powerful
built-in amplifiers. This provides the
greatest performance from the neatest
cabinets with perfect control.
Our brilliant Windows® based setup
software makes installation easy.
Connect adigital source direct or any
other source via our surround controllers
for the finest stereo and up to seven
channels of surround sound.
Meridian, the classic solution.

Meridian Audio Limited
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon, England PX29 6EX
Tel 44 (
0)1480 434334
Fax 44 (
0)1480 459934
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 122
Atlanta GA 30331
Tel ( 404) 344 7111
Fax (404) 346 7111

http://www.meridian-audio.com
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Look no further to find the world's greatest
hi-fl: from Chord's most unbelievable amp to
six of the best CD players around £l000...

ews

ardware
p24

p26

More nuvistor magic: Musical
Fidelity's M3 Nu-Vista integrated
MiniDisc for audiophiles? Sony's
MDS-JE64o wins apurist over

p28

Primare's ' cool' Aio amplifier

p29

Genelec's HT208 active speaker

p31.

Myryad's Cameo CD/tuner/amp

p33

Starter speaker: the KEF Cresta

J35

2

Orchid LWO: aserious speaker that
revives Heirs ` Air Motion' tweeter
•'
smetal- driver C182 Mk II
•:Chord's amazing
ower amplifier
roup e
the key CD players
compar . Arcam FMI CD23, Cyrus 7,
Maranit
D-17 II, Naim CD5,
Reel R D-991, T+A 1210
Lab t st: how Spendor's 3/5 speaker
mea ures up to the BBC legend
december
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Musical Fidelity M3 Nu-Vista
Last in the series? The Limited- edition Nu-Vista integrated amp
PRICE

£2950

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity Ltd

CONTACT

020

8900 2866

Named after amotorway,
or more likely, arather hot-rodded
BMW, the ' Musical Fidelity

3

Nu-Vista M3 super
integrated
amplifier' according

ah

to Antony Michaelson

‘w

'is the last amplifier
ever in the Nu-Vista

I
lt eeje

series.' This in itself is

te,e1

cause for both rejoicing and
afew tears. Rejoicing? Sure:
the previous Nu-Vista models
— the Preamplifier and the Nu-Vista
300 stereo power amplifier — have been
among the most enjoyable and fascinating
new products of the past decade. And when Iget
raving e- mails from the USA, not from readers
but from fellow reviewers, and knowing that they

ire

O Distinctive front of brushed aluminium
and gold-plate follows style of MF's A- series

were hard to find Stateside, you gotta figure that

Hey, Antony: you don't need the fancy knobs to

after you get past the custom-made heat sinks

something of note is happening in Wembley.

convince us of that. Just try lifting the sucker...

which fill the sides, are four pairs of massive,

As for the ' few tears', well, the M3 is the end

As much as the M3 is asonic temptation, the

proprietary multi way binding posts which will

of the line, with enough nuvistors in ME's parts

first response you'll make is to its ysuals, and

accept any wire you care to use and can take as

cupboards for just one more entry in the series.

even my good buddy, The Watchmaker, was

much force as you can apply. Naturally, the unit

All we've been told is that it will be asource

impressed enough to decide to acquire one.

lends itself to bi-wiring with four separate feeds

component, hence the bit about the M3 being

Bear in mind that nobody has higher standards

rather than two leads sharing acommon

the last amplifier ever in the Nu- Vista series. Like

of mechanical construction than awatchmaker.

connector at the amplifier end. All of the phono

its predecessors, the M3 will be matched by

Watches must occupy tiny spaces and run 24-

sockets are gold-plated and robust, as is the

spare sets of nuvistors held at MF headquarters,

hours aday for anumber of years without

earth for the phono section. It will stop you in

the unit requiring four in the pre-amp; the power

maintenance, unlike, say, cars, which can use

your tracks, because the M3 is one large

amp section doesn't have any because the

size and/or mass for the desired results. So

integrated amp.

power amp is directly coupled to the pre- amp

when The Watchmaker told me that the build

stage.

quality of the Nu Vista M3 was something

and sockets), it is clearly not something which

special, Imade note of his respect. Because he

will fit into the space vacated by aNAD 3020.

And more tears will be shed because, like the

At 483x146x457mm (whd, including knobs

earlier models, the M3 is limited to 500

mentally compares everything to Rolexes and

(Hell, I'd like to drop one on top of NAD 3020

examples only; there's every reason to believe it

Patek Philippes.

just to see that weasel of an amp crush under

will sell out as fast as tickets for aStones gig.

Atwo- box affair, the M3 has aseDarate power

the M3's weight...) Despite the sheer mass and

Further tears will be shed, too, for the break in

supply which alone looks like apower amp,

complexity, the unit is minimalist in the sense

the line's styling: some of us loved the ' lozenge'

although in fact it merely houses the massive

that it has only two knobs — the
aforementioned sculptings made from seven

look of the earlier Nu-Vista gear (and the X-

mains transformer: it measures 366x146x254mm

Series models). But it has been decreed that the

(whd) and boasts the requisite hardware for

components — for volume and source select.

M3 should bear the styling touches of the HIP

connecting to the main unit. On the front is the

Acres of brushed ' HE39' metal and 24k gold

AV processor, the A3 and the rest of the current

main on/off button and ablue LED, while the

trim: it's abit showier than some might prefer,

range. Additionally, as the company puts it, this

back contains three useraccessible fuses, an IEC

but, hey, this ain't supposed to be ashrinking

decision was made 'with anew and serious

mains input and three outputs which take

violet. Hell, no: this is about as in- your- face as
hi-fi gets.

purpose: the seven- part knob construction gives

dedicated cables to feed the M3 — Iwo for

avisual indication of the depth and detail of the

'signal lock' and one for 'control'. Then we come

Both knobs, by the way, are motorised, and

research and development of the Nu-Vista M3.'

to the main unit, the M3 itself. Around the back,

it's fun fictdiing with the remote control just to
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auditions
snazi.

see 'em move. Between them are four blue LEDs

seemingly warmer, more natural overall sound of

to indicate the functioning status of the pre- amp

the M3 had to come from the power amplifier

The M3 is, effectively, an in-proved version of

and the power amp sections, with each channel

ser tion, which indeed it did. And Irecall finding

the Nu- Vista pre- amplifier, plus the entire circuit

enjoying its own pair of illuminations. Also fitted
is asingle press button for tape monitoring; the

the Nu-Vista 300 slightly cool in the middle. And

of the Nu-Vista 300 power amp, minus one pair

the M3's trade off against the Nu-Vista 300 was

of output devices. Music3l Fide.ity designed the

rest of the source inputs include phono, CD,

barely detectable. Despite aminuscule

M3 `to have no colouration, massive power and

SACD (the first non-Japanese amplifier to carry

difference in power output of only 25W/ch —
negligible when

current delivery, virtually limitless staoility

an input so labelled), tuner, auxiliary and tape.
As Ihad the earlier Nu-Vista models handy for

margins, almost no distortion from virtually DC

to in excess of tookHz, with minimal feedback,

direct comparisons, the shoot-out was

and super- quiet mechanical and electrical

straightforward. Speakers

performance.' Tech- heads will love it, ' he first

consisted of the Wilson

clue to th-edesign integrity (after the outboard

WATT Puppy System 6

power supply) being those four LEDs, two per

throughout the

channel. That's because the M3 is near- as-

sessions, with aburst of

damn- it to being dual- mono. Each channel has a

LS3/5A, Indigo Stage One

separate PCB, aseparate heat sink, separate

and Quad ESL-63s for

choke regulation and aseparate mains

variety. Sources were the

transformer, the latter linked only to its

Krell KPS 25cs for CD and the

respective power amp. Musical Fidelity accepts

O Nu-Vistor M3

SME so/SME Series V
turntable/arm with Lyra cartridge. All

external power supply

wires came from Kimber, and both amps

the research that shows transformers' magnetic
fields interfere with low-level signals, and chose
the isolating properties of an outboard power

sounded best with the Siltech-wired AC ring.

you're talking 275 vs 300 — the Nu-Vista 300

supply. In direct opposition to those who cherish

Anyone harbouring prejudices against

still struck me as having atrace more punch,

separate pre/power combinations (and, for that

integrated amplifiers will have his or her cage

more slam, more attack than the M3. Not

matter, two- box CD players), Musical Fidelity

severely rattled, for this device behaves like a

significant in the real world, but detectable

makes much of the M3 being integrated:

high-end pre- power combo of the highest

through the Wilson set-up with aselect array of

because the Nu-Vista M3 is configured as such,

pedigree. It has force in abundance, enough

on-the- edge recordings which offer wide-enough

'there are no interface problems between the

detail to satisfy acable fetishist, grain- free

contrasts to expose this: Kodo drummers, step

preamp and the power amp. The output stage of

textures and an airy transparency, deep,

forward. Clearly, though, the only times it was

the preamp is perfectly optimised to crive the

cavernous, thundering bass and asurprisingly

even remotely noteworthy occurred when

power amp. No ifs, buts or maybes, it produces

lush mid- band.

auditioning music with rare moments of

predictable results all the time, every time.'

bombast followed by non- sequiturs of near

So there.

But it wasn't so much acase of determining
whether or not the M3 was asublime standalone
unit: that was apparent the instant Iheard the

silence.

Further changes to the circuitry have resulted in

In all other respects, though, the M3 is a

the application of slightly less feedback, with

first rolling notes of Louie Prima's ' Just AGigolo'.

blessing for those who were unfortunate or

It was also amatter of determining how it fared
against the Nu-Vista separates. And Iquickly

foolish enough to have missed out on the

Benefits are also claimed of refinements in

predecessors. As before, the sound is wide and

mechanical and electrical layout, paying

decided that, while the pre- amp section of the

deep, and the M3 shares the same levels of

attention to current flow to ensure power supply

M3 was audibly, no, make that blatantly more

grace and finesse allied to an ability to rock

interaction is not an issue. The M3 uses the

quiet than the Nu-Vista pre-amp — especially its

which made the Nu- Vista pre- amp and Nu-Vista

same choke regulators

phono section — the older unit struck me as far

300 such delightful components. This blessed

power amp, only MF decided here to mount

warmer in its handling of vocals.

schizophrenia has been retained, as have been

them on the heatsink. ' By ensuring that the

Quite clearly, then, the

the concomitant benefit of less distorion.
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the Nu- Vista 300

user- friendliness, asense of decorum, top-to-

micro-vibrations caused by the choke are

bottom cohesion and ablessed absence of

exactly in phase with the coke and its related

fatigue inducers. What's also been retained is
the interest- free purchase scheme. What's been
altered, though, is the best news of all.
Given that the M3 overall is '99.5' % of the
earlier Nu-Vista combination (and that 0.5 %

circuitry, there is asignificant improvement in
•sound quality.'
For the pre- amp stage the designers produced a
totally new PCB layout, 'oc:upying considerably
more PCB real estate.' And my ears agree with

isn't worth worrying about unless you listen only

,their findings: the Nu-Vista M3's preamp section

to Kodo drummers through Wilson Xis), it has to

is quieter, has wider bandwidth, lower distortion

be said that the M3 is an embarrassing
bargain, especially at atime when the big

and better overload characteristics. But it isn't

quite as warm in the midband...

Yank high-end brands are issuing integrateds
at twice the price. The Nu-Vista pre-amp plus
Nu-Vista 300 cost £4500. The M3? Would you
believe f2950? And with the same 5oo-only
exclusivity. If you thought the other two models

Two nuvistors per channel in pre- amp stage
Massive power supply in separate box

disappeared from the shelves in record time,

O Inside the M3 amplifier, with two pairs of

then the M3 is gonna vanish into the horizon.

nuvistor valves mounted on the main board

Just like same- named BMW.

ri

Full range of inputs includ ng phono stage
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Sony MDS-JE640
MiniDisc recorder
Despite data reduction, MD has now
attained audiophile respectability
SONY"
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outside of Japan, ironically finding acceptance in

also up to aminute — you still had to wait while it

professional circles before it made asignificant

spooled. It was also aesthetically unappealing. By

impact in the pubic domain. Robust and reliable it

contrast, MD is slick, chic and quick.

is ideally suited, for example, to the compilation
and replay of programmes for unmanned radio

cuteness has been adrawback: it lacks gravitas.

stations. Recordability apart, its tiny size — a

There's something almost trivial about slotting

It's an od d

64mm diameter disc permanently housed in a

such aminuscule cartridge into afull-width audio

cartridge just 72 x68 x5mm — was its USP on the

separate; it looks almost like an adjunct, like a

often leads us adance. When MiniDisc was

domestic marketplace. Correspondingly tiny

software update on afloppy disk, rather than the

announced and its ATRAC data compression

players and player/recorders were quickly

medium itself. But in reality, MD is abrilliant

system revealed, it was dismissed out of court in

produced for those wanting music on the move

format and apart from CD-RW easily the best for

hi-fi circles. The data stream in Compact Disc is

and it is still marketed that way in the glossies and

the home recordist today. It has zero wow and

1.4Mb/s; with MiniDisc and ATRAC, data is

on television.

flutter; low distortion; near- instant track access;

PRICE

£220

SUPPLIER

Sony UK Ltd

CONTACT

01932 816000

thing, prejudice, which too

selectively discarded to reduce the figure to
292kb/s, which is one fifth. Surely this couldn't

MD should have been asuccess from the start
but was hampered by the mercifully ill-fated rival,

In ahome system context, though, MD's

no concern about over-writing arecording
inadvertently (like computer disks, MD uses only

equate to high fidelity? Certainly, early players and

Digital Compact Cassette from Philips. This was a

free disc space unless instructed to overwrite);

player/recorders wouldn't stand detailed

clever format which boasted half- way compatibility

simple digital recording for near- cloning of CDs or

comparison with CD, but as successive

with the world-dominant musicassette: DCC

Digital Audio Broadcasts for use on the move or for

enhancements to the ATRAC system were

machines would replay conventional analogue

compiling aselection of favourites; inputting of
display text for disc names and track titles;

incorporated the gap narrowed — so much so, in

cassettes but could only record on the DCC type.

fact, that nowadays it will take apretty keen- eared

But why persist in dragging aphysically and

limitless replay without media degradation;

listener to say which is which, listening blind. It's

magnetically fragile tape past an elaborate

virtually limitless erase/record cycling; and

worth noting, by the way, that recordings made

electromagnetic head, when far more robust non -

relatively inexpensive blanks. Isuspended

with newer ATRAC versions can still be played on

contact magneto- optical technology already

the old. The system was designed in such away

existed? The obvious answer at the time was that

disbelief two years ago and bought arecorder. I
wished I'd done it sooner.

that various parameters can be modified and

MO systems were too complex and expensive for

enhanced without raising backwards- compatibility

incorporation in adomestic product; but of course

model, retailing for typically £ 22o. This is about

issues, provided the basic processing algorithms

such challenges are routinely met and brushed

one third the cost of the high- end MDS-JA555ES

are kept intact.

aside in tapan. And then there was DCC's track

yet it lacks nothing in features (the detailed

navigation. Although it was up to the minute it was

description of which would make for tedious

MiniDisc took along time to establish itself
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The MIS-JE64o is Sony's latest standard price

auditions
as much material to be recorded on adisc, albeit

letter alphabet buttons on the handset. In addition

at reduced quality. Thus an 8o- minute disc can

to titling, the keyboard facilitates division, moving,

hold five hours and zo minutes of continuous

erasure or combining of tracks and offers replay

stereo or ten hours and 40 minutes of mono.

navigation with next/previous track, fast

These different modes can be mixed on the same

searching, play pause and stop.

disc, and automatically labelled to display ' LP',

possible to lower the pitch but the range is

do not support LP2 and LP4.

enormous: three octaves calibrated either in 36

One welcome touch is the provision for

semitone steps or in extremely fine o.1%

connecting astandard PC keyboard to amini DIN

increments (5.6% equals one semitone). Ican only

socket on the fascia. It is easier to write and/or

see this as agimmick, though, perhaps for

edit titles with aproper QWERTY keyboard than via

Karaoke enthusiasts, unless you happen to want

the twist-and- push knob on the fascia or the multi -

to play your baroque flute along with arecording

THE TECHNOLOGY

of amodern pitch piano. Just one tone (-10.9% in
pitch and tempo) is enough to change atenor into

ATRAC - Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding

abaritone. Pitch and tempo are inseparable too,

- is adata reduction system based on

so lower means slower. The modified signal is

complex mathematical and psychoacoustic

passed to the analogue outputs and to the digital

principles. The incoming signal is first split

tot, SCMS (Serial Copy Management System)

into three bands ( below 5.5kHz, 5.5-nkHz and

permitting, so with another recorder to hand you

above iikHz), each of which is then passed

could capture your aberration for all time.

through an MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosine

The 42- button remote handset covers all the

Transform) filter block in which the signal is

main functions and is in some ways simpler to use

scrutinised and its constituent frequencies and

than the multi- function controls on the fascia. All

their levels analysed over time. Aprocess of

the main replay functions are duplicated here with

non- uniform frequency splitting within the

the addition of the alphanumeric buttons

MDCT block divides these bands into 20, 16

mentioned above and an output level control

and 16 more sub- bands ( respectively) beyond

which affects the main line- level outputs and the

which the processor decides what it need and

headphones output (which has an independent

needn't retain in order for the decoder to

manual control adjacent to the socket).

reconstitute the signal to aclose
approximation of the original.
reading and far exceed my word limit) and

Pitch change on replay is provided. It is only

although replay is not possible on machines which

Pre-recorded MiniDiscs are made and read

This is amost impressive unit by any standards
and it represents terrific value at the price. Like a
good word processor it is simple to use for routine

remarkably little in performance. It has the familiar

in the same way as CD. Recovery of the digital

work but provides an impressive array of tools for

CD- like replay options of play, pause,

data involves the use of alaser beam whose

those wanting to work on the presentation - to

next/previous track, fast searching, A- Brepeat,

reflection is modulated by the pits pressed into

assemble, mix, match, edit and label elaborate

programming (up to 25 tracks) etc. It also allows

the disc's substrate ( more accurately by the

programmes.

auto insertion of three- second pauses between

transitional edges between pits and flats). But

tracks in play, which can be useful when copying a

recordable MD is amagneto- optical system.

As to the sound, with analogue sources it does
all that one could reasonably ask and with the

disc to cassette for use in the car (much better,

Here amagnetically- susceptible material (
a

record levels set optimally returns aclean, quiet

though, to have an MD player in the dashboard). It

terbium- ferrite- cobalt alloy) is heated to its so-

copy which is streets ahead of cassette. The real

offers the standard set of MD recording and

called Curie point by the laser and the digital

test is direct digital copying and here it clearly

editing tools, including division or combination of

data applied by aprocess of magnetic field

shows its worth. Duplicating aCD in this way

tracks, disc and track naming, undoing of the most

modulation. Once cooled the coding is

produces anear clone, sonically. On A/B

recent edit, customised fades, synchronised

physically locked ( hence its magnetically

comparison I'm hard put to say with confidence
which is which when coming into the room blind.

recording when used in conjunction with aSony

robust nature compared with tape). Replay

CD player or component system, and unattended

involves shining polarised laser light on to the

In aconcentrated session with the two sources

recording in conjunction with atimer.

recording layer. The plane of polarisation of

switched for me Ican tell that via MD the

the reflected beam is twisted according to the

recording venue's hall ambience is alittle less well

Machine Recording makes amemory-based rolling

north- south or south- north magnetic

articulated, ' flatter' and that the focus of image on

recording of the latest six seconds of incoming

orientation of the alloy at that point - the so-

afirst-rate recording ashade softer, but these

signal while the disc itself is paused. This is ideal

called Kerr effect.

But it also has some new party tricks. Time

for radio broadcasts. Wait until the programme you
want to record has actually begun, then press a

KEY FEATURES
Excellent post- record editing facilities
Long play modes extend playing time

and Fade-out can also be employed here.
Two Long Play modes allow twice or four times

often these days - solo piano and instrumental,
solo vocal, choral, chamber- the MDS-JE64o is

data temporarily while it is reprocessed for level
and re-recorded in place of the original. Fade-in

fabulous. To an extent the results are content
dependent but for the type of music Ilisten most

time. Scale Factor Edit allows post- recording
editing of volume level using the buffer to hold the

between afabulous and agood recording is
greater, Ithink, than ATRAC's degradation of the

start button and that continuously updated delay
buffer flows on to the disc, six seconds behind real

really are subtleties detected using the best
available source material. The original difference

'Time Machine Recording' makes off- air
recording easy and convenient

extremely persuasive. Ihave no hesitation in
giving it afirm recommendation.
WORDS_IYOR HUMPHREYS
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Primare A10
Smallest amplifier from Primare is
first unit in new io Series

conventional potentiometer, which is claimed to
PRICE

stage seemed to fill the areas between the

£499.99

give better channel balance, especially at lower

speakers effectively, without becoming crowded

SUPPLIER

CSE

volumes, and has the advantage of allowing

as the volume increased. At the other extreme,

remote control without attaching amotor to the

CONTACT

01423 359 054

of low volume listening, there was enough detail

unit. On the far right is aStandby switch which

and precise imaging of instruments and vocals

disconnects the outputs, leaving the rest of the

to make me want to keep the music flowing well

unit fully powered. Mains on/off functions are

beyond the witching hour.

Scandinavian designs are
popular in this country. You only have to look at

controlled by asmall switch located underneath,

the success of the Ikea chain to see how the

near the front left. All of these functions, apart

good sonic capabilities and areassuringly solid

British have taken to the clean, discreet styling
which seems to characterise the ' Swedish look'.

from the latter, as well as balance and muting,

build quality. It didn't rock as well as some, but

are accessible via the substantial remote control

seemed to do everything else rather well.

Audio equipment from this part of the world also

unit. This is avery user friendly devise, with a

WORDS TONY BOLTON

has areputation for modern, sometimes avant-

positive action to the controls, and it does not

garde appearance. Sonic performance cannot be

even have to be aimed at the amplifier to work.

always be relied upon to be reflected in the
styling, but sometimes the two factors do come

At the back are two rows of gold-plated

The Primare Aio is ablack box with style,

THE TECHNOLOGY

phono sockets for the aforementioned inputs
and monitor loop, as well as Pre in and Main Out

The 43o x275 x75mm (wdh) body is a

together in apleasing collaboration of looks,
performance and usability.

sockets which enable bi-amplification if

cover, which are shaped to form an interlocking

The Primare Aio integrated amplifier is the

combination of an aluminium base and asteel

required. The four speaker terminals are heavy

'U'. This is done to provide effective heat
dissipation, rigidity, strength and screening. A

£499.99. It rias been designed to complement

gold plated binding posts with 4mm sockets
built in.

the Vio DVD/CD played due for release later

This amplifier was adelight to use, the

first unit in the new ' io' Series and retails for

lot of the 9kg weight can be accounted for by
the oversized 22oVA toroidial transformer. A

this year, and will complete athree-tier range of

controls being nicely weighted and positive in

amplifiers and digital sources.

action, the responsiveness of the volume to the

mount device (SMD) technology used

The appearance matches that of all Primare
components, with ablack brushed anodised

remote control being particularly appreciated

throughout. The circuit uses J-FETs on the input

during late night listening. Overall the sound

stages and bi-polar output devices The 'on

aluminium facia containing acentrally mounted

was enjoyable, especially at normal listening

paper' performance is aclaimed 5o watts per

volume control, and four source selector buttons

levels where aslight warmth, combined with a

on the left below the display screen. The first of

channel into 8ohms (or 78 watts into 4Ohms),

detailed, almost delicate touch made intimate

these is the Monitor switch, the others activating
inputs for Tuner, CD, aTape input and the three

music even more so. Larger scale performances

with afrequency response of io Hz to 8o kHz
(-3dB) and THD not greater than 0.09%.

were handled well until the volume reached

Auxiliary inputs, by single or double clicking the

shouting levels, when atrace of hardness began

appropriate button. The display is an ungarish

to creep in. The Aio would not be my first

green, and shows the source selected as well as

choice for heavy rock or hard-core dance music if

reading the level of attenuation in idB steps,

you like it played really loud, but either keeping

which the manufacturer claims is calibrated to
o.icIB. The prominent silver alloy volume control

the volume within reason, or playing less drilling
sounds resulted in avery smooth and competent

uses an impulse generator instead of a

rendition of whatever it was fed. The sound

28 december zoo° \IL—

one piece circuit board is employed with surface

Simple, stylish package
50 watt integrated with six inputs
Precision electronic volume switching

auditions

Genelec H1208
What does aspeaker sound like without speaker cable?
Very quiet, unless it's an active monitor...
could play this usefully loudly before crumpling.

PRICE

E23oci

SUPPLIER

SCV London

beat — take the sampled bassline that drives

CONTACT

020 7923 1892

through Massive Attack's ' Safe From Harm'. The

But given afast groove, they still fell behind the

riff grumbled low and relentlessly, but sounded a
shade behind the beat, detracting for me what

Genelec made its name with its

was otherwise apowerful and cohesive

studio monitors, both the custom- installed wall-

rendition. Overall Ididn't feel these monitors

of- sound variety, and smaller speakers like the

were able to describe the pulse and life of music

moo series. But the HT208, based on the

particularly well. For aspeaker that uses active

Genelec io3iA, is the largest in afamily of three

crossovers and highly- specified amplification the

models sold for home use: it has unbalanced

results were alittle disappointing. But for home

RCA phono inputs for connection to domestic AV

cinema use — its intended market — the results

systems (which lack professional balanced

should be more than satisfactory.

outputs). Each 393x25ox29omm (hwd) cabinet

WORDS

ANDREW HARRISON

holds two 120 watt amplifiers, powering a
THE TECHNOLOGY

2tomm plastic- coned mid/bass driver and a
25mm aluminium-domed tweeter. Genelec also

From an engineering point of view, the

now offers subwoofers, centre and rear speakers

conventional hi-fi system doesn't make good

to complete ahome cinema system.
DIP switches on the rear allow the user a

sense. Amplifying amusic signal to send
O Cabinets come in pro- style matt black

small degree of tonal adjustment. There is Treble

down several metres of lossy cable, to be
divided into bass and treble by inefficient

Tilt (Flat, + 2dB, —2dB, —4dB and Mute), Bass Tilt

driven to the back of the mix. Stereo width was a

power filters, before finally finding its

(None, —2dB, —4dB) and Bass Roll- off (None,

touch constricted when angling the speakers in

transducer.., well, there are more elegant

—2dB, —4dB). Bass Tilt works from around 5ooHz

as instructed, and subtle textures seemed

ways of getting there. Active monitors take a

down; Roll- off acts on frequencies below tooHz.

occluded by aless than transparent lower

line- level signal and divide this into bass and

midbanc. Some adjustment with the DIP

treble bands: the amplifiers are then directly

rounded sound that should suit the needs of

switches later, Ihad the tilt control down —2dB

connected to the relevant drive units. This

many home cinema users. Those large reflex-

for abetter controlled LF response. This did help

minimises cable lengths, dispenses with

ported bass drivers could play low fundamentals

them sound alittle less soporific.

In listening tests the HT208s showed abig,

without fuss. Driver integration was fair: the

power- sapping passive crossovers, allowing

They could play loud before getting too

the amplifier to 'grip' the driver without any

hand- over from bass to treble was smooth, even

messy, and it was when wound up that they

if the tweeter could draw attention to itself.

made noise enough to prove their studio

crossover can even include phase

pedigree. Unfortunately, and unusually for active

compensation. In the HT208, the bass driver

Initial listening and running- in was in a4.0 AV

interfering network in the way. The electronic

system with several pre- amps and processors.

bi-amplification, dynamics were not that

is reflex- loaded with apair of slots either side

That is, the HT208s were the front L/R speakers

impressive. Slam, that elusive term for the ability

of the treble unit, forming what Genelec calls

in asub- and centre- less array. Here they could

of aspeaker to provide solid, well-timed weight,

aDirectivity Control Waveguide ( DCW), to

reproduce with some authority the rich

was somewhat lacking, leading to the overall

improve frequency balance in different

soundtracks of TV and film; and happily without

feeling of sogginess that made them 'safe', even

acoustic environments. The tweeter has a

the benefit of asubwoofer. Vocals and dialogue

if music still sounded shy of anatural replay. The

very large face plate shaped into ashallow

were not overly crisp or articulated, so for home

awesome remastered The Wall Live [
EMI 24075]

horn that sets the actual dome back from the

cinema use they would be more suited to use

showed the apparent tardiness in tracks like

baffle face. Also on the front is an insistent

with acentre speaker to take dialogue.

'The Happiest Days of Their Lives' and ' What

green LED ( it glows red on standby for the

Shal: We Do Know', pieces that should pin you to

optional auto switch-on feature).

When playing music (LP and upsampled CD,
controlled by aChord CPA 3200 linked to the

the, ahem, wall with visceral bass drum but

monitors by 6metres of Nordost Red Dawn

instead sounded too big and bouncy.

balanced interconnect) Ifelt they were less

LP playback fared better, with agood

effective, spoilt by the recessed midband and a

recording's extra information and dynamics

soggy bass. Initially full- range and with flat EQ,

helping the HT208 to sound out and appear

the sound was again big and smooth, but their

more majestic. ABerlioz Symphonie Fantastique

relatively poor sense of time forced me to lose

conducted by Karajan [ DG 2530

interest while they played. Vocals tended to be

portrayed with vigour and drama; the monitors

597]

was

KEY FEATURES
No separate power amplifier needed
Active crossover allows tonal adjustments
Studio- monitor standards of robustness
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A lot of changes and
still rather alot of money.
Speakers as universally revered as our Reference Series
are a tough act to follow. After all, what can you do to
improve on excellence?
Rather alot, as it happens. Take the high order crossovers,
for example. They've been completely redesigned, using
advanced polypropylene capacitors for even greater lucidity.
And every crossover is further fine-tuned to match the
parameters

of

each

individual

drive

unit.

We

even

found ways of making the drivers themselves
with greater precision to iron out the slightest
sonic imbalance.
Having perfected the acoustics, we turned
to

aesthetics.

Hence

the

choice

of

five

stunning contemporary finishes - exquisitely
book-matched veneers, now including Cherry
and the highly figured pale Albina Burr, with

1111"

corners carefully radiused to eliminate residual
edge diffractions. In all, literally hundreds of
painstaking improvements were made.
So many small improvements can make a
big difference to sound quality - and these do. You'll find
the Reference Series-- Two vastly more accomplished than
its illustrious predecessors. Sweeter. Purer. Even more
lavishly detailed.
Like all the best things in life, they still don't come cheap
-but to anyone who really appreciates sound, they're better
value than ever.

eEFERENCE

SERIES

MODEL SHOWN IS THE REFERENCE SERIES DA00EL Th.+ -Two IN ALBINA BURR ROSETTA BURR AND A.BINA BURR ARE FREMIUM FINISHES ONLY AVAILABLE ON MODELS TT..- Two And Foci, - Two REF AND UNI0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS LIRIO IS PROTECTED UJ.• • •
US PAT NO 5.518 657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING FOR DETAILS ON REF REFERENCE SERIES PLEASE GONT4C - MEE AUDIO (UK) LIMITED. DEPT HENTO. FREEPOST 1/A1332, EGGLESTON ROAD. TOVIL. MAIDSTONE, KENT ME'S 6BR FREEPHONE MOO 7315620.

www.kef.com
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Cameo appearance
Myryad's sonically superior lifestyle

perhaps for devotees of the remote control.

package, the £1500 Cameo system

that includes aphono stage. This input is for

Arare treat it is to find an integrated amp
moving- magnet cartridges, and in fact was
judged to be more than an afterthought added
to lengthen the features list. I
tried the Cameo
with aRega P25 turntable, fitted with aSuper

e

Elys cartridge; anot unfeasible match within the
Cameo's market. They worked well together —
the resolution of turntable and Cameo system
•

were in the same ballpark, neither outclassing
the other. For aesthetes, it proved agood match
too, the Rega's pale aluminium arm
complementing the light Cameo casework.
Rated solely on its audio performance, there
is little to criticise even if other components may
have the edge on sound at the price. But as a
packaged three- box system, Ihope this Cameo's
personality will make many non- hi-fi people look
at the idea of quality audio. Its blend of soft
silver and black, with the currently- favoured blue
LEDs make it attractive to the eye. And its sound
will not disappoint either.

PRICE

£ 1499.95

SUPPLIER

Sennheiser

CONTACT

01 494

551551

Personality goes along way it's said,

reception, but the amp and tuner still made the

WORDS_ANDREW HARRISON

best of it, showing more atmosphere than is
captured from Digital Radio.
The Cameo CD player includes five buttons

THE TECHNOLOGY

for the usual functions to get adisc stopped and

Myryad's use of Sony hardware inside the CD

started, making for an unassuming exterior. And

player allows it to display CD Text from

in practise, the player gelled well with the

relevant discs . Alarge matrix appears in the

athought that came to mind reviewing the

system — despite the amplifer's clean ' n' clear

fluorescent display to show track layout, and

Myryad Cameo system. On the surface it offers

voicing, and the use of ruthless LS3/5A

this can be switched off separately. Seven

little more than many all- in-one midi or mini

speakers, which will highlight nasties from CD

separately- regulated power supplies and a

systems. Comprising aCD player, tuner and

generally, the overall sound with the Cameo CD

direct- coupled DAC output bode well for
sound quality.

amplifier, it is the classic combination which will
unravel adiverse range of music from the
popular sources of radio and compact disc. But

Inside: traditional
engineering

Up to 29 presets can be stored and
selected by front panel buttons or remote

the combination makes an important visual

handset. Amono button cuts out hiss on

statement, reinforced by the way the units stack

weaker stations, although even using a

neatly together. They each stand 78mm high and

ribbon Taerial in south London, noise was

stretch 436mm wide, but the trio seems more

still low and it didn't prevent the radio from

compact, perhaps by virtue of the clever fascia

decoding RDS data. An eight- segment signal

syling which tapers upward in the centre, giving

strength indicator confirm gives visual

the illusion of bridge spanning. And asingle,

feedback of signal strength.

simple remote control means everything can be

KEY FEATURE

operated easily without juggling handsets.
Starting with the tuner, Iquickly had the

player was up to the standard of a £ 1500

Radio 3flag showing in the display, courtesy of

system. The amp Ifelt was certainly in line with

its RDS circuit, and sat back to enjoy alive Prom
from the San Francisco Symphony. ' The Infernal

the smooth and accurate M- Series amplifiers,

Dance' from The Firebird had the slam and

which had incisiveness with less regard to

drama required to render this piece exciting and

listenability. The design of the volume control

compelling, with staccato strings and timpani

mirrors the sunken dial of the M- series, but is

filling aroom with Stravinsky's chromatic tone

even harder to operate manually due to poor

show. Aweak RF signal gave far from quiet

purchase and extra resistance. Aminor issue

and an improvement on the budget 1- Series,

Separates system with light, modern
'lifestyle' appearance includes clock timer
Quality audio engineering inside, based
on respected M- Series components
MY- Link connection plus single remote
handset makes system easy to use
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Walrus Systems
air tight
allaerts
amazon
argento
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
breuer dynamic
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
decca london
dnm
ear yoshino
ergo
final lab
graham
living voice
morch
musical fidelity
mv1

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

Belgium.
What comes to mind.
The Strongest Beers?
The Finest Chocolates?
Haute Couture?

Or the Vaessen Aquarius?
We think not only should they be on that list, but also the very short
list comprising the finest loudspeakers in the world.
The Aquarius is a project by Belgian audio designer, Koen Vaessen.
Only 100 signed pairs are available worldwide, after which the tooling
will be utterly destroyed.
Walrus is proud to represent Vaessen in the UK, and we have set
aside a week:
Monday 11th to Saturday 16th December
to demonstrate these exceptional loudspeakers.
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Be there or be Square.
tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items. subject to status *

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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KEF Cresta
As always, KEF is an odds-on favourite among budget speakers
PRICE

£149.99

SUPPLIER

KEF Audio Ltd

CONTACT

01622 672261

Although there are

increasing

numbers of budget floorstanders available, there
is still aniche for ' bookshelf' speakers, and the
long- running KEF Coda 7series were among the
most successful in recent years. Replacing these
(and reviving another old KEF model name from
the 1960s) are the KEF Cresta models, the £99
Cresta 1and the slightly larger Cresta 2which is
examined here.
It's awell presented unit available either in
cherry effect or, as on the review samples, black.
First impression was of areassuring solidity
despite amodest 6kg mass. Although described
as ' bookshelf', most speakers of this size tend
to find themselves on stands: in this case, the
instructions specify at least a225mm clearance
from the rear wall, and im to the sides. This
would be difficult to achieve without stands, so I
used 20- inch high Apollos, sand- filled.
There were sonic characteristics which

my ears. ACyrus 7amplifier tended to
exaggerate this tendency. But listening bi-amped

THE TECHNOLOGY

with my Quad 33/2 x303 set-up gave amellow,

The grille covers the whole front, with

warm sound overall, and when the KEFs were
mated with equipment from asimilar social

chamfered panel edges, ashape carried over
on to the grille itself. Behind this is a25mm

background, things got better. The less- defined
characteristics of the household Sony TA-FE32oR
balanced well with the KEF's vibrancy, to produce

soft- dome tweeter and along throw i3omm
bass/mid driver of coated paper. These are

an apparent cleanness around vocals and
sharper-sounding instruments such as trumpets

asound that worked with most music.

the cabinet contains four sturdy looking
binding posts/4mm sockets at the bottom.

and high hats. When playing at normal domestic

bass sound was attractive and got the feet
tapping. It gave afleetness to the bassline that a

extend bass output to aclaimed 48Hz (-3dB).

lot of speakers in this price range cannot
approach. Contemporary dance music berrefitted

The claimed -6dB point is reached at 42Hz
which seems quite good for a365 x205 x

sensation that Ihad thoroughly 'cotton budded'

from this with the driving bass and panned
effects being shown off to perfection. This would

252mm (hwd) cabinet. Crossover frequency is

O Bi wire options included. Note that KEF

seem to be the music that these are happiest

3kHz and the high- frequency -3dB point is at
20kHz. With aclaimed 9odB efficiency and 8

flies the flag, plus aMade in Europe badge

with. If too-crowded sound was fed them they

ohm impedance, they should be an easy load

got out of their depth; relatively simple mixes

for most amplifiers from io to looW.

remained constant despite changes of amplifier,
cable and position. These included excellent
imaging and aslight forwardness around the
upper midband. The effect was not unpleasant
and probably contributed to the characteristic of

levels, this crispness became alittle exaggerated
as the volume control was rotated, to the extent
that prolonged listening left me with the

When fed with rock, the fast and 'defined'

were dealt with with ease.
Overall, for £150 these speakers offer
excellent definition and imaging allied to afast,
responsive bass. Their Achilles heel appeared to
be the way they tried too hard when pushed,

mounted in a ' leather-look' baffle . The back of

Half way up is the reflex port which helps

KEY FEATURES
Compact ' bookshelf' size, even
though it needs to be put on stands

and end up losing composure. Asteadying hand
on the volume control is all that is needed to

Bi wire crossover allows future upgrading

keep things nicely controlled, and the trade off
of gains in clarity at normal volumes made for a

Budget price, ideal for starter systems

lively and engaging sound.
WORDS_TONY BOLTON
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Chord Electronics Limited
The Pumphouse.
Farleigh Bridge,
East Farleigh,
Kent, N1E16 9NB
Lnited Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1622 721444
Fax: +44 (0)1622 721555
sales@chord.softnet.co.uk
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Audio Excellence - Swansea (01792 474608)
Audio Excellence - Cardiff ( 01222 228565)
Audio Excellence - Bristol (01179 264697)
Audio T - Basingstoke (01256 324311)
Audio T - Cheltenham (01242 583960)
Audio T - Epsom (01372 748888)
Audio T - Reading (01189 585463)
Audio T - Southampton (02380 252827)
Audio T - Swindon (01793 538222)
Audio T - Tunbridge Wells (01892 525666)
Audio T - West Hampstead (0207 7947848)
Audio Reflections - Wakefield (0113 2528850)
Audio Venue - Middlesex (0208 7074849)
Castle Sound & Vision - Nottingham (0115 9584464)
Doug Brady Hi Fi - Warrington (01925 828009)
Global HiFi - Newcastle (01912303600)
Leicester HiFi - Leicester (01162 539753)
Music Matters Ri- Fi - Edghaston (0121 4292811)
Music Matters HiFi - Solihul (0121 7420254)
Moores HiFi - Northern Ireland (01247 812417)
Northwood Audio - Buckinghamshire (01296 428790)
Progressive Audio - Rainham (01634 389004)
Phase 3HiFi - Worthing (01903 245577)
River Crossing Audlo - Norfolk (01263 741230)
The Sound Academy - Bloxwich (01922 473499)
Sound Craft - Ashford (01233 624441)
Robert Ritchie HiFi - Scotland (01674 673765)
Unilet Sound & Vision - New Malden (0208 9429567)
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Orchid LWO Deep Resolution speaker
A solid- looking British- built monitor with that exotic Heil tweeter
PRICE

drivers, the first stirrings of Bose, and much

SME 10/Series Vas sources. Wiring included

£3995

more. We ended up with Heils because the store

Kimber Select and Harmonix.

SUPPLIER

Orchid Precision Audio

I
worked in was an ESS agency. While the

CONTACT

01608 684694

passage of 27 years means that my memory of

Because of the LWO's compact dimensions, I
had no problems in my 12x18ft room. The

sound is less than dependable, we had no

speakers were positioned by the designer to fire

complaints. The system cooked.

forward; toe- in messed up the sound stage by

As Alvin Gold's Aulos review mentioned, the

increasing the front-to- back depth at the cost of

What agap .the Heil Air Motion

AMT works by 'squeezing' air — the driver is in

much of the stage width. Orchid states that the

Transformer first appeared some 30 years ago,

effect along ribbon folded accordion- like into a

w° sloping front baffle provides proper time

but pretty much faded from sight. Then—

small frame. And, bugger me if the unit doesn't

alignment for listening from 6to

whoosh! — up pop acouple of new systems

sound in retrospect like aprecursor to the

speakers. My hot seat was 8feet from the
Orchids and it was hard to better the location.

12

feet from the

using the legendary tweeter, from two unrelated

Apogees. Orchid uses the AMT with aVolt 8in

sources. With the Heil AMT, though, it was only

woofer and asin Beyma driver acting as aphase

amatter of time: the AMT needed worthy

link, with abi-wired crossover bearing

the past' gags because Isimply can't depend on

amplifiers and an appreciation of ribbons to

polycarbonate capacitors and air-core inductors.

my sonic memory going back as far as the pre-

succeed, and neither of these existed in 1972.

The drivers are fitted to asloped baffle in a

punk/pre-disco days. Moreover, Istayed utterly

After the European offering from the Jecklin

fioorstanding enclosure measuring

blitzed on grass throughout my college years —

crowd — the Heil AMT Aulos reviewed in lune by

84ox3o5x355mm (hwd), but don't let the

the only way to survive agraveyard like Orono,

Alvin Gold — here's one made in the UK... albeit

compact dimensions fool you: each speaker

Maine — so the sound systems around me

by an American.

weighs around 45kg (wolb).

served as little more than abackdrop to mind

Being an American too, Ijust had to get my
hands on apair of Orchid LWO Deep Resolution

The cabinet is fashioned from a45mm-thick
bi-layer MDF sandwich, finished in real

It's difficult for me to fall back on ' blast from

alteration, and I'm amazed my LPs from that era

Loudspeakers, and for avery good reason: I

hardwood veneers. Abass- reflex design, ported

THE TECHNOLO

lived with apair of the original ESS Heil AMT 4s

at the rear, the LWO enclosure presents each

The Heil Air Motion Transformer is aunique

back in my college days (1973-4) when my flat-

driver with its own acoustically isolated sub-

high- frequency radiator. It consists of avery

mate and Icombined our systems to create a

cabinet. Also supplied is an integral slate base

light conductive membrane folded into

four- channel set-up. At the time, it was one of

with four M6 spikes.

the more radical transducers, but then the late

pleats, rather like an accordion, immersed in

Matching the LWO to assorted amplifiers

astrong magnetic field. Passing an

1960s and early 197os were far more exciting

proved simple, provided the amp had a

alternating electric current (such as amusic

times than the present when it came to speaker

reasonable amount of power on tap. Although

signal) through the membrane causes the

technologies: the Ohm Walsh driver, early

the LWO seems conventional, it worked best

sides of the folds to alternately squeeze

Magnepans, aslew of electrostatics, plasma

with big powerhouse amps, especially valved.

together or spread apart. The membrane is

Orchid specifies the

said to combine the best qualities of planar

speaker at 89dB/watt

(electrostatic- like) driving conditions with the

sensitivity, and an 8

increased air loading of ahorn: there is a

ohm impedance but

uniform application of force over the surface

admits to a4.5 ohm

of each fold, with better coupling to the air

minimum. Thus it is

provided by the horn- like squeezing motion.

not an amp- breaker,

The resulting movement is very coherent and

but the least Iwould

free from the complex break up patterns that

recommend is a

inhabit the surfaces of both dome tweeters

50W/ch-plus tube

and large electrostatic panels. Because it has

amp, such as the

alarge surface area, the AMT can extend

McIntosh MC275. I

down to frequencies well out of range for

also used the Krell

conventional domes. The acoustic result is

FPB 300 and the

low- distortion, highly contolled, high

Musical Fidelity Nu-

frequency radiation even at high levels.

Vista 300, with the
Marantz CD- 12 and

KEY FEATURES
AMT tweeter gives unique treble qualities

Not very big
for afloorstander,
but surprisingly

Compact size (but watch out for the weight)
High power handling and good sensitivity

heavy!
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auditions
without showing any strain and their attack is

bear no scratches. (An aside: Stephen King was

Moreover, studio monitors are notorious for their

astudent at the University of Maine, which

naked, warts'n'all playback, as it's their raison

rapid yet controlled. On the other hand, what I

explains his subject matter of death, decay, rural

d'etre: to allow the listener to hear every detail.

consider loud would hardly impress Beavis or

horror, low foreheads, dragging knuckles and
general weirdness. Upstate Maine is that scary.)
Thus, while Ido remember being impressed

As such, the LWO skates close to amonitor's
ideal of accurate portrayal; conversely, the
sound is non- fatiguing and musical, huge and

Butthead, so maybe I'm just imagining the
Orchids' appetite for destruction.
Aside from looking like something out of the

with the first- generation AMT, Ican't even begin

wide-open. It doesn't take long to appreciate

1976 HiFi Yearbook — apt in light of the

to suggest what the ESS AMT 4sounds like by

that Orchid engineered this for pleasure rather

tweeter's age — the LWO is aserious contender

today's standards — Ihaven't heard apair since

than for professional purposes, for the first

in the current middle- to- high- end sector. Atag of

1974. What Ican tell you about the current Heil

impression to hit the listener is one of huge

£3995 places it among some serious

AMT, though, is all good. And Isuspect the driver

scale and sweeping vistas. The LW0s disappear,

competition, including the Quad 989 at the same

has changed little in the intervening years.

and the soundstage is filled to the brim. What

price, but it is not extortionate by today's

pleased the LS3/5A fanatic in me was the

standards. Moreover, the robust build quality

frequency coherence and poise which precious

system's way with vocals both of the spoken and

and sheer mass are convincing displays of

few modern tweeters have. It enjoys the speed

sung variety. Fed the supersweet Judds'

perceived value. What will please the house

of the inverted dome Focal unit, but with a

interpretation of ' Don't Be Cruel', most of Mel C's

proud, given the prosaic styling, are the compact

dipole- like openness, transparency and freedom

solo debut CD, abushel of Alison Krauss and the

dimensions: asystem which behaves like abig
Yank monolith while occupying the space of a

The Heil in the LWO has the kind of upper

from beaming which will immediately find favour

recent Eva Cassidy collection, and the LW0s kept

with Quad ESL devotees and those who normally

all of them free of harshness or edge, and

room- friendly two-way Britbox on astand. And,

loathe boxes. If ever I've heard aspeaker try to

sibilance just didn't intrude at all. With textured

to please the iconoclastic audiophile who hates

provide the best of both worlds, the LWO is right

voices, including Louis Armstrong's (with Ella),

to follow the crowd, the tweeter is one hell of a

up there with the Martin-Logans.

the system conveyed the throatiness and the

conversation piece. Leaving aside my

rasp in realistic quantities, with no exaggeration.

predisposition toward this speaker because of

Y'see, its designer has his background in the
studio world, where no mercy is shown for

Thrash fans and those who worship at the

personal nostalgia, as well as its appeal because

wimpish speakers with truncated bass and an

altar of speed guitarists will find much in the

it's an oddball, I've just gotta brand it ahit.

inability to go loud for protracted periods.

LW0s to covet, especially as they go loud

WORDS_KEN KESSLER

Elac CL82 Mk II speaker
Metal drive unit technology makes this small box very loud
afflicts all loudspeakers to agreater or lesser
PRICE

£399

SUPPLIER

Sennheiser UK Ltd

CONTACT

o800 652 5002

bass lines, and astrong sense of integration.

remains very responsive to volume control

WORDS_ALVIN GOLD

changes even near the top of the scale, and loud
peaks are just that — loud.
The CL82 II is adeep, narrow compact stand

In contrast to

most speaker

also impressive, with powerful, well projected

extent. Unlike most loudspeakers, the sound

THE TECHNOLOGY
In Elac's unusual inverted metal- dome

mount loudspeaker measuring 33oxzoox285mm

bass/mid unit, there is no central dust cap,

(hwd), unusually cleanly designed thanks in part

and no external visual clue as to where the

manufactures, Elac produces its own drive units,

to the large featureless inverted aluminium

large diameter, high power voice coil might be.

and in the current range, of which this is the

sandwich dome with adoped pulp fibre damping

The unit is port loaded, and has ahigh voltage

smallest, Elac has taken advantage of the this by

layer that serves as the bass unit diaphragm.

capability and a3omm throw, which makes it

going all out to maximise power handling. The

First impressions are of aslightly raw, glassy

quite an effective air pump. The tweeter is built

effect is that given apowerful enough amplifier

colouration with classical and other acoustic

around an aluminium- magnesium- manganese

many of its speakers go louder than you would

material, but given enough settling in time it

composite dome which is drawn in asingle

expect. This is certainly true of the CL82 Mk II,

smoothes out well, and becomes more

piece with the coil former, like some early

which holds on like grim

sophisticated and transparent.

Celestion metal domes, but unlike most of

death at unfeasibly high

Resolution of fine detail is a

those that followed, which means that the

volume levels that at some

particular strength. During the test

dome can act as an effective thermal sink and

stages during the test were

period Ihad some of my best Tom

heat exchanger, effectively increasing the

threatening to alienate whole

Waites and Paula Cole moments

power handling.

neighbouring districts. But

ever from asmall speaker, and I

high power handling is not

cannot think of acompact speaker

just there to frighten the

which is so obviously, even

horses, it confers an unusual

enthusiastically at home with rock

measure of freedom from

material. The CL82 Mk Il bass is

dynamic compression, a
failing that although not
always widely recognized,

36
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Baby of the range, but still
with that trademark alloy cone

KEY FEATURES
Ultra- loud volume levels are possible
Great for rock music
Impressive bass considering the size

SUPER AUDIO CD

Get inside the music.
Sony Super Audio CD.

No other music system gets you closer. Sony's new Super Audio CD (winner of
the EISA European Audio Player of the year 2000-2001 award) provides you with
unrivalled sound reproduction thanks to Direct Stream Digital ( DSD). A clever
little 1- bit recording system that samples audio signais at a rate 64 times higher
than convertional compact disc. Giving you a dynamic range of over 120db
and an unprecedented bandwidth of over 100kHz. SACDs also benefit from
6times the capac ty of regular CDs and incorporate a reserved space for nonaudio data such as text information which can highlight track, disc and artist
name. And because all Sony SACD players are compatible with conventional
CDs, there's no need to replace your CD collection. To see Sony's range cf
Super Audio CD players visit the Sony website. To hear one, why not try your
nearest philharmonic orchestra.
www.sony.co.uk

Customer information centre 08705 111 999
Sony. DSD and SACD are trademarks of nony Corporatton. Japan.

0 cm?

Chard Electronics has truly created
its no-compromise power amplifier
with future- tech styling to match
WORDS ANDREW HARRISON

Chord
Colossus
38 december zooid—

definitivetest..arn • lifiers
Price

f3o,989

Supplier

Chord Electronics

Contact

01622 721444

It's difficult not

to be intimidated by an
amplifier this large. And this is the most expensive
British amp ever made. It may not be the most
powerful, but size isn't always about muscle — it's
about muscle with finesse and control. It's certainly
the largest amp in terms of physical size Ihave ever
seen or listened to, and it is also the most expensive.
So, for the sake of perspective, let's get the vital
statistics out of the way first.
Into the average speaker, of 8 ohm nominal
impedance, this power amplifier will deliver 800
watts of the averaged, root mean square variety. If
your taste in loudspeakers is closer to 4 ohm
impedance, double this figure to 1600 watts (or
1.6kW, as it may be more convenient to think of it).
There are few speakers that fall into the 2 ohm
average bracket, but for those that are, expect the
SPM12000 to supply 3.2kW on demand. For sub-2
ohm impedances: anyone wanting to do alittle arcwelding could, generous automatic fail-safes
notwithstanding, simply bring a naked pair of wires
together and don an opaque-glass helmet. But of
course, with this amount of power on tap, the safety
cut-outs will get there first — very quickly, as testing
in the workshop showed, where some of the more
tortuous tests prompted the amp to switch instantly
into standby. That's not to say it's on too tight ahairtrigger, just that it's smart enough to realise when its
being teased with something other than real music:
an artificially-generated steeply ramped waveform; or
acomplete short.
But asimple citation of maximum power output is
not enough to encapsulate any amplifier's real world
performance. Many's the time that the motor car is
used as an analogy to explain audio electronics, so
here's another one: cars may have a claimed top
speed that seems to outstretch the car's realistic
performance. It may reach 95mph, but it would take
something of arun-up to get there, and preferably a
downhill slope and afollowing wind. Moving into the
sports car or, better yet, supercar bracket, we find
vehicles that not only reach 95mph in third without a
sweat, but can still accelerate well beyond the ton.
Where the old family saloon has a0-60 of 12 seconds,
the supercar gets there in four. It's about
instantaneous power, rapid rise times, acceleration.
Rewind to review of ahi-fi amplifier. An amp that
can hit 800 watts is not unique today, but to do so
without fuss, without strain, and do it quickly is what
allows an amp to take on that archaic accolade of
'wire with gain'. That is, the ability to transform a
line-level signal into alarge speaker-level signal; this
to evoke vibrations from a speaker dome/cone/
membrane that, unfortunately, obeys the laws of
inertia. And the reason the Chord SPM12000, more

so than many other contenders, can deliver peak
power without changing gear? As my first witness I
call upon the energy source to this amplifier, which,
like every other Chord Electronics power amplifier
before it, is based around ahigh-frequency switchedmode power supply. Where it departs from previous
iterations of the HF supply is in the application of a
new 4kilowatt PSU. The SPM 12000 uses six of them.
Chord has used more than one HF supply in a
single amp before, but the SPM12000 deliberately
doesn't synchronise the six PSUs: it uses them freerunning, in order that their (very fast) heartbeats run
out of sync. Where a single SMPS module pulses
80,000 times asecond (compared with the recharge
cycle of 50 times for aregular supply), the bank of six
4kW supplies delivers an average 480,000 pulses per

Asimple citation of maximum power
output is not enough to encapsulate
any amplifier's real world performance
second. In short, when the driver stage or output
stage of the actual amplifier requests power, to
deliver the transitory dynamics of music — it's got it.
No hesitation, or microsecond lags for 50Hz
capacitors to recharge. For many, this outlines the
reason that Chord Electronics power amplifiers
generally sound so effortless and in control.
The sense of intimidation brought out by this
amplifier's physical presence, standing three times
the height of the company's benchmark SPM1200,
and twice as deep (475 x435 x670mm, whd) is
reinforced by the knowledge of what lies inside: half
adozen high-frequency, high-power supplies running
at radio frequencies, totalling a potential 24kW of
electricity. John Franks of Chord explained that the
first time aprototype was switched on, they feared for
aquantum implosion that would create some kind of
hyperspace vortex!
The SPM 12000 was unpacked
from its vault-like flight case,
with four people required to
comfortably heft its 98kg
bulk. Chord amplifiers have
a reputation for high
power/weight ratios by
virtue of efficient power
supplies,
but
the
SPM 12000 still weighs in
at over 2161bs. Using a
mixture of LP and CD, I
endeavoured to see what
the amp could do.
Switch-on was greeted
without
any
rent
in
spacetime. Instead, a blue
light appeared on the front,
and an unearthly blue-pink
glow spread from within the
monster's engine, visible

Almost lookgs
of aerospace
engineering,
with haunting
blue and violetlit interior to
complete an
arresting visual
and sonic
statement 0
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Analog is everything

Ortofon - the world's oldest and largest cartridge manufacturer
With award winning record playing systems available from as little as £110, a range stretching to £2,000
and fortunes still being spent on R&D, there never has been a greater choice for the vinyl lover and music enthusiast

Project - the worlds largest HiFi turntable manufacturer

TIII: PLRSPI.i II\ I

Designs lId. Init 10 Nloorhrook, Madinat:Id Industrial Park, Dideot. 0,frodshire. () X II 711R. Eel 01235 511166. Fax 01235 511266. E-mail henle.designsM sirgin.net.
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through the bracketed portal on the top plate. There
was, however, no thrum of transformer or arcing of
switches to betray the collossal power within. And
with regard to possible RF pollution, the SPM1200
has naturally passed all mandatory tests for
electromagnetic interference (EMI), as you would
expect for ahigh-end amplifier that has much higher
internal standards to reach than imposed by EC
regulations alone.
It would be ashort description of the SPM12000's
sound quality indeed to explain that it could 'play it
all'. Starting with CD, from aSony DVD player into
a Chord DSC1500 converter and CPA 4000E preamp, Stravinsky's The Firebird sounded out with edge
of seat drama — and these now the best seats in the
house. Rumbling basses in the introduction and real,
rasping punchy brass convinced me the system was
conveying unsullied music as it was fed from source.
The grand spectacle of the LSO under Abbado's
charge (on DG) was spellbinding. The Wilson
Benesch ACT Tivo speakers were being showed off to
their very best, I felt, the Scanspeak Revelator
tweeter unravelling asweet, unforced top end, while
low notes were gripped at the bottom by the amp's
authoritative low-frequency hold. Sensing the amp
was sub-tickover, Itried some charged bass-inspired
modern music, arriving at Massive Attack's Blue
Lines. The system, now headed by a comparatively
modest Linn LP12 Lingo, Ittok and Ortofon Jubilee,
showed supreme, on-the-penny timing. The crisp,
central cymbal sound that drives ' Unfinished
Sympathy' had eery, bell-like purity and tunefulness,

even with volume wound up and bass thundering.
Everything was just in time, and dare Isay again,
effortless. The sense of grace and sublime mastery
was heard as auniversal theme. Another favourite,
Close To The Edge from Yes, showed the track 'And
You And I' oozing 3D imagery, with acoustic guitars
and Anderson's whimsical alto to explore. Here I
found myself thinking how the vocals were neither
exaggerated nor flattered, but simply replayed in
stark honesty. It seemed as if this was originally laid
to tape. In another system in a larger room, this
time with the flagship Wilson Benesch Bishop
loudspeaker as partners, Ifelt the same ease with
continued listening, and had the same craving to
explore arecord collection — any record collection!
So, the perfect amplifier? Well, Iwould put my
name down on the list for one from this limited
edition run of fifty. Only it costs £ 1,000 — at which
price I probably couldn't even afford the home
contents insurance. fi

O

Inside the

SPM12000,
showing three of
the highfrequncy power
supply units

THE TECHNOLOGY
Conventional amps start with amassive iron- cored transformer, to step-down mains
240V or noV to alevel perhaps half this or less, and then use high- capacity
electrolytic capacitors to smooth the ripple from rectified AC and create astore of DC
energy for the amp's demand. Chord's switch- mode power supply (SMPS or SMS)
takes afar more interesting route. The mains 50Hz (or 6oHz) supply is rectified to
DC first and stored in high voltage capacitors, then switched back into AC, but this
time alternating at 80 thousand cycles per second (80 kHz). This is passed through
aceramic- cored transformer, and then rectified to DC for the demands of hie
relatively conventional MOSFET power amplifier.
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An amplifier this potent is not so easy to get

connected as intended, using both 20 amp

ohm. Looking at frequency response from the

the measure of. Output power ratings, for

inlets on separate mains spurs, if not different

AP in the left-hand graph, we see agentle

example, should be assessed with the amp

phases. These measurements were taken on

rolling-off of response from lokHz, reaching

Audio Precision System

—0.2dB at 2okHz and 2dB down by 6okHz. The

TEST RESULTS
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el 9979 , 925
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and Miller Audio

Research QC Suite, in-house at the Chord

middle graph shows percentage distortion

Electronics workshop. Separate spurs were not

versus log frequency 8oHz to 2okHz, ref loW 4

available at the time, apossible explanation for

ohm, where distortion remains below o.00i% to

alower than promised measured output of

around 3kHz rising to 0.05% at 2okHz. The two-

699W into 8ohm and 1202W into 4ohm.

tone test for intermodulation distortion is

Distortion was measured at spot frequencies at

shown in the right-hand graph. The second

1W and 25oW output powers, both channels

harmonic product at ikHz can be seen with

driven, into 8ohm. At oW, ikHz, THD was

descending orders of distortion at 18kIlz and

o.00i% and remained at just over 0.004% at

21kHz, 17kHz and 22kHz, etc. Note the noise

25oW continuous output. Interchannel crosstalk

floor at —12odB: these are all at alow level and

at ikHz, right on left, was —76dB, ref ioW into 4

should not be problematic.
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yaworkmanlike CD player
£2oce but you need to spend
more for lasting satisfaction

Tested here a tix key models from £800-£1200
WORDS_ALVIN GOI D LAB TEST ANDREW HARRISON
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CD-17 Mk II

CD 7

vamp «VIP
CD5

Rotel

T+A

RCD-99s

CD tato R

within aday or so, it becomes fast, fluid and organic

Much

ALVIN GOLD
Is an audio writer
of long experience
whose unrivalled
knowledge of
today's hi-fi
products makes
him one of the
most respected
experts in the field

in quality.
The FMJ player never becomes as openly expansive or its bass as focused and powerful as, for
example, the Naim, nor it is as dynamic or in your
face as the T+ A player, but the fine grain quality
of the Arcam, its subtlety and its seemingly endless
ability to mould itself to the character of the music
provided its own thoroughly musical rewards. Not
perhaps the kind of rewards that would turn the
head of afollower of the charts, popular or classical, but certainly the kind of rewards that helps
dral acoustic. The rest of the system consisted of a winkle out the finer attributes of better, more
thoughtfully engineered material.
Densen Beat B-200/B-300 pre-/power amplifier
This message was reinforced with recording after
combination, and JMLab Mezzo Utopia speakers.
recording. Although slightly lightweight, the test
These products could be summarised as having
choral recording was poised and together, and the
lean and analytical voicing, in common with the
more bombastic Arnold recording sounded sharp
Nordost cables also used; but as far as possible
and contained, with plenty of varied scoring matethese characteristics have been allowed for, and
rial lending the soundstage a natural but unexagfiltered out of the findings reported here.
gerated complexity. Orchestral climaxes didn't
The Arcam FMJ CD23 has a good display and
build as convincingly as with some of the other
quirk-free disc handling, but the full system remote

of the formal, comparative listening
for this test was limited to four titles, and for
simplicity's sake most of the comments that follow
are restricted to this group: Malcolm Arnold
Dances (
Andrew Penny conducting the Queensland
SO); Eva Cassidy Live at Blues Alley (
jazz); Cowboy
Junkies The Trinity Sessions (
especially the unaccompanied vocal ' Mining for Gold'); and Sing It
Heavens from the Cambridge Singers directed by
John Rutter — a very live-sounding recording,
mostly featuring chorus, organ and brass in acathe-

control button matrix
is densely packed
and not conspicuously ergonomic.
In common with a

These products could be summarised as
having lean and analytical voicing, but
these characterisics have been allowed for

number of the better
players around, the
Arcam needs a long
running-in period before it comes on song.
Sometimes, statements of this kind are a backhanded way of saying something quite different:
namely that there is a fundamental problem with
the product, and that extended listening has
enabled the reviewer to acclimatise. Not so here.
Straight from the box, the Arcam sounds cluttered,
lacking in separation and short on dynamics, but

players, a characteristic also noted with several
other recordings. Both vocal examples worked
extremely well. Indeed, subtle, expressive female
vocals could be described as this player's forte, and
as always the Arcam seemed well balanced, with
taut, tidy timing cues, a naturally spread stereo
soundstage which was well extended in the depth
plane, and open, expressive voicing to match.
\/ december

2000
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listeningroom
ARCAM FMJ CD23

Built around aSony mechanism and aversion
of the dCS Ring DAC premiered in the Alpha 9,
which aims to combine the benefits of
Bitstream and multibit conversion, the FM1
also builds on the Alpha series with a
spectacularly improved physical design.

CYRUS CD7

MAFtANTZ CD-17 MK II

Here is aclean-sheet reworking of the familiar
shoebox Cyrus player family. The CD7 has a
new CD-RW compatible mechanism, and an
improved power supply with atoroid replacing
the frame transformer. The Q24 add on
module which performs reclocking and jitter

The CD-17 Mk II uses four of the old but
celebrated DAC7 Bitstream chips, two per
channel in dual differential mode to reduce
noise and maximise resolution, married to a
new DSP based digital filter designed to
address group delay introduced by the
analogue low-pass filter. New internal
clockwork includes CD-RW and CD Text

Inside, the main board has been relaid, the
power supply is more complex and
sophisticated then the Alpha, and the case

reduction is now incorporated on the main
pcb, and the post DAC analogue filter has
been retuned. Provision has been made for an

design employs asandwich construction to
reduce microphony.

external plug in DIA converter, and the
familiar outboard PSX power supply upgrade

compatibility, an optical digital output to
partner the electrical one, and aredesigned
remote control.

0 Two power supplies at work in the
CD23, one behind the mech, one below
the screening lid that hides converter

0 New motherboard design for the CD 7
compared to previous model, the
similarly- looking dAD Q24

0 Extensive use of copper and
screening cans over sensitive electronics
including HDAMs, top right

SPOT
COMMENT

Counting against this player is its inability to cope
with CD-RW discs.

In fitting with
current
fashions, all
players are
available in light
metal finish,
with the

Externally, the Cyrus CD7 is distinguished by the
new standard silver textured paint job, though
black remains available for those part-way through

exception of the
Naim and Rotel.
But there are
various shades
of silver from
different
manufacturers
which can clash
visually.
Beware, for
example, that
Arcam uses a
white metal
satin finish,
while Marantz
products opt for
agolden
champagne
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building aCyrus branded system. One of the most
potentially valuable features is the upgradeability
of the player. On previous form, the PSX-R power
supply, which comes in a similar housing to the
player itself, should give the CD7 a bolder, more
solid and dynamic sound with enhanced resolving
power — at aprice. The most interesting potential
is the ability to use new DAC boards. Cyrus was
unwilling to discuss what it has in mind, beyond the
fact that there is something in the pipeline, and
from the way it was said it could be something
rather special.
The CD7 is easy to use; and the remote control,
though no beauty, is practical, and includes digital
domain absolute-phase inversion, which is worth
playing with. Some recordings — the richly ambient
Sing, ye Heavens recording for one — really do
seem to come together with one setting, in this case
the normal absolute phase.
Cyrus players have traditionally sounded small
but beautifully formed, asonic metaphor for their
physical presentation too, and this one is no exception. The lightweight quality is not auto-suggestion,

nor a artefact caused by a slightly lower than
average nominal output voltage, as levels were
normalised with amicrophone and test tones each
time aplayer was changed, and the same findings
were made consistently. But there is nothing wrong
with the bass quality, which is well extended, taut
and tuneful, as well as being obviously better timed
than some of the other players.
The result was a performer with considerable
transparency, but which occasionally sounded
bleached of tonal colour, and clearly lacking in
weight and dynamics. Almost certainly the PSX-R
will address these limitations directly, and this
probably accounts for the maker's keenness for us
to audition the combination, but this would have
priced it out of contention for this test.
Even as it stands, however, the CD7 was rarely
out of the top two or three in this review. The
choral recording was accomplished but lightweight,
and the Arnold too lacked architecture, though the
transparent orchestral textures were a revelation.
The vocal recordings, which place less stress on the
low-frequency end of the spectrum, reproduced
with real charm and presence, and the kind of
finely resolved detailing that helps music make
sense.
There's no messing around with our next player,
the Marantz CD- 17 Mk II. Although the cham-

grouptest

CD players

.111M111,

NAIM AUDIO CD5

ROTEL RCD-991

TM( C1h2loR

Low, sleek and with an all-over bright metal
finish, the CDinoR features dual differential

This integrated one-box player uses much of
the senior CDS technology, sometimes in a

Abalanced XLR output option and battleship

simpler form. The mechanism and 18- bit
multibit DACs are from Philips, and the control

crowd. It is powered by aBurr Brown PCM-63P

Delta Sigma i
bit converters with 256x

D/A converter with an HDCD compatible
digital filter, one of the two CD players in this

oversampling and afourth-order noise

group so equipped, and in common with Linn
Products with their CD-12, Rotel exploits a

programmable digital filter DSP which has five

software is written in house, and is
upgradeable. The usual loading drawer is
replaced here in standard Naim fashion by a
swing out loader. External Flat-Cap or Hi-Cap
power supplies can to be connected to power

build quality distinguish this player from the

feature of the chip ignored by others, namely

shaping filter. One unusual feature is a
different filters, described as FIR short, FIR
long, IIR and Bezier and Bezier IIR. Digital

the analogue circuits, 'providing an enormous

arange of different dither characteristics and
levels which can be selected to taste from the

domain absolute phase inversion is also
available from the front panel, but remote

improvement in sound quality'.

remote control.

control is an optional extra.

O Die-cast chassis replaces folded lid of
CD3.5; layout remains similar to trusted
Naim design, including swing mech

0 Rotel RCD-991 uses single large
motherboard containing all PSU, control
and converter electronics

pagne gold finish smacks of superfluous luxury,
front panel facilities border on minimalist, though
the busy-looking and impressive glossy remote
control redresses any apparent omissions. Under
the bonnet is athoroughbred, aplayer with musical
integrity in depth, and, incidentally, aplayer with
considerable panache: aplayer, in fact, that brings
music to life in athoroughly convincing way.
It is not the most detailed-sounding model in its
class, though comments to this effect during the
listening programme were hedged around with
question marks and other caveats. Certainly the
Marantz sounded slightly more distant than the
Arcam, which in many ways is the closest in the
group to it in overall quality and style; but the focus
is directed away from the Arcam's subtle and
expressive resolving powers to something a little
more physical and solid. In this sense it sounds
more real, and a full and varied range of tonal
colours is the natural consequence of the deep, full
bass and a treble that is perceptibly reined-in
compared to several of the others.
The choral test recording had rich, opulent,
blaring brass, but a slightly homogenised quality
from the choir, while the Arnold was colourful and
vivid, and overall genuinely exciting. ' Stormy
Monday' from Eve Cassidy had more joi de vivre,
fuller intonation and agreater sense of expressive-

0 Unusually, no remote control as
standard, but kit available. Note copper
screen boxes to keep noise pick-up low

ness, the whole effect being more human in scale
than most. The unaccompanied vocal track from
Margo Timmins from the Cowboy Junkies album
revealed details of the acoustic that I had not
noticed before. Altogether then, an excellent
player, one that (Cowboy Junkies notwithstanding)
might blur over the odd fine detail, but which offers

SPOT
COMMENT
With the
continued delay

real access to the core of the music.
The real killer in this test, however, is the Nairn
Audio CDS. Never mind that it is looks crude and
cheap, which it does, or the antediluvian swing-out
loader and floppy puck that has to be manoeuvred
into position every time a disc is changed. Never
mind also the primitive and patently inadequate
display that can't show track numbers and timings
together — though it is harder to forgive its
inability to handle CD-RWs. Marvel instead at the
rich and thrilling sound quality, quite unique in this

SACD discs,
conventional CD

in getting DVDAudio to market,
and sparsity of

is still the
digital format of
choice

group, which, with disc after disc, in every musical
genre Iwas able to throw at it, sounded more live
and real than any of the others.
The CD5 is not as sophisticated sounding as
some of its rivals (the Arcam FMJ for one) and it
certainly isn't as overtly detailed, but the almost
subliminal sense of roughness from some earlier
Naim players has been banished, and the player has
aquality of warmth, space and presence that is not
only unique in this group, it made recording after
—1Vciecember

2000
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The Arcam CO23 output exceeds the
2.0V standard, by 0.3V. Clock accuracy was very good
at loppm. Stopband rejection, the player's ability to
filter out digital spuriae above the Nyquist frequency,
was very good. In this case, suppression of a20kHz
alias seen at 24.1kHz was -112dB, ref odBFs, an
excellent result. Distortion from aikHz tone was
recorded at three key levels: odBFs, maximum level;
-3odBFs, atypical musical level; and -9odBFs, alevel
where 16-bit digital really shows its non- linearity. At
full output distortion was alow 0.0007%; at -3odBFs
it was higher, but still low at 0.0023%. At -9odBFs
distortion totalled 3.25%, one of the higher figures of
the group. Overall signal-to-noise ratio, A-weighted,
was 96.2dB. Intermodulation distortion with the
standard 19kHz and 20kHz tones lay at o.0006%.
Total jitter at -3dBFs was 236 picoseconds; while not
the lowest, still agood result.
TEST RESULTS

Arcam FRICD23

Output Level, ref ikHz

2.3V

Distortion, ikHz, odBFs

In terms of

the lab results, the Cyrus CD 7is
one of the finest measured players you could hope to
see. Output level was areasonable 2.1V and clock
accuracy arespectable 45ppm. At the three ikHz test
tone levels of odBFs, -30dBFs and -9odBFs, harmonic
distortion, second to fourth harmonics, measured
0.005%, 0.0019% and 2.11% respectively, ahealthy
set of figures for any CD player. Intermodulation from
19kHz and 20kHz tones, ref -1dB, was alow 0.0004%.
Suppression of a24.1kHz product around the
stopband was somewhat poorer than some, figuring
at -79.3dB. In band, signal-to-noise ratio, A-weighted,
was to2.7dB overall. The total of peak idle patterns
during digital silence was very good, at over -129dB
ref odBFs. Frequency response for old discs with preemphasis (not shown) did deviate up to -7dB at 5kHz.
Total jitter measured 167picoseconds, another good
resu It.
TEST RESULTS
Output Level, ref ikHz

This is close to another textbook

measured performance, as the Marantz CD- 17 Mk II
turned in agood set of results. Output level was
equivalent to 2.2V, just exceeding the standard 2.0V
but acommon figure nonetheless. Clock accuracy was
excellent at 14ppm; not acrucial measurement so
long as the player is within afew hundred part-permillion. Only when this figure reached the thousands
ppm will there be anoticeable inaccurate replay of
pitch and tempo. Distortion figures were low, with the
odBFs level at 0.0005%, -3odBFs at 0.00019%, while
at -9odBFs distortion components measured just
2.11%. Intermodulation from 19kHz and 20kHz test
tones revealed alowly 0.0005% distortion. Stopband
rejection was good, at -94.1dB. The overall Aweighted signal-to-noise ratio measured afine
109.9dB, one of the best figures from this group. litter
too was remarkable low, down to 165 picoseconds.

Cyrus CD7
2.1V

Distortion, ikHz, odBFs

Output Level, ref ykliz

o.000s%
0.0022%

Distortion, ikHz, -3odBFs

0.0023%

Distortion, ikHz, -3odBFs

0.0019%

Distortion, ikHz, -3odBFs

3.25%

Distortion, ikHz, -9odBFs

2.11%

Distortion, ykHz, -9odBFs

Clock Accuracy
S/N ratio, A-wtd
Peak Idle Patterns

-112dB
10 pp M

96.2dB
-112.5dB

Stopband Rejection

-79.3dB

Stopband Rejection

Clock Accuracy

45PPm
yo2.7dB

Clock Accuracy

S/N ratio, A-wtd
Peak Idle Patterns

Intermod,y9kHz+zokliz '2.0006%

Intermod,19kHz+2okHz

Total Jitter

Total Jitter

december 2000t."

236pS

-129.2dB
o.00 04%
167p5

2.2V

Distortion, ikHz, odBFs

Distortion, ikHz, -9odBFs
Stopband Rejection

tfia

S/N ratio, A-wtd

2.26%
-94- 1dB
14PPm

yo9.9dB

Peak Idle Patterns

-115.9dB

Intermod,19kHz+zokHz

0.0005%

Total litter

165pS

grouptest
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ROTEL RCD-991

NAIIIA CD5
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Naim's new CD player stands out from
the others on test here. Not because of superlative
test results - on the contrary, it actually meaured
somewhat poorer than the others. Distortion at all
three test levels was fractionlly higher than average.
At odBFs, it was 0.0012%; -30dBFs was 0.0073% and
at -90dBFs was 3.89%. Intermodulation distortion
was highest too at 0.0018%. Stopband rejection
showed the 24.ikHz artefact at -63dB - the highest
level of the group. Frequency response of these
players has not been shown as acheiving aflat
response, 20Hz-zokHz, is easy, and not particularly
telling of sound quality. But in playing old CDs with
pre- emphasis, the Naim may sound different as its
replay deviated from the flat, with amaximum
-0-74dB

at 5kHz, both channels. Signal-to-noise was
the poorest at 92.7dB, as was evidence of idle
patterns with digital silence, at -89.8dB.
TEST RESULTS

Haim CDS

»MI

1•••

.1100

This player was right on the mark with
its 2.0V output. Correlated jitter was at its highest of
the group, but still not too serious at 280
picoseconds. Distortion was alittle higher than the
norm, with the odBFs and -30dBFs figure reaching
highs of 0.002% and 0.01% respectively. These are
not high enough to give concern though.
Intermodulation distortion was one of the highest
too, at 0.0017%, slightly lower than the Naim CD.
Idle patterns became evident when playing digital
silence, but were very low at almost -128dB, similar
figures to those from the Cyrus and T+A, and almost
low enough to suggest the DAC was going into selfmuting. Intermodulation distortion, like the Naim was
higher than the norm at 0.0017%, but not enough to
cause concern. Crystal clock accuracy was in double
figures only, at 57 part per million. Stopband rejection
was excellent at - 108dB.
TEST RESULTS

Rotel RCD-991

If there

was another candidate for textbook
measurement prize here, the T+A 1210 Rwould be in
the running. Its output level of 2.6V exceeds the
Philips spec by over 2dBV, but in other respects it was
quite close to the ideal. Note that The that this T+A
player has aselection of digital filters, and all
measurements were made of the 1210 Rusing its
standard filter.
Distortion at odBFs was the lowest at 0.0003%, and
at the 'music' level of -30dBFs was down to 0.0015%.
Down at -90dBFs it measured 2.14%, comparable to
the lowest 2.11% from the Cyrus CD 7. Clock accuracy
was far from any problems at 14PPmSecond-order intermodulation distortion was also the
lowest of the group at 0.0004%. Overall signal-tonoise ratio, was also very good at io8.9dB, Aweighted. And correlated jitter was the lowest of the
test, at 162 picoseconds.
TEST RESULTS

0.0003%
0.0013%

0.0012%

Distortion, * Hz, -3odBFs
Distortion, ikHz, --9odBFs

0.0073%

Distortion, ikHz, -3odBFs

0.0108%

Distortion, ikHz, -3odBFs

3.89%

Distortion, ikHz,-9odBFs

2.26%

Distortion, * Hz, -9odBFs

Stopband Rejection
Clock Accuracy
S/N ratio, A-wtd
Peak Idle Patterns
Intermod, 19kHz+2okHz
Total litter

-

63dB

274PPM
92.7d El

-113.9dB
o.0018%
231pS

Clock Accuracy
S/N ratio, A-wtd
Peak Idle Patterns
Intermod, 19kHz+2okHz
Total litter

2.6V

0.0021%

Distortion, ikHz, odBFs

Stopband Rejection

T+A 1210 R

Output Level, ref ikHz
Distortion, ikHz, odBFs

2.0V

Output Level, ref ikHz
Distortion, ikHz, odBFs

2.2V

Output Level, ref ikHz

--ao8dB
57PPm
111.608

-127.7dB
o.oce17%
28opS

»Me

2.14%

Stopband Rejection

-82.9dB

Clock Accuracy

14PPm
io8.9dB

S/N ratio, A-wtd
Peak Idle Patterns
Intermod, 19kHz+2okHz
Total litter

-127.9dB
0.0004%
162p5
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theverdict
ARCAM FMJ CD23

CYRUS CD7

MARANTZ CD-17 MK II

PRICE

£1099.90

PRICE

£800

PRICE

£799.9 0

SUPPLIER

A&R Cambridge Ltd

SUPPLIER

Centralforce Ltd

SUPPLIER

Marantz Hi Fi UK Ltd

CONTACT

01223 203200

CONTACT

01480

CONTACT

01753 680868

With the use of the dCS Ring DAC technology,
the Arcam CD23 turns in an excellent measured
performance. Like all the players here it shows
low distortion, and has an output clean of
extraneous digital noise. Full metal jacket styling
makes it both solid and stylish

435577

All new design from Cyrus has superb measured
result showing that the application of latest
technology and invaluable design expertise can
make awinning package. Has added attraction
of upgrade potential and ability to play those
versatile CD-RW discs

MUM

JITTER
DISTORTION

JITTER
DISTORTION

S/N RATIO

SPOT COMMENT
Some of the
latest
generation CD
players are now
fitted with discreading
mechanisms
that allow
playback of CDRW discs. This
requires asubtly
refined laser to
read the lowerreflectivity pits
from the RW disc
and reprogrammed logic to
control the servo
mechanism,
which in turn
controls the
path of the laser
head. CD-RW
discs can be
rewritten
hundreds of
times, extending
the usefulness
of the CD format

Marantz's proprietary high-speed high-current
HDAM electronics drive alow impedance output.
Lab results show another very low jitter design
with enviable measured performance across the
board. Precision electronic design extends to
sophisticated appearance

S/N RATIO

recording utterly credible as amusical event. From
acompany famously sceptical of the whole notion
of three-dimensional imagery, the Naim painted
remarkably solid-sounding pictures in the air
around the test speakers: indeed, its ability to
conjure up space and architecture helped set it
apart.
It was with the Naim player that the unaccompanied Margo Timmins song from the Cowboy
Junkies album really came to life for all the goosebump-raising conviction of its performance; and
the Eve Cassidy album was scarcely less impressive
for warmth and space. The choral disc was truly
thrilling, with brightly lit brass, and again that umistakable sense of being where it was all happening.
The Rotel RCD-991 is a real battleship of a
player, about the only complaints that can laid
against it are the use of tiny little control buttons,
given the expanses of fascia that have been left
bare, and that the display software doesn't suppress
leading zeros in track numbers — track 2, for
example, displays as 02. The display can't be turned
off or dimmed either, but the rear panel switch to
turn the digital outputs off is welcome, and
enhances performance noticeably. The fact that the
dither settings can't be addressed from the remote
control is small beer by comparison. The standard
(unnumbered) setting is clearly livelier and crisper,
though aggressive or bright recordings might
benefit from some of the higher numbered settings
(4 through 7especially), but there was an inconsis-
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tent and intermittent edginess here, and for reasons
that are not clear, aloss of fine detail that increased
towards the highest numbered settings. In practice
Irarely strayed far from the standard setting.
The Rotel is aplayer that does many jobs really
well, but which, in this company at least, sometimes
sounded out of its depth. It has an undeniably
powerful and solid low-frequency performance
which helped it deliver rich tonal colours, and there
was no lack of upper end detail, yet avague sense
that the two ends of the spectrum were not
connected by the kind of powerful, expressive
midband that makes the Naim player, for example,
so special.
This was most obvious in the Cowboy Junkies
track, which lacked the sense of occasion present
with some of the other players. Eve Cassidy
sounded 'good, but not excellent' according to my
notes — but it was difficult to put a finger on
exactly why this was so. The Malcolm Arnold
sounded quite delicate and refined, not in fact the
qualities best associated with these vigorous, sometimes rough-hewn performances. There is also the
possibility that balanced-mode operation might
offer something that unbalanced operation doesn't.
If the Rotel was, at least, recognisably in the
same ballpark as the others we have looked at so
far, the T&A CD121OR was something else. For
many, Isuspect that this player will prove alove it
or hate it experience, as it has the strongest character in the group. In many ways it is the obverse of

grouptest
NAIM AUDIO CD5

CD players

T8LA CD12.1oR

ROTEL RCD-991
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£1200
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Overall subjective result demonstrates that lessthan- perfect measurement does not necessarily

Sometimes out of its depth in this exalted
company, but still asolid dependable player. Lab

8863 9117

Characterful sound from this versatile player
with its choice of digital filters, allowing an
element of tuning to be made, to balance the
sound to personal taste or choice of music.

hinder agreat sound. It had the lowest clock

report shows no real problems, and added dither

accuracy and highest distortion figures, but still
came through as acompelling analogue-like

control should make bright and fierce discs more
palatable. Switchable digital out worth

Excellent measured performance from the lab

player of compact discs

experimenting with to improve sound

suggests awell engineered player

JITTER
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JITTER

DISTORTION

DISTORTION

DISTORTION

S/N RATIO

S/N RATIO

S/N RATIO

the Naim CDS, which almost goes out of its way to
rid itself of any overtly digital signature. This one
has precisely this quality, of almost clipped and strident perfection: everything in its place, nothing
concealed. It has an almost bell-like clarity; indeed,
the treble seemed to ring out in an oddly metallic
way at times, but it was all a little too neat to be
true, almost as though the musical detail was being
deliberately underlined.
With no English language instructions to hand
and no help available from the old distributor (in
the process of handing over to BBG, the Nakamichi
importer, at the time of writing), it was not possible
to determine what the various filter settings were
meant to be, but the effect was remarkably similar
to the Rotel, with higher-numbered filters generally
sounding smoother but more shut in. It was hard to
overlook the loss of fine detail when any of the nonstandard settings was used, number 4being particular uncommunicative and dull. The effect of the
absolute phase switch, however, was stunning, and
was capable of completely remixing individual
recordings, pulling the vocalist right back in the mix
in reverse-phase, with, for example, Grieg's
`Solveig's Song' from Barbara Bonney and Antonio
Pappanoon (Decca: Diamonds in the Snow the only
named track in this report not from my four previously mentioned discs).
The Malcolm Arnold sounded heavy and leaden
by group standards, timpani reproducing with a
rather unsteady tinselly quality; and the Cowboy

Junkies recording was curiously unbalanced. The
word ' emphatic' cropped up in listening notes on
several occasions, along with comments about the
droning quality of the bass. This player may suit
systems with cotton wool in their makeup, but it
doesn't seem to me to live with the others in quality
high resolution systems.

THE VERDICT
On the whole this was a

review.

%very talented and likeable

The Naim Audio CD5, however, was

group of players, with one exception.

in aclass of its own. Not everyone will

The T&A CD121oR is extremely

be thrilled by its crude, almost

detailed, but its rather tizzy and

amateurish appearance, the DIN line

boomy qualities sat uneasily with the
test system. It may prove an effective

output — unless they are using a
Naim amplifier — or the lack of a

antidote for lesser systems, but it is
not in the same class as the others.

digital output. (Why not include one,
and make it switchable, if only for

Four players straddle the middle

digital recorder users?) But few will
fail to be thrilled by its ability to
process digits and make them sound

ground. The Marantz CD- 17 Mk II and
Rote! RCD-991 are solid, physical
sounding players, the Marantz (akind
of Naim CD5-lite) being particularly

like living, breathing music in a
coherent and believable acoustic,

believable, while the Arcam FJM CD23

given ahalf decent recording. Even

is unusually subtle and refined, and
the Cyrus CD7 is almost as impressive,

taking price into account, the Naim is
astunning player; but remember that

and has considerable scope for

neither the Naim nor the Arcam

improvement too, as noted in the

recognises CD-RW discs.
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Meridian at Musical Images
If you seek the best in CD Mu5ic' and DVD Video players,
nothing compares with t
From Meridian Au

new Meridian 800.

o, inventors of MLP - the code chosen for

DVD Audio -}Píís product combines the perfect disc player
with an au lophile preamplifier in acard based format
ensy.cing future compatibility.
Meridian 800 at Musical Images - afruitful c

bination.
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On permanent demonstration at:
Covent Garden, 18 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 9HB
Tel 020 7497 1346
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Spendor S3/5
Now that the BBC 1.53/5A is really
gone, Spendor's S3/5 must be the
nearest equivalent. So how does it
measure up?
WORDS MARTIN COLLOMS

Last of the line?-This report on Spendor's
intriguing
BBC- style' mini-monitor is mainly
intended as atechnical follow-up to complement Ken
Kessler's earlier exclusive subjective review [May
2000], although Ihave also contributed my own brief
sound quality appraisal. KK naturally dwelt on the
similarities between this new S3/5 and its more
famous BBC predecessor. but for those still
unfamiliar with the famous 'Grade 2

PRICE

£499

SUPPLIER

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

CONTACT

01323 843/174

and ideal frequency response, this driver had
fundamentally suitable properties to allow the
creation of aprecision miniature monitor. The secret
was careful pre-selection and a factory-tuneable
crossover to help bring each speaker into line.
In time, both Rogers and Spendor adopted
polypropylene, as did most of the speaker industry;
thus the latest Spendor miniature has such acone for

In an peculiar way, this speaker i
s
rather like aminiaturised Quad
ESL- 63, which is acompliment

Monitor',
a little
background
information won't go amiss.
After more than 20 years on the
market, production of the BBCdesigned
LS3/5A
mini-monitor
speaker effectively ceased two years
ago with the closure of the English division of Rogers,
the long-established loud-speaker company. The
LS3/5A was designed by the BBC for its own use as an
outside broadcast monitor, for situations where the
space was limited. Rogers, as asupplier to the BBC,
pioneered the manufacture of the LS3/5A for sale to
home users, and since then has long championed its
cause. The consumer launch of the LS3/5A, in 1976,
followed the company's earlier successful production
of the BBC-licensed LS3/7, a two-way stand-mount
speaker. This had its counterpart in the Spendor Bd.
Spendor and Rogers were acknowledged rivals in this
BBC-inspired field, and, in fact, Iremember reviewing
that Rogers-Spendor confrontation for another

magazine in 1972.
The 110mm Bextrene bass-mid driver of the
LS3/5A was aKEF unit designed in the mid 1960s by
Raymond Cooke for the first Cresta miniature. It was
also used as amidrange driver in the 1960s Concerto.
Though wanting in respect of absolute consistency

its bass driver. While many producers buy in OEM
drivers, Spendor makes its own bass units and controls
performance to tight limits. The Spendor SP3/5 has a
diminutive volume, being only fractionally larger than
the original 3/5A.

SOUND QUALITY
In my opinion, this is probably the closest of the
LS3/5A derivatives in terms of dynamics. It makes a
genuine attempt at aplausible mid-bass balance. In
real terms, bass is alittle dry and at times the scale
doesn't quite escape the visual confines of asmall box.
One issue for the designer and the user is the question
of nearfield monitoring. It has an accurate balance so
it sounds a bit heavy on a monitoring console.
Fortunately, this speaker doesn't sound boxy; in fact,
it's one of the smoothest, best integrated and most
neutral to be found. It avoids the danger of running
too bright, is articulate and well resolved. Its accuracy
on singing voice, and its stable crisply focused stereo
—14Vdecember 2000 51
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image put many larger and more costly speakers to

THE TECHNOLOGY

shame. In an peculiar way, this speaker is rather like a
miniaturised Quad ESL63, which is certainly a
compliment. Taken overall, this was a very wellbalanced, well-resolved and pleasing sound.

Speaker engineers rarely have the luxury
of exclusive custom material technology
for their diaphragms and generally have

It compares well with the second series
or ' 11 ohm 3/5iée as a useful and
worthwhile equivalent. However, my

to ride on the back of some other massproduced product . The availability of
such material may cease at very short

original ' 15 ohm LS3/5A still shows a
level
of
dynamic
expression,
transparency and fluid bass weight
which neither this Spendor not the 11
ohm 3/5A version attains.

notice. This can even lead to the demise
of small companies which are wholly
reliant on them. in the capacitor field, for
example, two sole supplies of plastic film
have dried up; first polystyrene and now
polycarbonate. Supplies of capacitors

CONCLUSION

using this film, favoured by many

While it would have been great to have
discovered a true replacement for the
original 3/5A, Derek Hughes has
crafted a neutral, truthful and capable
miniature in his search to achieve this elusive

designers, wit: cease and no satisfactory
alternative is available. In the case of
using polypropylene as amaterial for
drive unit cones, the original patent
covering polypropylene cones simply

target. It is more durable and more powerful than the
original, and sounds smooth and well balanced. And it
is well crafted in real wood veneers.
In summary, this Spendor is of reference accuracy

O Spendor's earlier LS3/5A

specified the use of amaterial of a
certain modulus of elasticity.

and neutrality, takes power well for asmall box and
may be trusted for truthfulness. It achieves a
recommendation but that ineffable Spencer Hughes

Well-balanced, high- resolution sound
High- quality build and finish

'3/5A magic (circa 1975!) has my view yet to be
matched by its many successors. in

Excellent for low power applications

LAB REPORT
Sensitivity was almost exactly at the original

very tidy, the Blackman- Harris weighted trace

L53/5A level of 82.5dB. The speaker could

decaying 45dB in under ims. ' Waterfall'

handle about 5oW maximum, with the practical

responses were taken, which showed an

in- room maximum sound level for astereo pair

excellent result on the time-explicit analysis for

estimated at amodest 96dBA — certainly out of

energy decay. Weighted for frequency sensitivity,

court for rock and large-scale orchestral music,

there was an even characteristic with no

but nonetheless surprisingly effective if not

significant decay resonances over alonger term,

driven too hard; admirable for smaller works.

pointing to low coloration and potentially

Sensitivity is uncompromised by amplifier
loading, this rating 'very good'. Impedance

-8 0-

-"O.
ON AXIS RESPONSE, EIA
BASS/MID UNIT
TREBLE UNIT

rewarding transparency.

24 0-

opoplot
1000 0

Finally, there is the room- averaged response,

didn't fall below 6.6 ohms and the average was

which confirmed the mildly dry bass below 8oHz.

an easy io ohms. Within tight limits, the axial

Acharacteristically flat ' Spendor grade' bass and

reference response measured 75Hz to 22kHz

mid was achieved +/-2dB 75Hz to 2.5kHz before

-to
-bolz

+/-3dB. As the trace shows (top graph),

correctly and naturally drifting down at higher

-12 0

crossover point is set about 4.5kHz. This is a

frequencies. The mild lift in at 7kHz adds atouch

-180

sealed box or ' infinite- baffle' design: the bass

of sibilance emphasis but isn't very significant.

extended to afair 68Hz, —6dB, probably closer
to 5oHz under room- loaded conditions.
Pair matching was first-rate, within +/--o.3dB,
while grille aberration caused about idB loss
around 5kHz; performance is arguably better
balanced with the grille left in place.
Turning to the off- axis family of responses
(second graph), at 15° above axis the trend is
near- perfect. As would be expected from such a
small speaker, off- axis performance is really
good, and the speaker has fine directivity even
at 45° lateral. With evidently low stored energy,
energy-versus-time responses (not shown) were
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ba rry fox
The hi-fi

business is

because the chip suppliers (
eg Roke Manor) charge so much

bedevilled by folklore factoids,

for the key components. They gobble power, too, which is why

often outrageous claims that gain

there are still no small portables.

credence by unquestioning

Videologic has, for years, made MPEG video decoder

repetition. We saw it when

boards that plug into aPC. The VideoLogic DAB tuner is a

transistors took over from valves,

standalone box, at £ 3oo the cheapest yet, because it uses off-

digital ousted analogue, and vinyl

the- shelf Digital Signal Processing chips, programmed to

lost out to CD. We saw it when

decode DAB, instead of custom DAB chips.

people sold secret potions and special felt tip pens which

Two years ago British company Radioscape came up with
the idea of using the processing power of aPentium PC to

magically improved the sound of discs.
Golden- ear reputations have been built on the ability to

decode digital radio. Psion, best known for its handheld

imagine chalk and cheese differences. Show me hard facts or

computers, took alicence and Wavefinder is now officially on

statistical evidence of repeatable listening tests, Isay, often to

sale, also at L3oo. An active aerial plugs into the USB socket of

the intense irritation of those who earn aliving from whimsy.

aPC. The aerial, which uses part of the Roke Manor chipset,

Alarm bells rang again at acurious event staged by Integra,

still sucks so much power that it needs amains socket.

Onkyo's new high end hi-fi brand. Alex Kroworz told us that

Wavefinder is clever, and it allows hard disc recording of

DVD Audio would be the ' medium of the future' because it

radio in MP3 format, along with data downloading over the air.

came 'closer to vinyl which could deliver 3o-4okHz'. Most of

It is one of the first products to bridge the gap between audio

the audience, many of them dealers, seemed happy to accept

and Information Technology. So how will Psion sell it?
Ihave dealt with Psion since the earliest days, when the

this as astatement of fact. But Icouldn't let it go.
Tannoy's chief engineer Dr Paul Mills has researched high

company was developing software on cassette tape for the

frequency reproduction by SuperTweeter. So has James Boyk

Sinclair Spectrum, and am sad to say that over recent years I

of Caltech. Musical instruments generate harmonics and

have found them increasingly hard to deal with. The engineers

overtones, far above the pitch of the note played. They assure

backstage are still doing afine job and the products are still

us that there is considerable energy above 2oKHz
in the sound of atrumpet and it does not drop
into the noise floor until looKHz. The violin and
oboe also generate energy above 4oKHz, as do
speech sibilants. It can benefit the sound to
record and reproduce without roll- off because
there is better phase coherence and transient
response. But were these frequencies ever heard
from vinyl LPs sourced from analogue tapes?

Golden ear reputations have been
built on the ability to imagine chalk
and cheese differences. Show me
hard facts or statistical evidence...

There is amass of high- frequency noise on
analogue tape and in the groove of an LP. This is
what made it so difficult for JVC to put an inaudible sub- carrier

good, but I
just cannot decode the logic of Psion's

in the groove of aCD- 4discrete surround- sound LP, and use it

communications policy.

to decode rear channel information. Cutting had to be done at

Information on the Wavefinder was being released months

half speed. Sony was only able to re- master Tubular Bells for

ahead of the official launch, which diluted the impact. I
was

an SA- CD demo because the original tape had been recorded

promised ameet with the designers and then jumped through

with DBX noise reduction.

hoops for six weeks.

Tannoy has done no work on analysing LPs. Has Integra?

Wavefinder was on the Digital Radio display at the noisy

Alex Kroworz said he is ' not an engineer' but ' had heard people

Live moo show in Earls Court, acouple of days before the

say that vinyl delivered up to 30-4okHz'.

official launch. But it was not at the similar display in the hi-fi

But he'd said this in front of dealers who are probably
already telling customers that the reason they should buy

show in Hammersmith. ` Psion only had one sample available,'
said the puzzled stand staff. When Irecently wondered why

DVD-A is that the frequency response has finally caught up

Psion was sending me awritten description of anew handheld

with analogue vinyl. Ihave, many times, asked Integra for hard

computer, but no chance to see it working, Psion explained:

fact backup to what Alex Kroworz told the dealers, but received

'We do not think it is sensible to have journalists attending

none. Perhaps the parent company Onkyo can help, on the

numerous press events within short periods of time.'

principle of put up or shut up.
On another subject, DAB Digital Radio is too expensive

So it will now be especially interesting to see how Psion
handles the hi-fi trade and press.

ri
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Bedroom suite
This is abedroom system? Well, it's no ordinary
bedroom and it's certainty no ordinary system
WORDS DAN HOUSTON

Listening to thi

S system is like being back on
hi-fi's magic carpet. Isay 'back' because I've heard great stuff
before, and Imention `magic' because the hi-fi in this system
has that all-important quality of being able to act as a
transport, carrying us to the music.
If all you have is atransistor radio, and you're still grooving,
that might sound pretentious. But it's not so much about
getting into the music, as Van Morrison might say, but about
the crazy, money-and-space-no-object, pursuit of chasing
stereo detail and harmonic integrity; the re-Creation by
Haydn. It's about closing your eyes and feeling the room drop
away, its walls replaced by the space of an auditorium. It's
music as you hear it when you've got dressed up in your glad
rags, driven to the best hall in your locale, shuffled to the
liveliest seats you can afford and recognised the conductor
from the telly — he's that good. Hold up, get this carpet back
to earth, it's just ahi-fi, and it's in this man's bedroom.
The bedroom? We've been invited to listen to a newish
56 december woo \
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PICTURES ROGER PHILLIPS

hi-fi belonging to arecently retired businessman who lives in a
Georgian farmhouse in one of the leafier, lovelier, areas of the
southern Midlands. Michael has only recently acquired the
zealous pursuit of the ultimate sound, yet he seems to have
negotiated the inevitable rotten and slippery rungs with ease.
Why is it so difficult? It's surely because, money
notwithstanding — and let's face it, there's lots of it here —
it's pretty hard to get to where you want with just afew jumps.
Michael's old hi-fi was astalwart companion of midrange
separates bought 20 years ago and housed in the library. 'I'm
not a serious hi-fi guy,' he explains, ' Ididn't have an idea
about what to get, but Iwas interested in adecent sound. And
I know, as a businessman, that a little knowledge is a
dangerous thing. Ithink the chance of success in choosing a
good system is extremely low if you go and try to do it by
yourself.'
Aware of the pitfalls, Michael sought the advice of a
professional. He found Jeremy Baldwin of The Right Note.

systemsetup
fl

oorplan

abig system by any standards!

1

with grandchildren in mind he intends to incorporate cinema
facilities, making afamily media room in the style now popular
in the States. But all that is some time, and planning
permission documentation, away. For now he listens to his
£69,000 CD-playing system in his bedroom.
`It's really the only place where the acoustics are
right,' he says. 'And the Audio Physics are configured
to play across arectangular room,' Jeremy adds. Like
the rest of the house, the airy Georgian dimensions
of the bedroom are ideal for music. Antique
furniture, soft wallpaper, paintings and heavy
curtains, not to mention the bed, make it an
acoustically-friendly place. The two multi-paned sash
windows, overlooking lush water-meadow, actually
sound less live than the opposite wall, but there are
no obvious suckout or live surfaces to worry about.
To say the system is visually dominant would be an
understatement, though the burr walnut veneer of

Vibraplane support system
provides isolation

'What I liked was the way we discussed my needs and
aspirations. I'm not astudent of music — though Iwas in a
Bach Choir and sang at school — but since retiring I've grown
to love it more, especially classical. There was no hard sell
from Jeremy, which was important.'
Michael then set off on ajourney that was, literally, to take
him across the world, from fine hi-fi emporia in Germany and
Denmark to the high-end pavilions in Las Vegas. Jeremy is
still on hand today to explain any technicalities. Michael found
himself not only buying a high-end system but has decided
upon apurpose-built room to adjoin his rambling farmhouse.
The room, its acoustics and components will be designed by
Ole Christensen of AMPspeaker, in Copenhagen. Michael has
an architect's model of the room, with sloping ceiling to cancel
standing waves and secondary internal walls which will house
speakers out of sight. His main quest is for stereo sound, but

the Audio Physics speakers, with their attendant
subwoofers in each corner, matches the furniture
beautifully. The electronics boxes sit on 6mm glass
platforms set on sand, filling astainless steel two-tier
tray. The tray is suspended by two Vibraplanes,
supported on steel stands. This was designed by
Michael himself. Some novice!
The system is just a CD player and amp, but comprises
Wadia transport and dCS Elgar DAC, the Gamut 200W amp,
and an Accuphase mains cleaner from the highest reaches of
audio exotica. Possibly the most interesting box here is the
dCS Purcell upsampler [reviewed by AH, Dec '99], between
drive and DAC. It re-samples the CD data from the normal
rate of 44,100 times asecond to 1921(Hz, aclever way of taking
CD's supersonic filtering from the normal 22.05kHz up to 50
or 60kHz. It's an eye-watering task to try to comprehend the
maths, and I'll not let it reduce me to tears here. But Jeremy
says it is a major reason this system sounds so open and
dynamic. And it is a dynamic sound. We sit to listen on
Michael's three chairs, drawn up about eight feet in front of
the speakers, The set-up seems a little abnormal — the
speakers are as close to us as they are to the side and rear walls
—\/ december 2000
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Mark Levinson / Revel

The Perfect Combination
"SEE NO EVIL"
"SPEAK NO EVIL"
and above all

•

"HEAR NO EVIL

Mark Lev nson 383 integrated amp

£ 5,495

Mark Levinson Reference series

Mark Levinson 380 pre- amp

£ 3,995

Mark Levinson 380S pre- amp

£ 6,495

No.31.5 CD transport

£ 9,295

Mark Levinson 334 power amp

£ 5,495

No.32 pre- amp and Controller

£ 14,495

Mark Levinson 335 power amp

£ 7,495

No.32 phono modules for above

Mark Levinson 336 power amp

£ 8,995

No.33 mono amplifiers

Mark Levinson 33H mono amps
Mark Levinson 360 DAC
Mark Levinson 360S DAC

£ 19,395
£4,395
£ 6,895

Mark Levinson 37 CD transport
Mark Levinson 39 CD player

£ 3,995

No.30.6 DAC 24/96 khz with power supply ... £ 16,495

£ 2,495
£ 29.995

The full Mark Levinson Reference system is
only on permanent demonstration at
HEATHERDALE AUDIO LTD.

£ 4.995

The main U.K. Dealer of Mark Levinson Reference Products
Thiel - Orchid speakers - Absolute sounds - SME - Copland - Audionote - Toit and much more
See our pre- owned listing in the classified section
0% Finance available* (* subject to status)

system setup
rock. Even good recordings like Fleetwood Mac's The Chain'
sound a tad nasal when compared to the Philips and
Hyperions. All the speed's there, and instruments like drums
and guitars sound excellent in that fat, chew-on-it, realistic
way. But the sheer attack of aviolin note or the wide-open
separation of an orchestra at full tilt are more awe-inspiring.
It actually matters less what Ithink about the system than
what Michael feels, and I'm left with an image of him churning
his arms like waves on abeach; 'What Ilike most is that it's
alive. The clarity and elements of attack are great, but I'm not
listening for those most of the time. This system has an
uncomplicated sound which Ilove. And it sounds human: it
has ahuman voice.'
What's going to get him out of bed now?
THE SETUP

O Audio Physic Medea speakers with unusual Manger drive units
— but with their main Manger star-diaphragm drivers firing
either side and to the front, it ensures that direct sound hits
before reflections from the room.
Michael plays aselection of favourite music which shows off
some of the system's capabilities. He prefers acoustic classical
music. From the first bars you hear how good it is. This is a
quiet system; it isn't doing much to the sound itself, but it's
very dynamic and fast, and the sense of contrast it brings to the
colour of music is real. Showroom-Bentley magic carpet stuff.
A Philips recording of Mitsuko Uchida playing Mozart's
Piano Sonata K281, for instance, conveys the notes with
unerring accuracy. The attack is so fast you can almost hear
the hammer hit the string and the string start to think about
vibrating; and the piano is on a solid floor. Iexaggerate,
perhaps. But the system certainly has the ability of letting you
look into the individual elements of music in away that for
most of us just results in fuzz. Confucius would have put it
better, something like: 'He who can outstrip time has the
pleasure to watch it catching up'.
The electronics are so quiet that when they do punch it is
palpable. A 1989 recording with John Eliot Gardener
conducting the St Matthew Passion [
Archiv] brings crescendos
out of nowhere; we hear Pilate dithering over Barrabas or
Jesus, then the crowd's roar for crucifixion deluges the room,
and it's an assault on the senses. Ibegin to see what Michael
meant when he said this was an emotive system. The clarity
and dynamics converge so you have no sense of anything
musical missing; it's relaxing, and that allows the music to
exercise those killer strokes.
Individual voices sound authentically real. When Michael
produced his Hyperion CD of Fauré's Requiem with Matthew
Best and the ECO Inoticed to my dismay that the soprano was
female. Tie Jesu' couldn't be any good with a quavery lady
delivering it! But Mary Seers holds on to those notes like a
tiger — diaphragm like iron, with avoice that has upper flare
almost like abrass instrument. I've since heard it on alesser
system and it lost something of that force. So, by being
extremely dynamic, the system is forgiving here — usually you
would describe arevealing system as unforgiving.
This hi-fi is balanced slightly more to classical music than

O

Accuphase mains cleaner

°Audio Physic Luna sub

O Audio Physic Medea
O

The hi-fi's future home!

Madre&
Wadia 270 CD transport
CS Elgar DAC
.
dCS Purcell Upsampler
Gamut (formerly Sirius) D200 amp
Audio Physic Medea speakers
Audio Physic Luna subwoofers x2
Cables: dCS digital i/cs
Yamamura Churchill M6000 (speaker)
ibraplane automatic air platforms x2
Air compressor (self draining)
Siltech mains cable
Accuphase PSizoo Mains supply

£8500
£8500
£3500
£3000
£25,000
£3800
£15oo
£1700
£6000
fl000
L000
£55 00
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Cable
Lowdown
A new speaker cable or interconnect might
seem the most obvious upgrade. But what
are you really buying? Bill Low, founder of
Audioquest, offers an intriguing analysis
WORDS

STEVE HARRIS

Soft-spoken, cultured,

amiable and articulate,
Audioquest founder William E Low does not present himself
as ahigh-powered marketeer. In the past 20 years he has built
up one of the most successful specialist audio cable companies, but he's clearly not one of the chrome-plated salesman
types who just jumped on the high-end audio bandwagon
when the going was good, realising that almost any pseudotechnical gobbledygook would be good enough to gull a
gullible audiophile. On the contrary, Audioquest's sales material describes the technical aspects of the cables in adeliberately straightforward manner. There's awide price range, and
it's easier than usual to believe that spending more money will
actually mean better sound.
A history major rather than an engineer by training, Bill
Low got into the business because he was an audiophile and
wanted to get the best sound out of his own system. And while
he could talk for hours about the technical basis of
Audioquest's product development, and the work which has
led to the use of certain materials and construction techniques
(Audioquest's Perfect Surface conductor finish, for example),
he's even more interesting when he talks about the philosophy
and psychology of hi-fi — the meaning of audio life.
My first question was the most obvious one: how have
cables acquired such importance in the audio scene? It seems
people will buy cables when they won't buy anything else.
'This is some good news Ihaven't heard about! Judging by
the variety of cable stands at hi-fi shows, you'd think that cable
must be the dominant part of the industry. It's not, I'm afraid.
Cable has been fighting for credibility ever since the mid1970s, when it first became something of an issue in Japan,
then in Europe and lastly in the US. It was in 1976 that Polk
introduced aJapanese-made cable (Cobra), and that was the
shot across the bows that woke up the world. Then there were
companies like Fulton Brown. Bob Fulton was always ahead of
his time but not very good at business — he was the original
Monster cable in asense. But then Noel Lee came and did it
right in terms of marketing, and has gone on to create ahuge
company; this is one of the few times that abrand ( Monster)

6o
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O Bill Low: ' It isn't fidelity which drives this industry..?
stands for an entire category, the way Hoover does for vacuum
cleaners, or Kleenex or Fedex. That can only happen once in
an industry. Noel has done that.'
Well, now that the credibility has been achieved, is it just a
matter of selling people cables that are different flavours? Is
there really aquality hierarchy that's related to price?
'As audio becomes less of amass-market phenomenon, it
becomes more incumbent on those who intend to be in the
business, and intend to survive, to have as much perspective
on what they're really selling as possible. Ihad absolutely
assumed, as the air Ibreathed, that the business Igot into in
the late 1970s was one of merit. Ireferred to the position of
my cables in the market as merit-based. There has always been
brands that existed for different reasons (not all customers are
shopping for the same sort of thing) and Ithought Ihad a
position where the performance of my product was what drove
adealer to buy it; that his enthusiasm, the way he could look
acustomer in the eye and say "This is good!", would be the
most powerful and fundamental marketing tool in existence. I
thought there was a oneness of purpose between what a
customer should want, what amagazine should want to write

theinterview
about, what adealer should want to sell, and what amanufacturer should want to make. One might call that naïve and
idealistic, but it was my fundamental starting point. And it has
been modified by certain realities!
'Dealing with the audio/video world has caused me to reevaluate. What was Iactually selling? What do other companies sell? And I've come to see that it has more to do with
attitude adjustments and injecting novelty into the system
than the pursuit of fidelity. We've taken it for granted as an
industry that higher-quality performance represented some
sort of vector of progress, and that there is an absolute goal.
Of course, there is an absolute, which is live music, but there's
an incredible difference between attributes and goals. The
attributes of an audio system that make it effective, what Icall
emotional transportation, are not necessarily the same thing.
`To step sideways for amoment: if somebody takes home a
new amplifier, or anew cable, and they stay up until 4o'clock
in the morning, re-discovering their record collection, that is
the ultimate audio accolade, that is success. On the next day,
when this night of glory is described to afriend (assuming the
audiophile has afriend and can talk to them about hi-fi!), the
fact that he would relate how late he stayed up as ameasure
of the success of his new product, Ithink, is not coincidental!
It is the allocation of
time, not fidelity, that
drives the existence of
this industry.
'Again, there's quite a
distinction from audio/
video. Many people in this
industry became interested, went to work in a
hi-fi store in their college
years and sold equipment to their friends. Not that dissimilar
from the guy who sold grass to his friends on campus. He was
alittle more entrepreneurial, but he was indulging in the same
hedonistic and socially-acceptable delight as his friends. The
audio world has that kind of peer-group phenomenon. The
audio/video world, which gravitates towards multi-room and
home automation, has nothing to do with what you'd sell to
your friends, is avery different kind of business.
'But Idigress. The analogy Iuse for attitude adjustments is
this. Almost anybody who has acar can relate to the idea that
when you wash your car, it drives better. It's aknown fact. It's
almost as good as an oil change and an engine tune. And it's
really not so much the slipperiness of the air as it's no longer
impeded by the dirt on your car. It's in the mind. When one is
feeling good about one's car, it's because they enjoy driving.
And they can do that whether they are in awretched little
thing they bought for some minimal amount of money — like
the $ 172 car that Ihad in my college years. On asmooth road,
on amoonlit night, and with anice song on the radio (and it
doesn't matter what kind of radio), that car provides avehicle
for ecstasy, just as the sheer power and enjoyment of going
down the road with the headlights cutting through the night is
akind of ahigh. How high Igot wasn't amatter of which car
it was, but how personally involved Ican become in that experience. And the kind of cars Idrive now don't get me higher
on the driving experience than did that $ 172 Rambler. Except
now, when it's raining, my pants don't get wet because of the
leaky windshield, going uphill in the rain doesn't stop the
wipers (because they were vacuum assisted), when Iwant to

open the trunk Idon't stick my finger in the hole where the
lock was supposed to be, and Idon't get stuck in rush hour
traffic with astalled engine, cursing and hating my existence.
So the difference between that car and the one Idrive today
is not whether Ienjoy driving, and whether that car is able to
let me enjoy driving, but the availability, the accessibility, and
the predictability of that experience. Ithink that's avery high
value, and that's something that a superior audio system
provides over an inferior one.
'Yet, as an industry, the rationalisation we put out to the
public, and even try to sell to ourselves, is that we are getting
higher each time, that we are having abetter experience each
time we buy anew component — taking home that amplifier,
staying up 'til 4am, telling the friend how wonderful it was. But
two months later, the listening time allocation is back to whatever 'normal' would be. Six months later, the same person is
telling the friend: "You know, Ihaven't turned on my hi-fi in
acouple of weeks. Ithink Ineed some new... cables".
'And cables do appear to be something that is bought about
twice as often as any other component as part of the upgrade
path. Someone looking from the outside might say: "Gee, that
must mean that cables are all really bad. This guy's never
happy, he's always changing his cables!" But I've come to

`If somebody takes home anew amplifier, or anew
cable, and they stay up until 4o'clock in the
morning, re- discovering their record collection,
that is the ultimate audio accolade, that is success'
realise that that's not at all what it's about. When people do
spend their finite resources on their audio system, it comes in
two forms; the financial resource meaning money (which is
more available over time but is finite), and an emotional
budget, which is what Icall awillingness to mess with things.
Cables are very low on the "mess with things" budget. They're
usually lower than other components on the financial budget.
'But the CD player, or the turntable and the tonearm, and
the pre-amp and the speakers, are things you see and touch,
which tend to have emotional relationship — speakers are
furniture in your room, the piece that the sound comes out of
which are loved or hated for how effectively they do that, in a
combination of an emotional or acoustic way. A CD player
with adrawer that comes out "buh-buh-buh-buh-buh-baa", or
some crude little thing like aConnoisseur turntable that no
matter how good it sounds... Ihated my Connoisseur turntable
because it was so unsatisfying as an emotional relationship but
so effective as apiece of audio gear.'
You mean you didn't admire the way the switch-on knob
kicked the turntable to make sure it went round the right way?
'I did admire it! It was clever and effective, but there was no
pride of ownership! But cables.., once they're in the system,
they're invisible. There's no loyalty to overcome when
replacing cables. This varies alittle bit: take cables with boxes.
Those brands of cables don't get changed out as often. From
amarketing standpoint they have the advantage of perceived
value and cater to acertain psychological attraction, but they
don't tend to get changed out. The joke in the industry is:
"What's in those boxes?" The answer: "Margin!" But seri- \/december
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Consultants Ltd.
OUR SUPERB SERVICE IS THE SAME REGARDLESS OF PRICE

Now Demonstrating
Alphason, AMX,
Atacama, Audio
Analogue, Audio
Research,
Cable Talk,
Castle, Chord,
Copland, Davis,
Denon,
Diapason, Dwin
Electronics,
Einstein
GM Audio,
Goldring, Graaf,
IXOS, Jadis,
Jamo, Koetsu,
Krell, Lexicon
Loewe TV/Video,
Lyra, Marantz,
Martin Logan,
Michell, Musical
Fidelity
NAD, Naim, NEC
Gas Plasma
Screens

Nakamichi,
Nordost, Onkyo,
Opera, Ortofon,
Parasound,
Pioneer, ProAc,
Project
Turntables, QED
Multiroom, Quad,
Quadraspire, REL
Subwoofers,
Rotel
Sennheiser, SME,
Sonus Faber,
SoundStyle,
Stands Unique,
Stax, Stewart
Screens, Tannoy,
Target, Teac,
Theta,
Transparent,
Unison Research,
Van den Hul,
Vidikron, Vienna
Acoustics,

Wilson, Yamaha.

Ex Demonstration & Previously Owned Equipment
MARANTZ CD 7CD PLAYER EX DISPLAY AS NEW
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 5/E INTERCONNECT 1M
PATHOS ACOUSTICS TWIN TOWERS AMP AS NEW
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE AMPLIFIER
THETA MILES BALANCED CD PLAYER

£2795
£495

SH

KRELL KAV300 Cl) PLAYER EX DEM

£3250

KRELL KAV300CD AS NEW

£3650

CASTLE ISIS SPEAKERS EX DEM

£2795
£475

SH

SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAND PIANO EX DEM

XD

£150

SH

£1295

XD

£350

SH

£1895

SH

RUARK TALISMAN

NAIM 62 PREAMPLIFIER

£150

SH

B & W 802 BLACK

£3950

XD

NAIM CDI CD PLAYER

£895

SH

CASTLE HARLECH MAHOGANY EX DEM

£495

XD

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK 3

£995

SH

MARANTZ DVD890 DVD PLAYER EX DEM

£ 350

XD

QUAD ESL63 SPEAKERS BROWN

£1195

SH

DENON AVR900 A/V AMPLIFIER

£295

XD

KRELL KSA100S POWER AMPLIFIER

£1795

SH

ONKYO TX DS838 A/V AMPLIFIER AC3 EX DEM

£595

XD

QUAD 77 CD/TUNER/PREAMP/POWER AMP

£1495

SH

TEAC VRDS25 CD PLAYER

£895

SH

VIDIKRON HELIUS PROJECTOR - OUR DEMONSTRATOR

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 PREAMPLIFIER
PARASOUND TQ1600 TUNER EX DISPLAY

£299.95

EX DEM

EX DEM

NAIM CD3

SH
XD

AUDIO RESEARCH VT60

£1295

XD

WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM

£8995

XD

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators

£1995

XD

DAVIS LITEBEAM PROJECTOR

PARASOUND CDC1500 MULTI DISC CD EX DISPLAY

£495

XD

NAIM 92/90 PRE/POWER AMP EX DEM

£750

SH

£3995

XD

rA

EX DEM

13 A IDA
.
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the syalbel al

XD

£595

XD

WILSON CUBS

XD

£7995
£1995

£2295

MARTIN LOGAN SL3 SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK EX DEM

£ 595

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JD
Telephone: Oxford ( 01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665
E mail: Oxford.audio@btinternet.com
Web: www.oxford-audio.co.uk

theinterview
ously, there is really something far more powerful; the power
of imagination. Some years ago Tice sold aproduct called the
Tice clock. It was several hundred dollars for what was ostensibly a $29 Radio Shack clock that had undergone special
treatment. When it was plugged into the wall it would do
something to the power line that improved the sound of your
system. Iowned acouple and was rather impressed with the
evaluation Idid for myself. Idon't know how it worked, but I
was convinced that it wasn't just my fantasy. But that product
was unusually controversial, and it caused really bitter tirades
in the American press. The discontinuity between the value of
a $29 clock and the $350 that Ibelieve was being charged for
this product caused hatred and anxiety. If Tice had taken that
same clock and put it in the proverbial black box, and diminished the value of the product so that it couldn't tell time, it
would have been far better accepted as a $350 audio accessory. People are willing to invest in something when they don't
know what's in it.
'Most of us in the industry are just young enough to take its
existence for granted, and now we look at a comparative
decline in the role of audio as adestination activity, and we say
"Oh what has happened, it must be our fault, we're not
promoting audio well enough, we're not making ourselves
inviting enough to the public when they do come into our
shops." But it's only natural that this peak that happened in
the late 1960s and into the 1970s — in terms of audio as a
culturally desirable phenomenon, Ithink the US audio peaked
in about 1978 — should have declined, and it's absolutely not
our fault. It's myopic and silly to think that we created the
audio business. The audio business is the result of people
coming and asking for equipment, we did not foist it on them.
There was a lifestyle, there was music... John Atkinson
mentions Sergeant Pepper and says that Britain went from

One of Audioquest's
more upmarket
interconnects: triple
balanced, Perfect
Surface copper
conductors,
polyethylene tubes
and welded silver
connectors...

nence. And then it dissipated! And the dissipation is not
anybody's fault. It's not because of home theatre, it's not the
net. If there is one technological innovation which arguably
has changed the younger generation's view of how one can get
high on music, it's rather similar to the one in your hand here
— it's the Walkman, Discman and MiniDisc and other variations. The idea of personal portable audio, which can provide
total audio immersion on demand, anywhere, any time, on the
school bus, in the study hall... they have not grown up thinking
they have to go worship equipment in one room. Because they
get as high, as immersed on music through that vehicle, as any
of us can ever hope to get with a £1000 audio system. In fact
they have a purity of relationship to the music that fancy
equipment almost gets in the way of.
'I had a recording label which Irecently
sold ( agood thing because they know what to
do with the music and they're doing more
recordings, mostly with the same producer).
But when we were demonstrating software at
an audio show, we did not demonstrate using
speakers. We demonstrated with aDiscman.
And when an audiophile, no matter how
fanatical, puts on apair of cheap headphones
to listen over aDiscman, they listen to... the music.
'We talk about how you can't enjoy something unless it's
over the right quality of hi-fi, that's not true. The ability to
enjoy music is something we bring within ourselves and is not
dependent on the equipment. So what is it that good equipment brings us? That comes back to where Istarted: how do
we allocate time? If it's successful it has us anticipating such
pleasure that we go and turn on the hi-fi and get immersed in
that experience that is music. Ihope most people would agree
that if they really stand back and look at themselves, when
they are at one with their system today, and truly enjoying the
music, they are doing the same thing as they were doing when
they were first thrilled by hi-fi when they were 16 or 18 or 20.
While they know they are listening to better equipment today,
nevertheless the quality of the experience, that is something
eternal, and it is the same. It's not about progress: we only
want to go back to the same place we've been to before, and
that we already know, and that we love, and we want to be able
to go to again, as predictably and as otten as possible...
`Uhm. What was your question?' b

'The ability to enjoy music is
something that we bring
within ourselves and is not
dependent on the equipment'
mono to stereo as aresult of that recording. It always has been
asoftware-driven world, and the software coming out at that
time was exciting and vibrant in a way that it's not today.
That's not saying that there aren't fine artists today, but the
language is not being invented the way it was then. From Perry
Como and Frank Sinatra to Hendrix and the Doors and
Cream, that was an evolution of the language of music, not
just how well the language was used, which was thrilling and
dynamic. There was almost akind of acultural revolution in
the western world, that put music at aplace where it was codifying change as it was happening. The culture of much of this
music did relate to drugs, whether it was Sergeant Pepper or
acid rock in the US. but in particular, the social drug of the
time was marihuana. All societies in the world have recreational drugs, and you can argue that it shouldn't be so, but...
Prohibition didn't work. But of the variety that exist out there,
nothing caused people to see God between the speakers the
way marihuana did. This is not an advertisement for grass, but
just to say that there were anumber of ingredients that came
together, over a decade roughly, that took audio to promi-
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Products we sell include:

É XCELLENCE
BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
4 Feathers Lane
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134/136 Crwys Road

audio T

THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS
Audio Excellence and Audio Thave joined forces

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ALR/JORDAN
ARCAM • AVI
B&VV • BOW
CASTLE • CELESTION
CHORD ELECTRONICS

to bring you the benefits and security of buying

CURA • CYRUS

CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road

from alarger dealer, yet each of our stores is run

DAVIS • DENON

CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 VVinchcombe Street

enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge

DENSEN • DYNAUDIO

CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton

and experience to satisfy your expectations. Plus,
we haven't forgotten that buying hi-fi should be

DYNAVECTOR • ELAC

as an individual specialist shop. Our staff are

ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side

as much fun as listening to it!

EPOS • KEF • LINN

EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

LOEVVE

If you want your Hi Fi equipment neatly and

MERIDIAN • METZ

EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street
GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
HIGH WYCOMBE
01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street Headington
PRESTON 01772 253057
131 Fnargate
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall
SOUTHAMPTON
023 8025 2827
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street

attractively integrated into your home we can
plan out the system to be installed, the choice
of the equipment to be used, where it will be
installed in your home and how it will be
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MARANTZ

MICHELL
MILLER & KREISELL

connected. Call us for advice on how you can

MISSION • NAD

enjoy music all round your home.

NAIM • NAKAMICHI

•53 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE

ONKYO • PANASONIC

•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl SEPARATES

PIONEER • PMC

•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•PRICE PROMISE
•10 DAY EXCHANGES
•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES
•PART EXCHANGES
•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES OVER f250*
•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

PRIMARE • PROAC
PRO-JECT • QUAD
REGA • REL • ROKSAN
ROTEL • RUARK
SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN

SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street

SONANCE • SONY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 525666
6 High Street

SYSTEMLINE
TAG McLAREN

WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity

TALK ELECTRONICS

All shops are closed on Mondays

TANNOY • TEAC
WILSON BENESCH
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For your FREE COPY of Music at Home,
The Ultimate Guide 2000
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John crabbe
Providing as it

did

aplatform for provocative audio
nonconformity, Ben Duncan's Black
Box will surely be missed. The
spectacle of Toad pursuing wild
monthly adventures in hi- ti's
hinterland, claiming visionary

paradigm created by the relative slowness of current carriers
should certainly make us think more carefully about what
actually happens in audio conductors quite apart from the
directionality issue.
According to the penultimate Black Box, directivity arises
from one-way molecular stresses imposed on conductors and
insulants by the extrusion processes employed in

insights and dismissing opposition
as blind prejudice — this all produced for me astimulating
blend of irritation and goodwill. Irritation because Ifavour

manufacture. But by what precise means, I
wonder, do these
long unremarked diodic and dielectric aberrations react
differentially in response to the direction of energy flow? To be

wherever possible ascientific approach to the quest for truth,

fair, some tentative answers to this were offered in the Black

involving careful assessment of findings before proclaiming
vital breakthroughs, and 'goodwill' because Iappreciate Ben's

Box of April '99, but even if the mechanism were fully
explained, there remains the crucial matter of whether in

knack of making we old-timers examine our preconceptions,

practice the phenomenon can really be heard — whatever

and join him in believing that the universe is amuch more

claims may be made by cable suppliers. Despite what is said to

mysterious place tken that envisaged by ' hardline objectivists'.

be ' know quite instinctively', Ihave yet to discover any

Ionce suggested that psychokinesis might best explain
some audio curiosities (
HFN/RR Editorial, Jan ' 78) and currently
edit the Experiences section of amagazine dealing with the

rigorous and methodologically watertight experiment where
experienced listeners perceived changes due solely to cable
inversion. Arranging such atest would be extremely

paranormal. Yet it's whispered that at Toad Hall I'm seen as an

problematic, but if subjective differences were reliably

HLO agent, perhaps because my innate scepticism tends at
times to find expression via declarations of outright disbelief.
This happened in the Ian 'oo Sidelines discussion of cable

established I'd accept the findings with good grace. As for

directivity, which Isuspect prompted the subject's appearance
in the final two Black Box episodes in August and September.

that one could catch acold by getting one's head wet!
Turning now to the very last Black Box, which dealt with
audible RF interference as mediated by parasitic demodulation

Iargued that despite one-way energy movement along a

'instinctive' knowledge, we all know about Galileo and the
falling weights, while when I
was young it was widely believed

loudspeaker cable, the associated
electron oscillations carry no directional
imprint and thus cannot suffer
discrimination. This seemed reasonable
enough, but Ilater regretted including
'short-term DC' in the list of things which
couldn't be affected, because (as Ben has
rightly insisted) any net conductive
inequality or 'diodicitv' in the signal path

Iappreciate Ben's knack of making
we old-timers examine our
preconceptions... the universe is a
much more mysterious place...

will react one-sidedly to asymmetries such
as the initial wavefront of adrumbeat, giving apotentially

at inadvertently diodic junctions in equipment, it was slightly

different sound quality in the two directions. However,
although music waveforms involve many such momentary

alarming to find this used (albeit briefly) to make an
illegitimate generalisation about cable directivity. Inverting an

quirks, these are generally random vis-à-vis positive and

apparently diodic feeder carrying tooMHz changed the

negative, so while they might explain directional differences
with diodically inferior cables, one version of the music would

'detected' signal level by o.15dB, which was said to show that

be no more distorted overall than the other, and each could be

times the highest audio frequencies on the basis of minuscule

replicated simply by reversal of the signal's polarity.
But this all concerns imperfections in ordinary ohmic

At any frequency?

conductivity and assumes the above absence of a 'directional
imprint', which Inow see is an oversimplification, as the

'when cables are reversed, diodicity alters'. Working at 5000
change of level, this strikes me as somewhat rash. All cables?
Finally, just afew minor points which seem to have gone
awry during Toad's displays of audio enthusiasm. Apressure

accompanying electromagnetic field supplies the missing

range of itiodB equals to million, not too million; the ' relevant

indicator. Ishould have remembered this from Prof

to audio' bandwidth of tHz—zookHz occupies 18 octaves, not
19; and it is salutary to set audio's conventional to octaves

Hawksford's 1980s Essex Echo articles cited by Ben, which
argued that AC energy transmission along acable can be seen
as aspecies of radiation, while the ' micro- wavelength'

against video's 18, where even if one discounts colour the eye's
information capacity is 50 times that of the ear's.

ri
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Bach Cello Suites in afresh light•Copland the ' Populist'.
Radiohead's Kid As Miles Davis's early-197os funk reissued

classical

weighty organ in the Respighi and the sound is
extremely good. Incidentally, Henry Wood's
arrangement of Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D-

JS BACH:
6Cello Suites
Torleif Thedéen (vic)

minor is on anew Biddulph compilation from
78s: it also has the Elgar and Respighi items
[BID 83069/70]. CB An•

BIS BISCD 803/804 2CDs, mom 145
BARTÓK:
Viola Concerto/EDTVÓS: Replica/

The Scandinavian cellist Torleif Thedéen has
absorbed insights from aspectrum of masters —

KURTAG: Movement for Viola and

the late William Pleeth, Jacqueline du Pré, Paul

Orchestra

Tortelier and Heinrich Schiff — and he is more

Kim Kashkashian (vla)/Netherlands
Radio CO/Eritviis

than well equipped technically to tackle the
Bach Suites. What he does is extraordinarily

O Torleif Thedéen records Bach's six Cello

direct, expressively uncluttered and ' modern'.

Suites — Classical Record of the Month

Clean lines, alogical grasp of the music: this is

ECM 465 42o-2

50111 065

Bartók's Viola Concerto exists as a

what the listener encounters. Even such fine

alternative: the sound (1964) is still good,

reconstruction from unnumbered sketch folios

players as Fournier or Geidron seem rhetorical

although the layout departs from the numerical

by the American composer Tibor Serly: his work

or marginally fussy if you make movement by

order on BIS. CB A—A*a* •

was far more extensive than orchestrating the 17

movement comparisons — but theirs were

final bars of the Third Piano Concerto. In his

Thedéen's recordings were done at various
times, from Oct ' 95 to March '99, in achurch

IS BACH:
Transcriptions
BBC Philharmonic/Slatkin

acoustic which allows the sound to bloom

Chandos CHAN 9835

merely different solutions.

without swamping. I'd recommend the Maurice
Gendron 2CD Philips set [ 442

293-2]

as abargain

ratings:
Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording

A: I

Very good

Good

8:2

Good

Moderate

C.:3

Moderate

Poor

0:4

Poor

Historical, eg. 78rpm

KM

Historical

Bartók study, Halsey Stevens expresses
dissatisfaaction with the outcome, and it's a
work Ihave never come to terms with — the first
73m

035

Each of the nine orchestral transcriptions here

recording Iheard was the Primrose/Serly issued
on WRC in 1962. The slow movt has familiar
elements, an Adagio religioso interrupted by

shows something of the arranger himself

night music; the finale has afolk- dance

(Bantock, Elgar, Hoist, Honegger, Raft, Reger,

character and details that hint at the Second

Respighi, Schoenberg and Vaughan Williams),

Violin Concerto. Kim Kashkashian's playing is

especially the Elgar — Bach's Fantasia and

wholly compelling and she is accompanied by a

Fugue in C-minor (
BWV537) was recently heard

Hungarian composer/conductor, Peter Eótvós. In

at the Last Night of the Proms. Perhaps

spite of all this, Ifeel little the wiser. ( I'm rather

unexpectedly, Stokowski is excluded (he's

more persuaded by Wolfram Christ, with the BR)

already represented on four Chandos

under Ozawa on DG.) The Kurtag here is the

programmes with Bamert: ' Symphonic Bach' is

composer's preferred form of atwo-movt

on CHAN 9259), and Edward Johnson, who does

concerto for viola written as agraduation

• Sound quality and performance are separately

so much for the Stokowski cause, in his

graded at the end of each review. A star' denotes

exercise; it makes clear Bartókian references.

engaging liner note fully abstains from using the

Thornier, but gripping, is Eiitveis's own Replica

outstanding quality. Ratings also show CD price
coding: • full price; II mid price; • budget price;
V special price - see Compact Disc Service.

december 2000 \
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S-word! Slatkin gets an engaging warmth from

(1997), commissioned by La Scala's Orchestra

the BBC Philharmonic; Chandos should now ask

filarmonia and written with the present soloist in

him to do Walton's The Wise Virgins. There's a

mind. CB

•

audiophileehoice
numbers, piano music of adifferent kind. Lortie's

Turnabout — of audiophile interest though far

playing, cool, elegant and calculated, never lets

scruffier than the San Franciscans', with their

the listener's attention wander — though there

sweet strings and keen, tuneful brass. CB A:i •

are more desirable features you'll need to find

brakes and gear- changes to lower speeds, which

GERSHWIN:
Rhapsody in Blue • ' IGot Rhythm'
Variations • 6Preludes • Porgy and
Bess - transcriptions • Piano works
Fazil Say (pno)/NYPO/Masur

Ithought disruptive. The first-movt repeat in

Teldec 3984 26202 2

elsewhere (Kempff; Arrau; Kovacevich on Philips;
Richter in ' The Tempest'). One might quibble
over details in Op.31:2. For me, Lortie dwells too
much in the Largo recitatives in (i); and in (iii)

56m 295

Op.31:i is ignored, but Iliked the unhurried
Kim Kashkashian

BEETHOVEN:
String Quartet Op.131 ( arr.
Mitropoulos)/VERDI: String Quartet
(arr. Toscanini)
VP0 /Preyin
* MI
DG 463 579-2
66n• szs

tempo for the finale, where Beethoven sets four

Ashowcase for the talents of Turkish born

against six quavers; his tumbling- over- itself

pianist Fazil Say, yet some will feel the

Op.31:3(iy) is immaculate, but the scherzo, neat

marvellous NY clarinettist Stanley Drucker steals

and tidy, isn't much fun. Lortie is at best, Ithink,

the limelight! He is not only heard at the start of

in the three slow movements.

the two pieces with orchestra but in aquartet of

Fine sound, although pedalling can be heard
from time to time on headphones. CB A:1(2) •

arrangements — the inevitable ' Summertime' in
slow and fast tempi — for piano, clarinet, bass
and percussion/vibes. Say, who croons over his
playing, certainly has the measure of Gershwin's

and Karajan string- orchestra versions of the

COPl.AND:
Billy the Kid • Appalachian Spring •
Rodeo
San Francisco Orch/Tilson Thomas

classic Nonesuch Scott Joplin Rags recordings),
even if he, rather than Masur, gives Rhapsody a

Grosse luge (
presumably all using the

RCA 09026 63511 2

more Classical characterisation than, say,

We had, in the LP era, Klemperer, Furtwängler

7601 305

Weingartner scoring), and Toscanini's adaptatior

rhythms (he reminded me of Joshua Rifkin in the

Bernstein. As Londoners know from his LPO

from Beethoven's Op.135. But only later — say,

Entitled ' Copland the Populist' (which my

programming, Masur has ataste for this sort

with the 1979 VPO/Bernstein Op.131 in Dimitri

dictionary defines as 'one who claims to support

of repertoire: check out the touching coda to

Mitropoulos's arrangement, then the ECO/Tate
premiere recording of Mahler's transcription of

the interest of the ordinary people'), this

Rhapsody or the textures with saxes from

grouping of music conceived for the ballet is not

im zos into IGot Rhythm. CB A:1-1*•

Schubert's ' Death and the Maiden' — did the

as helpfully presented by RCA as it could — and

quartets with full strings.) And what is their

musical episodes? And since this is not the usual

HAYDN:
The Seven Last Words
Larsson/Borst/Lang/Lika/Chorus
Musicus/Das Neue Orchester/Spering

relevance today? Previn takes amore

orchestral version of Appalachian Spring, but

Opus in OPS 30-284

expressively neutral view of the Beethoven than

one with the Revivalist dance (rescored at the

focus chage to the arrangement per se. (
The

should — have been. Michael Steinberg's

present note tells us that Hans von Mow was

excellent note is highly informative, but why did

years ahead of Mahler in conducting Beethoven

no-one think to give timing cues to the various

52m 345

Bernstein — yet, (iv) excepted, their timings are

request of Ormandy — but not recorded by him)

Returning home from London in 1795 Haydn

within only seconds — and the Vienna strings

included after the section with the Shaker hymn

encountered aperformance of his Seven Last

play well. Yet the elephantine scale takes us

'Simple Gifts' [ 22m], why not say so on the

Words (
which was commissioned by the Church

further away from the music than with aquartet:

cover? This has some very striking music after

of Santa Cueva in Cadiz ten years before, as an

simply hear the Hagens' recent Op.131, for

the pounding timps at 27m 52s.

example (also DG), to understand the potential

Billy the Kid and Rodeo are given in their

instrumental commentary — asequence of
Adagios — in contemplation of Christ's last

for subtlety and meaning in performance. (Isn't it

Suite versions, but the former is not given 8

words) as avocal arrangement with additional

strange, incidentally, that only once does a

tracks like Bernstein's and Copland's on Sony.

texts. He had already published keyboard and

semiquaver appear in the whole of (i): violas'

We don't get the honky-tonk piano before

string quartet variants, but then set about his

dotted figure, bar 64?)
The Verdi, awork of some charm — especially

'Saturday Night Waltz' (as on Slatkin/EMI), but

own oratorio form, asking his librettist for The

we do hear the orchestra cheer during

Seasons and Creation to rework the choral texts,
and adding amidpoint Introduzione scored for

better. Even so, one should then seek out the

'Hoedown'.
Tilson Thomas is certainly the ' Populariser'.

original; say, the Juilliard Quartet on Sony.

For all Blomstedt's good works with the San

depicting the earthquake at Jesus's death. With

Francisco Orchestra, documented on Decca, MTT

these forces, the effect is lively rather than

has really put them on the map. He knew the
composer well, too, and here seems to wish to

shattering (probably Harnoncourt on Teldec,

emphasize the refinement of his masterly scores;

brought more ferocity to this section); but Ilike

thus, the trumpet in the ' Mexican Dance' (
Billy,

the scale and clarity of Spering's version. AH

6m 34s) is played down, where Bernstein's was

mentioned the way Harnoncourt's soloists were

blatant. And generally these are subdued

integrated into the choir: here they are quite

readings, at times leisurely in feel. For example,

forward. It is interesting that what was

in the Prestissimo (
iii) and fugal finale — works

First/second violins are well separated, yet
both sound to Previn's left. The recorded sound
is clear if at times rather bright. CS A(B):1 •

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas Op.31:1-3
Louis Lortie (pno)
Chandos CHAN 9842

70m 5Bs

winds only. The work ends with an allegro

commended by Antony Hodgson in HFN Aug '92,

the 'Very Slow' opening section of Appalachian

conceived as aliturgical piece became one

Spring lasts half aminute longer than Bernstein's

which the public acclaimed in its final version

signalled the close of one chapter: to come were

NY version; and the gun- battle in Billy hasn't the

much as we attend Mass settings in the concert

the Appassionata, Les Adieux and the late opus

dramatic edge of, for one, the old Dallas/

hall today. CB Aa •

These three sonatas, elaborately worked,
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hi-fi news
the finale too. Kubelik has atotal rapport with

HENZE:
Piano Concerto 2 • Telemanniana
Rolf Plagge ( pno)/Nordwestdeutsche
Philharmonie/Markson
CPO 999

his orchestra here, and the natural balancing
and atelling 'old-fashioned' seating
arrangement (basses rear left, violins divided
across the platform) make this adesirable
addition to any Mahler collection.

6im 42S

322-2

Ashame that apall of meaningless resonance

Asked to interview Henze for Vogue, Itook the

replaces applause at the end of the

composer in company with Christoph

performance. CB Ba V

Eschenbach to what proved to be one of the

performance of the Second Piano Concerto, back

SAINT-SAENS:
Piano Concertos i & 2 • Suite in D
Noriko Ogawa ( pno)/Tapiola
Sinfonietta/Kantorow

in 1970. Ialso attended the Wembley Town Hall

BIS BIS-CD

dimmest pubs near Bishopsgate (hard-boiled
egg was its only lunchtime offering), during a
break in their rehearsal for an LPO concert

10110

70111 31S

recording sessions. So that premiere recording
'A concerted dialogue of the most sophisticated

has aspecial place in my affections: it's now part

sort about the greatest of his [ Saint-Saens's]

of a2CD set in DG's Henze Edition (helpfully
divided into seven tracks where CPO provides

O Organ of Altenburg Castle church

predecessors, beginning with Bach.' So one
American writer summed up the most popular of

just two).
recordings are impeccably produced, with a

the five piano concertos, the Second. And yet

CPO booklet, the concerto is on aBrahmsian

pleasing ambience; and not only are full

what strange features there are: an opening

scale and is adense but absorbing score

specifications given but each registration is

movt where the orchestra is almost wholly

(available from Schott's); many of the 180 pages

listed against the 26 track numbers.

subsidiary, atarantella finale which incorporates

Written for Eschenbach, apoint ignored in the

bear constant metrical changes; seven

When Iopened the MD&G package, Ifound

in popularity with that of Litolff. In inferior sound

the ' breathtaking political events' of the

there are superb recordings by Rubinstein, Darré

to the solo part, and the instrument is certainly

previous year, before which the project 'could

and Gilels; Noriko Ogawa doesn't bring the same

better reproduced than Eschenbach's — pitch

not have been realised'. The Swiss organist (and

degree of authority to the part, but her

security is questionable at the beginning of the

therapist) has also chosen amixture of trios,

articulation is clean, her styling fragrant and

DG transfer. The conductor here, Gerhard

fantasies, four chorale preludes, three preludes

pretty. Excellent sound, too, from BIS. (She's

Markson, has made two quite good Strauss CDs

and fugues, etc, playing on the Altenburg Castle

better suited to this repertoire, it seems, than

for Naxos. It's the orchestral part which gives the

church organ. Krebs was appointed to work

to the Mussorgsky and Rachmaninov on two

composer- directed version the clear lead; the

there at 43, at which time the design was by

earlier discs.)

German radio orchestra sounds almost too

Heinrich Trost. Following radical changes made

comfortable with the idiom, and Henze's scoring

in the 19th- century it was decided to restore the

comprises the complete cycle, but BIS offers an

doesn't register with the same dramatic intensity

original character of the instrument in 1976. This

enjoyable orchestral suite (Prelude, Sarabande,

as with the London Philharmonic.

instrument (not especially gracious to play,

Gavotte, Romance and Finale), areworking of a

Plagge, another German pianist, is sensitive

Jeanne- Marie Darré's 2CD EMI mono set

notes Krüger) has anice woody timbre but the

composition for the harmonium, first heard a

same year (1967): music by Telemann for flute

character can become nasal, sometimes

year after the composer premiered the G- minor

and strings expanded for alarge orchestra with

overpowering, and action noise is more evident.

Concerto. CB A:112 •

triple winds, four horns, brass and divided

We don't hear acomparable clarity of

strings. CB kt-2 •

articulation: in the Fminor Prelude, for example

CPO's wholly accessible coupling is from the

(one of six duplications). The Priory recordings

KREBS:

also have more true bass. MD&G gives more

Complete Organ Works Vo
John Kitchen (org)

information on the actual music, and there's an

Priory PRCD 734

organ spec, in German. CB Au • A—B:2

pm os

Organ works
Irmtraud Krüger (org)
MD&G 331 0384-2

-

akind of solemn chorale, and ascherzo to rank

the recordings date from 199cr: the booklet notes

percussion players are required.

74m 415

SCHUMANN:
Symphony • Vom Pagen und der
Kiinigstochter
Soloists/Danish Nat RSO & Rad Ch/
Schonwandt
Chandos CHAN9846

63m 58s

MAHLER:
Symphony
Bavarian RSO/Kubelik

Separated from the hunt, the Princess and the

Audite 95.467

the King interrogates and executes the Page,

Page declare their love for each other ( Ballad I);
51111

335

recognising keepsakes from his daughter (II);

Johann Ludwig Krebs was one of Bach's favourite

Kubelik's Mahler cycle with the Bavarian RSO

pupils. Not only is Priory in process of issuing

has just been repackaged by DG in its ' Collector'

body washed out to sea (III); the Princess's

his organ works — six CDs are planned, each

series [ 463 738-2, roCDs] at around E6o. His

arranged wedding is disrupted by distant music

featuring adifferent instrument — but so is

view of the symphonies did not meet consistent

from the harp, and the groom takes fright and

MD&G via Chandos! John Kitchen plays chorale-

approval, but the First was the exception. This

rides away; the bride dies of abroken heart (IV).

based pieces, preludes, fugues and trios, on an

live broadcast from 1979 is unquestionably

enchanting organ at Canongate Kirk, Edinburgh,

more poetic still, wonderfully so in the still but

that becomes atragedy? That's Das Klagende

installed by the Danish maker Frobenius two

expectant opening movement and in the trio of

Lied, too. And one can but think of what Mahler

years ago. The music is attractive, Priory's

(ii) — although Kubelik pelts out trie stops for

might have made of all this, where Schumann's

68
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mermaids create aharp from the bones of the

An instrument made from bones; awedding

audiophilechoice
score (1852) is rudimentary in depicting the hunt

familiarity. The best music is the lamenting

Talbot's note suggests) hurried into print to meet

and wedding celebrations. He makes the

section where the Page's body is cast into the

demand. The engravings and subsequent

extensive narrator's part somewhat thankless,

sea [ track 5, from 4m 345 — so Mahlerian!].

editions were full of mistakes and well-

although this score does grow on you with

Mostly the solo singing is good, but Hanne

intentioned amendments. In 1, 2and 6, the

Fischer blurs her German and the choral texts

central slow movt has violin and continuo (on

are indistinct. Maybe asmaller, tighter choir

occasion, Vivaldi would reuse an existing sonata

would have been preferable — certainly for (Ill).
The D- minor Symphony, in its more usual

movt in such acontext); key choices determined
the character of the music — thus G- minor

revised version, is luminously played by the

turbulence, E- flat mellowness, D- minor sinew

Danish Radio Orchestra: Ienjoyed this very

and robustness.

much (again, though, the studio recording is
rather diffuse). The view — for anyone who sets

RV335 became popular in England as the
Cuckow (' the wonder and delight of all

the Furtwângler as the ideal — is unusually

frequenters of country concerts') although a

sunny. CB A— B:112—i•

variant was entitled The Nightingale, and the
customary interval of athird is not exploited.

VIVALDI:
6Violin Concertos Op.6 • Concerto
RV335 'The Cuckoo'

[18s], mechanical noises from the organ continuo

Andrew Manze (vin)/AAM/Hogwood

sound just like the flapping of abird's wing!

Decca 455 653 -2
Noriko Ogawa O

reissues

5
8m33s

One does hear, however, phrases taken from I!
Garde/lino. Amusingly, at the start of the finale

Andrew Manze brings his customary wit and
brilliance to the solo writing and is nicely

The six concertos sent to Vivaldi's Amsterdam

supported by the Academy. This material has

publisher, to appear as Op.6, were (Michael

been 'on hold' since 1995. CB Aa •

is essentially for Horenstein collectors. C:2 V

These are colourful in presentation, with ashort

New Hyperion releases carry asticker which

essay on afold- out inlay, at the foot of which a

marks the millennium year — look more closely

date- strip highlights cultural/political events

and you see that also denotes the company's

during the life- span of the composer concerned.
Serious collectors will probably find wanted

Deryck Cooke found Mahler's Seventh

20th anniversary. To celebrate this, Ted Perry has

Symphony to be ' irreducibly problematic' with

selected twenty Hyperion recordings, nine of

items tucked away: perhaps Rostropovich's

its Kappellmeister-ish finale ' largely afailure'

them remastered, for limited reissue in a

Schumann Concerto with Leningrad

[Gustav Mahler: An Introduction to his Music,

tastefully sleeved format. Two of these provided

PO/Rozhdestvensky [ 469 199-2], or the one

Faber 1988]. In the light of today's catalogue of

demonstration tracks for HiFi News Test Discs

recordings, would he have changed his mind,

HFNoo3 and the current HFNo2o: Hildegaard of

studio recording of Mussorgsky's Pictures [ 469
169-2 — the set includes 29m excerpted from

were he still alive? And would aKappelmeister

Bingen, acollection of medieval plainchant with

the Karajan/Decca Boris Godunov] which Giulini

have thought to hark back so disturbingly, in his

Emma Kirkby and Gothic Voices, directed by

made in Chicago. (APhilharmonia/Giulini 1961

finale, to atragic work written 27 years earlier

Christopher Page [ CDA 20039, 44M 105 ®1984]

Edinburgh Festival recording is on BBC

— The Klagende Lied?

and the large-scale Musick for the Royal

Legends.) The Debussy [ 469 130-2] with

Fireworks, part of aHandel programme (coupling

Karajan, Abbado, Michelangeli,

Cooke might well have heard Jascha
Horenstein's 1969 Albert Hall concert

the four Anthems written for the coronation of

Rostropovich/Britten, et al, is highly attractive;

performance with the New Philharmonia, now

George II — which include the popular ' Zadok the

and Iparticularly recommend the Vivaldi,

on BBC Legends [ BBCL 4051-2, 74m 26s], at one

Priest'), given by The King's Consort, with the

English Concert/Pinnock [ 469 220-2], which has

time on the Intaglio label. That Italian transfer

Choir of New College Oxford [ CDA 20350, 56m

the Four Seasons, the Gloria — awonderful

had an overlay of swimming- bath reverberation,

52s (
D1989]. Robert King's period- instrument

account of'Et in terra pax' — and eight

but does not entirely yield to the smoother,

forces include 24 oboes, 12 bassoons, 9trumpets

concertos for various instrument combinations

more impactful new IMG, which seems to lose

and four sets of timpani! Here's an opportunity to

(Liza Beznosiuk is soloist in ' La nottel.

some upper- register presence. The

get to know the full programmes at midprice.

documentation is, of course, far supelior,

Another disc I
would particularly recommend is

to become the only catalogue representations of

although the claim that Horenstein's reading

the coupling of Mozart's Clarinet Concerto and

these recordings, it is apity to lose valuable

was one of the fastest on records does not

Clarinet Quintet, played by Thea King (using

documentation and all production credits. For

quite accord with the massive, unhurried feel of

basset clarinet in K622) with ECO/Tate and

instance: the Four Seasons follows manuscript

the performance. Like Klemperer, who recorded

Gabrieli Quartet [ CDA 20199, 64m 06s, ®1986].

parts in Manchester's Central Library collection,

the Seventh with the NPO eleven months

These plain- speaking performances offer long

which has minor variations from the printed (and

earlier, Horenstein's paints ablack Mahlerian

term satisfaction — though, I
wouldn't like to be

more fallible) printed editions; the Richter

picture — not many laughs! There are agood

without Boskovsky and members of the Vienna

Mussorgsky Pictures is the famous Bulgarian

One thing worries me: if these are ultimately

many orchestral slips, one or two excructating,

Octet [ Decca] who bring extra sophistication and

Radio broadcast of Feb ' 58; the Schumann Cello

and the reading stands in antithesis to

warmth to K581. A:1* A*:1 A—B2(2) V

Concerto was one of asequence of Wembley

Bernstein's with the NYP [ CBS 1965], wh'ch is

Anew DG 2CD midprice series, ' Panorama'

Town Hall recordings DG made with the

one of outstanding beauty (see Robert

(also drawing upon Decca and Philips material),

Leningrad PO (including the famous Mravinsky

Matthew- Walker's valuable overview in

provides basic library items, or classical primers

Tchaikovsky Fourth) in September 1960,

International Record Review Sept). This reissue

covering 25 composers from Bach to Wagner.

between concerts at Edinburgh and London.
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"Vocals and instruments are solidly focused and terrifically expressive, with
pinpoint imaging. And even more amazing they disappear into the vast
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banjo to connect the hoe-down to bluegrass.
Acanny promoter once put Captain

VIVALDI:
6Sonatas for Violoncello

Beefheart on the same bill as James Blood
Ulmer. The Decoding Society would be at home

An ner Bylsma (vlc)

Sony 'Vivarte' SK 51350

at such agig: they too conjure the deep, dark,

75M 10S

curdled sonorities and gospelised freedoms that

Six pieces in Largo/Allegro/Largo/Allegro

today's music scene is too lacklustre to credit.

pattern for cello and bass continuo might not

Stunning. BW A:1 V

sound very appealing, but by using
accompanying instruments — harpsichord,

MAURICE McINTYRE
Humility in the Light of Creator

organ, archlute, cello and viol — textural variety

Delmark DD419

combinations of two, three and four

is added to Anner Bylsma's performances (on an
instrument from 1693) and this proves alikeable

Cut in Chicago in February 1969, this was tenor

disc. In the note, Robbins Landon remarks upon

saxophonist Maurice McIntyre's debut album. It

the fact that Vivaldi's music later fell foul of

is blessed with some great bass playing (Malachi
Favors and Mchaka Uba) and drumming

arrangers. Good recorded sound. CB An II
O At his peak: the young Louis Armstrong

jazz

beatifully measured trumpet on the 19m ' Suite:
assert veness that bowls you over, akind of

Ensemble Fate'. Although this reissue apologises

strutting melancholy: this feel went on to

for some buzz on the bass, Malcolm Chisolm's

become the acid- test of emotional authenticity

recording at the Ter- Mar Studios is exemplary,
adding the sparkle of in- the- round clarity to

in 20th- century mass music. 8.1/ H:1* V

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
The Complete Hot Five & Hot Seven
Recordings
Columbia/Legacy C4K 63527
4CDs, 272m os

(Thurman Barker and Ajaramu). Leo Smith plays

McIntyre's spirited Free Jazz. The drawbacks are

ROMPUE EARL
Healing Time
Telarc CD83490

some grisly wannabe-muezzin vocal
contributions by George Hines, some floundering
62m 095

North African exoticism when McIntyre resorts to
'bike horn' on ' Bismillah', and the Trane-pastiche
modal theatrics of the title track: the best

Louis Armstrong's first releases have been in

In the 19705 and 8os. Ronnie Earl played blues
guitar with Boston's Rhythm Rockers, Sugar Ray

arguments for keeping religion out of jazz to

print since they were recorded in an amazing

and the Bluetones and Roomful of Blues. Now a

have surfaced for some time. BW An—a •

spasm of creativity between November 1925 and

solo act, and concentrating on instrumentals,

March 1929. This 4CD issue benefits from good

he's gravitated :owards ajazzier style. Down

sound (no tampering with the inevitable thin

Beat called Earl 'one of the most innovative

sound and hiss found on old 785) and a

blues guitarists recording today', which is afib

'thematic' ordering that keeps tracks of similar

— he ain't no B400d Ulmer or Jef Lee Johnson! —

ensembles together: CD1 features the original

but he's got agreat, solid tone, and roots for

Straight ahead bop tenor- playing by Harold

Hot Five (Johnny Dodds on clarinet, Kid Ory on

downhome virtues in the plush mainstream. The

Ousley, who attended Chicago's DuSable High

trombone, Lit Armstrong on piano and Johnny St

great Jimmy McGriff guests on Hammond 83

School in the early 19405 alongside such

Cyr on banjo); CD2 includes Armstrong's work

organ for two knockout gospel-blues, `Churchin"

exponents as Johnny Griffin and Gene Ammons,

with the magnificent classic- blues singer Hociel

and ' Blues on aSunday'. Neal Ward's

and subsequently played with Count Basie,

Thomas, plus the Hot Five billed as ' Lil's Hot

engineering is glossy and fluid, and by the time

backed singers Arthur Prysock and Ruth Brown,

Shots'. The Hot Sevens of May 1927 — which

the band reach an emotive 'Amazing Grace'

and recorded with Hammond-supremo Jack

replaced Ory with John Thomas, and added a

you're converted. BW

McDuff. Ousley has alovely dark sound, and

rhythm section of Peter Briggs (tuba) and Warren
'Baby' Dodds (drums) — appear on CD3; CD4
features the assortment of line-ups that were
billed as ' Hot Fives' in the latter half of 1928 and
in 1929. The inevitable ' rare track' is an alternate

HAROLD OUSLEY
Grit-Gittin' Feelin'
Delmark DE 520

73m 59 5

plays in adeceptively simple style, with blurted

RONALD SHANNON JACKSON &
THE DECODING SOCIETY
Montreux Jazz Festival
46m 195
Kni:classics KCR-3031

take of ' ICan't Give You Anything But Love',

notes and sudden harmonic changes that make
for intriguing responses from his colleagues. The
obvious comparisons would be Hank Mobley,
Dexter Gordon and Sonny Rollins, but there's a
raw, unguarded, slightly shaky quality about his
held notes which is all Ousley's own. On ' Lush

Armstrong's classic vocal from March 1929: a

There really is no one quite like Shannon

'Hot Five' consisting of ten pieces!
In the booklet, essays by Phil Schaap and

Jackson. Celebrated as the drummer on some of

Life', he blows and flutters so intimately, it's like
amusical diagram of adeep kiss.

Robert GO'Meally provide timely reading, by

the best records by Albert Ayler, Cecil Taylor and
Omette Coleman, his Decoding Society go

reconsidering the Armstrong persona in the

beyond *advarned beats' to throw down a

Old hands Jodie Christian (piano), John
Whitfield (bass) and Robert Shy (drums) provide

wake of the latest arguments over race and

manifesto. This was recorded live on 21 July 1983

asturdy framework, so confident of their

American identity in the States — though neither

at the Montreux Casino. The band was together,

ballads, blues and bossas that they can

tempers his patriotic fervour by mentioning that

the vibe somehow both corfrontational and

illuminate with continuous improvised

this celebration of ' the founder of American

perfumed. On ' Mother's Day', Shannon has an

ornament. Whitfield's arco solo on ' Night Song'

music' was assembled by aJapanese-owned

R&B guitar lick goad Zane Massey's outer- limit

is arush of pure lyricism. The Chicago scene is

label. The tracks, both vocal blues or collective

alto; on ' Iola' bassist Melvin Gibbs turns aWest

currently under adeluge of young guys thinking

brass counterpoint, have aforthrightness and

African lilt into funk, wnile Vernon Reid uses a

they can cop strokes off the old folks: someone

—IV
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should tell them to leave that stuff to the liarold

Calloway for an article in Ebony magazine

Ousleys of this world. In his hands, it's still

attacking drug- abuse among musicians.
TKO/Magnum's ugly layout and the absence

coming up fresh. BW Au •

CHARLIE PARKER
At Birdland Vol. a
Ember EMBCD5o4

2CDs, nom los

presence that bring out goosebumps.
Thompson's term ' Free Bop' is as good aword
as any to describe this music, in which vibrant

of liner- notes compound the general sense of

playing surmounts any miserable div sion

low- budget tawdriness. Yet there is great music

between the musics of Louis Armstrong, Freddie

buried here, as drummers Art Blakey or Roy

Hubbard or Leo Smith. Malachi Thompson's

Haynes propel incredibly like- thinking combos

musicality and conviction inspire the other

through tortuous bebop anthems. These sets

musicians, who all play with the kind of fervour

These radio- shots from the Birdland nightclub in

were recorded after bebop's heroic period, but

and swing associated with David Murray's

New York have been issued many times since

the combination of collective fluidity and

groups. He brings a ' poet' on board who sounds

they were recorded in 1950 and 1951. The

intricate detail is still unique, and Dizzy

like the missing link between Gil Scott- Heron

playing is great, but some aspects are off-

Gillespie's trumpet is on fire. BW H:H V

and Jimmy Castor. Fantastic. BW A:1* •

putting, especially to new listeners. This opens
with afemale singer (your old friend unk. yd.)
warbling adreary, out- of- key version of
'Embraceable You'. As the tune drags to ahalt,

MALACHI THOMPSON
Timeline
Delmark DE tiat

Tom 58$

Parker quotes ' In An English Country Garden'. It's
as if he's attempting to exorcise the song's

It was obvious that trumpeter Malachi

mournful miasma. Poor sound, aband that

Thompson's terrific Rising Daystar[HFN March]

sounds like it is about to fall asleep and a

came from longterm involvement with jazz: here

chattering, drinks- clinking audience combine to

is aretrospective to illuminate his past.

form ajazz nightmare (and was probably one

Thompson uses populist devices — Latin dance

source for Frank Zappa's devastating satire on

rhythms, backing vocals, electric piano — but

nightclub smarminess on Absolutely Free,

they're never touched by the dead hand of

'America Drinks & Goes Home). Radio compères

commercial calculation. The way Sonny Seals's

Symphony Sid and Leonard Feather use dated

tenor bursts out of ' The Quest' (1972), or

lingo to talk over the music, and there's an

Thompson struts his trumpet on the free-form

interview where Charlie Parker excoriates Cab

'They Stole Einstein's Brain' (1986) has afire and

Miles Davis: funky stuff

Miles Davis

Three early- 19705 albums when Miles Davis and

but now 43 minutes of extra music from the

night ' 6os happenings, confused and groovy:

band jammed in the studio, then let producer

sessions have been added (three tracks from

sometimes you feel like shouting: 'Come on,

Teo Macero cut and splice what they'd played

November 1969, another from February 1970).

Miles! This is just aslow blues — haven't you

into finished product, have been re-released.

Depending on the date, the bassist is Ron Carter,

got any new musical ideas?'. In the liners, Dave

Henderson or England's own David Holland.

Liebman recalls playing asax solo without

On The Corner [ Columbia/Legacy CK6398o,

Drums are variously Billy Cobham, Jack

knowing which key he should be in — all he

showed ghetto characters — flares,

DeJohnette or Billy Hart. It charts the genesis of

could hear was the drums and percussive

broadbrimmed hats and ' Vote Miles' t-shirts —

On The Corner's funk. A:1 V

effects from the keyboards.

54m

475] was

issued in 1972. Its cartoon cover

indicating Davis's funky turn (Miles was playing

Get Up With It [ C2K6397o, 2CDs, 124m 035] is

It's true that, try as they might, no fusioneers

Sly Stone's Fresh to his friends). Badal Roy's

more of the same. It was the final studio album

since been able to replicate the pendiar sense
of yearning and glamour that characterises this

insistent tabla was mixed upfront, combining

before Miles disappeared from public view in a

with nervous, chattering hi- hat (Billy Hart, Jack

bedrugged haze between 1975 and 1981. Tracks

period of Miles. Resolution was not on the

DeJohnette or Al Foster) and slamming electric

are culled from 1970-74. The rhythm section is

cards, so those who expect determinate

bass (Michael Henderson) to provide an exotic

usually Michael Henderson on bass and Al

answers to musical questions are in for a

launchpad for assertions by high-pitched

Foster on drums, with Mtume playing

frustrating and eventually tedious listen. Often

instruments like the electric guitar (John

percussion. Since the 1996 digital release, liner-

the ensembles collapse into mere jamming,

McLaughlin, David Creamer), soprano

notes by David Liebman have been added, but

inchoate and pretentious: ' Recollections' from

saxophone (David Liebman, Carlos Garnett) and

again, no new music. ka V

Big Fun recalls the pseudo-orientalism of the

the leader's own electronically- processed

On all these albums, Miles Davis pursued the

Grateful Dead, whilst other tracks suggest

trumpet. Henderson came from Motown, having

disassociated rock beat and harmonic stasis of

worked with Aretha Franklin and Stevie Wonder,

In ASilent Way and Bitches Brew. Electronic

highbrows attempting to slum. You start itching
for ablast of street- credible funk from the likes

and his funky rifting dominates. There are new

keyboardists (Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea,

of Mandrill or the Ohio Players.

liner notes by Bob Belden here, but no new

Lonnie Smith, Joe Zawinul, Keith Jarrett), electric

music. Au V

guitarists (McLaughlin, Pete Cosey, Reggie

of the heretical nature of these opinions), head-

On the other hand (writes areviewer aware

Lucas, Cornell Dupree) and reed players poured

trippers who conceive music as environmental

originally adouble LP with just four long tracks,

glittering sonic novelties over grooves which,

coloration — the Ambient crew — deem these

each recorded at different sessions in 1969,

deprived of their original song structures,

albums the holy wellspring of out- of-body

1970 and 1972. It was released on CD in

become interminable. The sessions were late-

Electronica. You decide. BW

Big Fun [ 2CK63973, 2CDs 149m 34s] was

1998,

--JV
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RADIOHEAD
Kid A
Parlophone CDKID A3

DOOBIE BROTHERS
Sibling Rivalry
Eagle Records EAGCD 049

59m 13s

Proudly bearing acover- sticker that boasts ' First
studio album for over ten years', this opens well

49m 59$

with aclassic Doobies-by-numbers ' People Gotta

It was inevitable that international success and

Love Again' featuring atasty violin

the arrival of somewhat fatter bank balances

accompaniment from John McFee. The Doobies,

would make it harder for the nation's favourite

for those who don't remember, were The Eagles

bed-sit moaners to go on sounding as though

with amore pronounced rock dance groove, and

they wanted to commit suicide in every verse of

if the second cut, ' Leave My Heartache Behind'

every song. Not that you'd confuse this with

lifts its vocal harmonies from Crosby Stills and

Steps or Britney, but there's been adefinite shift
of focus in Radiohead from navel- gazing to

Nash rather than the aforementioned Eagles,
O Radiohead

well, we're still in the same ballpark. Inevitably,

music- making. The big mushy synth chords of

the years have mellowed the Doobies somewhat,

the opening ' Everything In Its Right Place' are
almost cheerful, and the trip-hoppy beats that
accompany the gong- like backing of the title
track, with its incomprehensible Kraftwerkian
vocals, suggest aband waking up from along

so that sentimental slush like ' Ordinary Man',

CHERRY TWISTER
At Home With Cherry Twister
When! WENCD 220
43M

which would have been deemed too close to John

uts

Denver to make the grade in their heyday, now
slips past quality control with ease. On the
whole, though, anybody who ever threw shapes

sleep and beginning to feel its way into the real

It's too easy to go soft on adisc such as this if

world.

you're apower pop junkie like yours truly. And I

Running' or ' Listen To The Music' will find this

found it too infectious to dismiss, even if it does

more than acceptable. JB Aa •

In away, they've done what Blur did on their
last outing: headed for the avant-garde fringes

on the dance floor to the tune of ' Long Train

sound like an extension to the soundtrack of That

of rock and electronics; and they've done it with

Thing You Do. Which is no bad thing to do:

considerable panache. ' The National Anthem'

breezy melodies, snappy treble, Beatleish

EMMYLOU HARRIS
Red Dirt Girl
Grapevine GRACD 103

(which, of course, isn't the National Anthem) is

harmonies. But what separates this from the

abold excursion into funky jazz- concrete, and

genre's masters (Crenshaw, The Wondermints,

55m 59$

it's not until you hit ' How To Disappear

etc) is an extra ingredient to lift the work above

Anyone waiting for Wrecking Ball Vol. 2need wait

Completely' that Thom Yorke surfaces from the

pastiche- ism. That aside, Cherry Twister does

no longer. This is it. Produced in New Orleans by

murk with avocal whose lyrics are mostly

pastiches with no lack of panache, so I'm gonna

Dan Lanois's long-time accomplice Malcolm Burn,

audible. Luckily, it's also rather ahaunting little

party like it was 1966. KK Au-2 •

Red Dirt Girl features adozen superb cuts, all bar

tune, in which some of U2's anthemic swagger

one written or co- written by Emmylou. Her voice,

is combined with the wilful obscurity of REM.

JUNO REACTOR

Curiously, despite washes of orchestration

Shango

fading in and out, seemingly at random, it's also

Electric Melt ELM 8033CD

of course, remains one of the most fabulously
affecting instruments ever gifted to mankind, but
6im 595

rather easy to enjoy.
The spirit of Brian Eno hovers over the lovely

it's her songwriting that really deserves looking
at this time around. There's been aquantum leap

Now that the once- despised electronic music has

in her ability to craft lyrics that are free of cliché,

ambient doodle of ` Treefingers' before an actual

become the chart norm (although we call it

and shot through with nuggets of genuine insight

guitar riff pokes its head over the walls in

dance), it's intriguing now and again to notice

into the human condition. Her melodies, too, are

'Optimistic', another superbly musical piece

that some of the pioneers and innovators are still

stronger than ever before: every bit as confident

which, nevertheless, won't find itself being

going strong. The Grid and the Orb seem to have

as the voice that carries them. Although the

whistled in too many bathtubs. ' Idioteque' is the

vanished, but dear old Juno Reactor have simply

ambient envelope that surrounded Wrecking Ball

album's supposed dance- track and, while you

evolved into more sophisticated practitioners of

and made it so distinctive remains in place, it's

could, technically- speaking, dance to it

the sequencer riff and the well-chosen sample.

applied with an admirable restraint that makes

(because the beat is solid), I'll lay odds you

Starting the first track, ' Pistolero', with aSpanish

this an album more conventional country fans

won't. The final track, ' Motion Picture

guitar set against abank heist movie sample sets

should find easier to get to grips with. 18 Be•

Soundtrack' is curiously moving and features a

the tone nicely, after which it's business as usual

Mr Yorke seems finally to have abandoned his

percussion. ' Insects' employs one of the most

irritating habit of swooping up and down his

gorgeously undulating riffs I've heard in years;

MARK OLSON AND THE
ORIGINAL HARMONY CREEK
DIPPERS
My Own Jo Ellen

entire vocal register in every track, and that's

and they even offer up an enjoyably wry

certainly no bad thing.

Glitterhouse GRCD 512

sideswipe at (homage to?) lean- Michel Jarre with

hidden ambient coda of extraordinary, if brief,

— soundtracks for the inner eye, powered along

beauty. Many will be pleased to note, too, that

on mesmeric basslines and multi- ethnic

All in all, this is one very challenging album

38m a3s

'Nitrogen (Parts .
' & 2)'. By turns it's cosmic,

The distinctive voice that The Jayhawks lost a

and Ipersonally wouldn't recommend any but

ravey, ambient and semi- industrial, but it's never

couple of years back is still out there, doing

the faithful to even consider taking up that

less than captivating, and, if they'd just bring in a

exactly what he did before — writing songs that

challenge. On the upside, those who can put

semi- clad nubile to chant afew meaningless sex

take acouple of listens and then worm their way

aside afew weeks for non-stop immersion will

and drug innuendoes over the top, they'd have

into your brain forever. This fourth Dippers outing

probably grow to love it deeply. I8 Au •

hits on their hands. JB Aa •

is every bit as affecting as the others, although
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the unwary should be warned that the

track, but it would be nice to feel that some of

combination of Olson's creaky- leather voice with

her gifted songwriting associates (apart from
Later Inc, Icount eleven) had at least made an

the Mickey Mouse on psychedelics tones of his
gifted songwriter wife
Victoria Williams is something you either love
or hate. Olson's songs, as ever, seem to have
fallen together, as if he's determined not to let
them get too polished for their own good, but
their rambling shape slowly reveals itself to the
patient listener. Asong like ' Meeting In Lone
Pine' seems at first to be wandering free and

effort to do something other than raid the vaults
for fast profit and transitory glory.
Don't get me wrong, this is apleasant pop
product. Billie sings nicely, sounding by turns like
Cher, Britney Aguilera and even Joni Mitchell. The
production and arrangement values are
admirable. It's those interchangeable songs, all

inclusion is an impressive testament to that fact
that everything Jimi touched he made his own. 1E3
Ba •

THE WATERBOYS
ARock In The Weary Land
BMG 74321 783052

58m 245

Having spent some years operating as asolo
artist, Mike Scott has decided to revive the
Waterboys brand name, presumably in the hope

easy around amelody that hasn't quite decided

straining to turn into each other as they approach
the chorus, that let the team down. Still, what the

where it wants to go, but before long it starts to

hell. She looks great in the videos and that's

that it will bring him back to the attention of the
fans who drifted away through the 1990s. Mind

sound as if you've known it all your life.
In atime when slo-core and gothic-country are
passing themselves off as the cutting edge of
Americana, it's astruggle for an original thinker

what its all about. I8 A:3 •

you, aWaterboys with no Karl Wallinger is bound

like Olson to make aspace for himself, but I
suspect he'll still be making albums when most
of the rest have gone back to working in their

to be abit shaky on its legs, and even the return

STAN RIDGWAY
Anatomy
New West Records NW 6o» 44m 465

of sax-man Anto Thistlethwaite for acouple of
tracks is no guarantee of areturn to former
glories. The opening ' Let It Happen', for all its
subdued rage, is eminently forgettable; the title

Although this is classic Ridgway — think Lou
Reed's voice without the misery — there's much
to confuse those who've adored him since
'Mexican Radio'. On the one hand, it's mellower,

track is drearily predictable; and it's not until ' It's
All Gone', which comprises just two lines (' It's all

less angry, an inch away from being unplugged.
On the other, it's amulti- media statement which

he constructs atwo-minute crescendo of 12
string guitars and synthesised orchestration that

shows Ridgway doing what comes naturally to

works atreat, leading beautifully into another

Assi 455

say, Todd Rundgren: stick this in aCD-ROM drive
and before you know it, you're on line

song worthy of the Waterboys name, ' Is She

Coming to the top of asingles chart near you —
as many of the tracks on this album as the Virgin
marketing department can successfully

downloading extra material. For those who aren't
wired, it's acase of classy songs with an off-thewall vibe, the set ending with acover of ' Sixteen

manipulate. Ionce had the pleasure of chatting

Tons' — and if ever there was aperfect song for

to Billie for Heat magazine. Charming lass. Liked
her alot. But it should worry her that one of the
songs on this compilation, ' Ring My Bell', not

Ridgway's approach, that's it for sure. KK

parents' accountancy firms. Oh, and aspecial
commendation to Mike Russell for his fiddle
work. I13 Be •

BILLIE PIPER
Walk Of Life
Virgin CDSINX3

only pinches its title from an Anita Ward hit, but
boasts awriter's credit for Later Inc — acompany
rather aperson. Pundits have moaned for years
about pop being written by committee, and now

gone/So send the rain') that the old Scott really
re-appears. Around those few evocative words,

Conscious?', giving way to the powerfully
churning electric rhythm of ' We Are Jonah.'
By this point, it's reasonable to feel things are
going well, and, with just acouple of lapses into
bluster and bragadoccio, that feeling is justified.
This is certainly infused with more of the
Waterboys original spirit than the diddley-diddley

VARIOUS
Blue Haze - Songs of Jimi Hendrix
Ruf RUF io53

791113s

half-baked folk rock enterprises that ended their
first incarnation. Intriguing, though, that there's a
cut here called ` Dumbing Down The World', while
his old mate Karl Wallinger's last album was
called Dumbing Up. Have they been comparing

it seems to have come true.
Then there's the title track, 'Walk Of Life',

The opening version of 'Angel', by Eric Bibb,
immediately and forcefully makes the point that,
although Hendrix is remembered primarily as the

which might lead some folks to imagine Billie had

greatest rock guitarist of the 1960s, he was also

covered aDire Straits hit. No way: it's another

one hell of atunesmith. The man who wrote this,

CHRIS WHITLEY
Perfect Day

'original', just like ' Bring It On' and ' Day And
Night' — courtesy of Title- o- mat, with amelody
by its sister company, Tune- u- like. Admittedly, it

not to mention ' The Wind Cries Mary' and ' Little

Proper/Ulftone UTCD

Wing', was clearly possessed by aspirit much
more complex than the wild man of rock facade

can't be easy to come up with new titles for every

ratings:
Sound quality: Performance
Fine modern recording

A: a

Very good

Good

B:2

Good

Moderate

Moderate

Poor

C:3
Dui

Historical, eg. 78rpm

H:H

Historical

Poor

II Sound quality and performance are separately
graded at the end of each review. A ' star' denotes
outstanding quality. Ratings also show CD price
coding: • full. price; II mid price; • budget price;
• special price - see Compact Disc Service.

the media still loves to project. Needless to say,
not every interpretation here is as imaginative as
Bibb's. Axeman Walter Trout, for example, does
little more than add atouch of Stevie Ray to
Jimi's ' Who Knows', and Buddy Miles over- emotes
appallingly on 'Wind Cries Mary'. But Constanze
Friend and Thomas Fellow bring adelightfully
soul/jazz dimension to ' Purple Haze', while
Bernard Allison magnificently restores ' Hear My
Train Coming' to its acoustic folk- blues roots.
Michelle Shocked, Alvin 'Youngblood' Hart
and Aysley Lister all make valuable contributions,
and even though this album includes versions of
'All Along The Watchtower' (beautifully rendered
by Taj Mahal), ' Star Spangled Banner' and ' Hey
Joe', none of which were written by Hendrix, their

notes?18 B:10

021

39m 03s

Some of you will know Whitley from the recent
appearance of one of his works on Classic
Records — an audiophile-grade transfer of his
sparse, country/blues material. This one sounds
just as good, but it's themed: aweird mix of
covers, including the title track — yup, the Lou
Reed hit. Also interpreted by Whitley, who comes
across like amid- Depression Okie looking for a
Steinbeckderived movie script, are songs from
the Doors, Dylan, Hendrix and blues masters like
Robert Johnson, Muddy Waters and Willie Dixon.
What Whitley does to them is virtually are-write:
more than once I
was caught unawares when the
lyrics reminded me what I
was hearing. So do
yourself afavour: play this before you look at the
track listing. And learn why Whitley is aleft-field
genius. KK A:1* •
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Win aMcCormack amplifier
worth

£2500

Californian Steve McCormack
is one of the true originals of the American
high-end scene. He cut his audiophile teeth
while cutting audiophile vinyl records, with the
now almost legendary Miller & Kreisei company.
(Now, 20 years on, those direct-cut M&K
RealTime discs are valuable collectors' items.) Steve went on to co-found

variation of output impedance with volume setting — by including a
unity gain buffered output option. The buffer circuit is relatively simple,

the Mod Squad, which as the name implied offered tweaks and bolt-on

based on apair of J-FETs, but uses acomplex regulated power supply.

goodies to help enthusiasts get the best out of their systems without

The pre- amp has atotal of seven line inputs, which should be enough

breaking the bank. Finally, Steve set up his own electronics brand, and

for anybody's system. Turning to the power amp, McCormack's DNA

the McCormack products embodied Steve's combination of audiophile

designation indicates ' Distributed Mode Power Supply', meaning that

vision and down-to-earth practicality.

the reservoir capacitors are located at aseries of points as close to the

The prize

power output transistors as possible to give avery responsive, lowimpedance drive, while allowing the use of smaller electrolytic

Our competition gives you the chance to win the latest pre-/ power amp
combination in the McCormack line, the TLCi pre-amplifier and DNA- 125
power amplifier, favourably reviewed by Alvin Gold (October issue) and
now available from UK distributor Audiofreaks. The TIC- 1is essentially
apaasive pre- amp, holding out the promise of avery pure, low- noise
performance given sympathetic system matching. However, the TIC- 1

capacitors, which had been found sonically superior compared with
larger types. As its model number suggests, the DNA- 125's rated power
output is agenerous 125 watts per channel. While the TIC- 1preamplifier normatly retails at £895, the DNA- 125 power amplifier sells for
£1695. So the total value of our prize is well over £ 2500.
Don't miss your chance to win this great American amplifier.

avoids the usual disadavantages of the passive technique — including

RULES

HOW TO ENTER
Just complete the entry form and post to McCormack Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 17 NOVEMBER.
The questions:
1) Which special feature
of the TLC- 1overcomes

2) What is the

3) In McCormack's

the usual limitations of

rated power output of

product designation,

passive pre- amplifiers?

the DNA- 125?

what does ' DNA' stand for?

[ the use of J-FETs
[

power supply regulation
special volume control

LI aunity- gain buffer stage
name

L .0w/di
Li 12. 5W/Ch
12 5W/Ch
I now/ch
address

daytime tel no
e-mail

post code

L
___j

Discrete non- inverting Amplifier

1
- 1Distributed Node Amplifier
Digital Number Algorithm
I1
Deoxyribonucleic Acid

1) This competition is open to UK
readers only. Photocopied entry forms
are acceptable but only one entry
per reader will be accepted. Multiple
entrants will be disqualified. No other
correspondence must be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be
no cash or other alternative to the prize
offered. 3) Employees of IPC Media,
or of McCormack, or of their agents,
are not eligible to enter. 4) Entries must
be received by first post oi Friday,
15 December. The winner will be the
first correct entry opened when judging
is carried out. 5) The winner will be
notified by post, and the winner's name
will be published in Hi Fi News, March
zool issue. The Editor's decision will be
final and binding and no correspondence
will be entered into regarding the
competition. 6) Entry forms received
become the property of IPC Media.
7) Entry to the competition is deemed
to indicate acceptance of the rules.
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Yes, we can hear
loudspeaker
phase!

Part 2: taking as our starting point the

contention that loudspeaker phase
distortion may after all be audible, an

experiment was constructed...

WORDS KEITH HOWARD

As we left matters last month, Ihad gathered all the

necessary information about the phase behaviour of the B&W

Nautilus 803, the chosen guinea pig for this investigation of
the audibility of loudspeaker phase distortion. The next stage
was crucial: the design of digital filters to correct the speaker's
phase nonlinearities, so that listening tests could finally establish — to my own satisfaction, at any rate — whether loudspeaker phase distortion is audible on normal music
programme or not, all other factors being held constant. Many
investigators have suggested that it isn't, but sufficient
dissenting voices exist to make the issue uncertain.
Various methods exist to design phase-correcting digital
filters. Looking for an approach which would require the
minimum investment in time, expertise and software, Isettled
on a two-pronged attack: one to correct the phase of the
crossover networks and asecond to tackle the stickier problem
of the bass roll-off. As far as Iknow, this is the first time this
methodology has been used. One of its advantages is that it
potentially allows the influence of each source of phase distortion (bass roll-off and individual crossovers) to be assessed
separately, although this possibility wasn't exploited here.
To correct the phase distortion introduced by the crossover
filters Icapitalised on the fact that crossovers are generally
more or less all-pass in nature — ie, they have anominally flat
amplitude but nonlinear phase response. As aresult they can
usually be modelled with good accuracy using analogue allpass filter networks, or in this case their IIR digital equivalents. Digital filter design software generally doesn't entertain
such filters but they are easy enough to calculate by hand using
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standard techniques (for readers familiar with this territory,
I'm referring to the bilinear z-transform). The two secondorder all-pass filters used to correct the phase of the N-803's
bass-mid and mid-treble crossovers each required only five
filter coefficients to be calculated and applied to the data, so
they represent aremarkably simple and efficient solution.
The key challenge was to define the all-pass sections (
ie,
their centre frequencies and Qs) such that they matched the
speaker's phase response as closely as possible. Fig 5shows an
overlay of the MLSSA-measured excess phase of the N-803
(blue trace) — here expressed as group delay, the negative of
the slope of the phase versus frequency curve — and the simulated response obtained using the two digital all-pass filters
(red trace). As you can see, the two curves almost overlap.
Applying this all-pass filtering directly to the audio signal
would merely compound the N-803's phase error rather than
correct it, and unfortunately the inverse filter (with the inverse
phase behaviour) is impossible to realise using this design
method because it's unstable. In areal-time filtering application this would inevitably mean adopting another, more
complex design approach but in this situation — where
existing audio files are to be pre-filtered to correct the
speaker's phase error — aneat piece of mathematical trickery
comes to the rescue. As Beauchamp' noted with reference to
analogue tape machines, phase error can be corrected by
passing the audio signal backwards in time through the filter
that first caused it. In the case of an analogue tape machine
the magnetic tape must physically be run backwards through
it, whereas with non-real-time digital filtering it is simplicity

itself to write the filter code such that the last music sample
passes through the filter first, and the first sample last. In this
way it becomes possible to correct crossover phase error using
only the simple all-pass digital filters I've described.
Correction of the phase distortion that results from aloudspeaker's bass roll-off is not so easy, unfortunately, since in
general it cannot be modelled with sufficient accuracy using
analogue all-pass networks and their digital equivalents. In
this instance abespoke digital all-pass filter must be designed
to correct the phase, which makes the task rather more
complex. Note that the aim once again is to leave the
speaker's amplitude response, ie, its bass roll-off in this
instance, unchanged — only the phase response is affected.
As the mathematical concepts are alittle more challenging
here, they are described in greater detail — for those suitably
equipped — in the section headed ' Bass Correction'. For the
general reader it's sufficient to record that what is generated
is the impulse response of the required filter, which is then
applied to the audio signal using
a standard DSP process called
convolution — apowerful technique that I'll be using again in
future projects.
A convenient test of a loudspeaker's phase coherence is its
ability to reproduce asquare wave. Fig 6a shows the first one
and ahalf cycles of alkHz square wave burst reproduced by
the N-803 without phase correction applied; as you can see,
the input waveform is unrecognisable because of the speaker's
nonlinear phase behaviour. Fig 6b shows the same measurement now with the input square wave pre-distorted to correct
the speaker's phase, using the digital filtering I've described.
The familiar shape of the square wave is now restored,
confirming the accuracy of the phase correction.

rature components of a signal, it's enough to know in this
context that it is just another way of expressing the amplitude
and phase data.) Using these it is then possible to calculate
complex frequency data for two different forms of phase
correcting filter: ( 1) an all-pass filter which mimics the
speaker's own phase response and, like the crossover correction filters, requires the signal to be passed through it backwards in time to achieve phase correction; or (2) an all-pass
filter that corrects the phase distortion directly (
je, without
time reversal), which is obtained by dividing the complex spectrum of the target loudspeaker response (having the same
amplitude roll-off but zero phase shift) by that of the actual
speaker response. All this can be achieved using quite simple
computer programs which Iwrote specifically for this project.
So far as their effect on phase is concerned, the two filtering
approaches are exactly equivalent — but their time domain
behaviours are not. Whereas the first filter type, used for this
test, introduces apre-response to the overall system impulse

Isettled on atwo- pronged attack: one to correct
the phase of the crossover networks and a
second to tackle the problem of the bass roll- off

BASS CORRECTION
Correcting the phase distortion that arises from a loudspeaker's bass roll-off generally requires the design of atailormade digital filter. Filtering that mimics analogue all-pass
networks — which usually suffices for modelling the phase
distortion introduced by crossover networks — is rarely accurate enough in this instance, although there are certain reflex
and closed box alignments that can be corrected this way.
To design abespoke phase correcting filter you first need
access to either measured or simulated bass amplitude and
phase responses for the loudspeaker concerned, from which
the real and imaginary components of the speaker's bass
output can be determined. (For readers unfamiliar with the
use of complex numbers to represent the in-phase and quad-

response, the second does not. Whether this pre-response has
any untoward subjective effect is something Ihope to establish in the future; for this test Itrusted in Michael Gerzon's
finding that it does not'.
The next step in the filter synthesis is more complicated,
requiring use of the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to
convert the complex frequency data for the filter into an
equivalent impulse response. For this task Iused Iowegian
International Corporation's ScopeDSP software (
www.iowegian.com), which as well as being delightfully simple to use is
excellent value for money.
Lastly, to apply the filtering to the signal, the impulse
response and signal data have to be convolved. This mathematical process — actually. quite simple in concept if not
always in execution — exactly imitates what would happen
were the filter an analogue network through which the signal
was passed. Once again Iwrote my own software for this so as
to be certain of the internal accuracy used in the calculations
(double precision floating point). 'Proper' convolution algorithms — which are now even provided as part of some software audio editors, eg, Cool Edit Pro — use FFT techniques
to speed up the process; mine employed the simpler but very
much slower direct calculation method, so the processing
ground on for hours rather than minutes. Professional DSP
--jVdecember 2000
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signals, just five tracks were used for the listening. These were
judged to be sufficiently varied in content to allow the audible
effects of phase compensation, if any, to be heard. Here are
Alvin's reactions:
'The listening test consisted of simple before/after comparisons, and as much as with any such tests Ihave been involved
in lately it yielded results from one musical excerpt to the next
that built into aconsistent story. In each case the results of
correcting phase could only reasonably be interpreted as
improvements.
'Take the Robert Lucas track 'Moonshine 2' (Audioquest
AQ-CD 1008), for example. This clean, open recording of
voice, guitar and harmonica has aslightly plummy bass quality
in standard form, and aharmonica that could be described as
glassy. Correcting phase here resulted in a significant
reshaping of the piece. The harmonica became less glassy, the
bass alittle more tuneful and focused, and stereo imagery less
planar, with more differentiation in the depth plane. Ditto
with an excerpt from the Malcolm Arnold Concerto for Flute
and Strings, Opus 45 (Conifer CDCF 172) which postprocessing sounded less homogenised, with greater articulation in the strings, enhanced instrumental separation and
livelier, more pointed playing.
livo of the test tracks involved female voice, though very
different vocal and musical styles. The first was Cowboy
Junkies' Mining for Gold' (Cooking Vinyl COOKCD 011).
This recording of Margo Timmins' unaccompanied voice is

O B&W's Nautilus 803, chosen as the basis of the experiment

jockeys will shake their heads at this hair shirt approach but I
was determined to be certain of the results' accuracy.
Only after the convolution process and the all-pass filtering
used to correct the crossover phase errors were both
completed was the signal data re-quantised to 16-bit resolution, using TPDF (triangular probability density function)
dither to ensure absolute linearity.

almost inundated by ambient noise, which following
processing no longer swamped the music, leaving the voice
sounding clearer and purer. Similarly, in Stenhammar's Wings
In The Night (
DG 449 189-2GH) Anne Sofie von Otter's
singing became a little less prominent in the mix but more
expressive, while the piano accompaniment became more
vivid and dynamic.
'One of the more dramatic outcomes was with the final item
of the session ' Incantation', asolo piano piece (part of Second
Improvisation, Opus 47) by Nikolai Medtner (Chesky AD!),
which in its more animated central section sounded jangly and
muddled pre-processing, but which after processing showed
real improvements. The jangly quality went and with it the
recording sounded more controlled, although against the
grain of the other tracks the bass became fuller.
'On the whole Iwas impressed by the consistency of the

LISTENING

speakers had to be listened to in combination.
Describing the subjective effects myself might have read
like aself-fulfilling prophesy, so Iinvited Alvin Gold to visit
and perform the listening as adisinterested party. He knew
that the subject of the test was phase distortion and that the
first track of each pair on the CD-R was the unsullied original.
Otherwise he was unaware of the processing applied to the
signal until after the test was completed. Partnering equipment comprised a Meridian 508.24 CD player, home-grown
passive pre-amp and Exposure XVIII mono power amplifiers.
Because of the considerable time required to process the

1.5
group delay ( ms)

Rather as in my recent lossy compression tests, the end
product of all this signal processing was a CD-R to which
unadulterated and processed music tracks were burnt for
purposes of comparison. As the phase correction filtering
applies only to the N-803, of course the test CD- R and

2
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O Fig 5: showing the close agreement between the B&W 8o3's
excess phase ( blue) and the simulated response ( red)
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O Fig 6a: B&W N- 803's response to the first one- and- a- half cycles

O Fig 6b: here is the result when the same signal has been pre -

of aikHz square wave, unrecognisable due to phase distortion

distorted

improvements, and in every case they were improvements.
The slightly emphatic quality of the N-803's treble (Iput it no
stronger, and this is not meant as acriticism of what by any
standards is a fine loudspeaker) was replaced by a more
refined, less obvious and more transparent quality, and on the
whole the bass became less blurred and boomy. The midband
changed less but there were still subtle yet significant changes
in the same direction, leading typically to enhanced separation
between instruments.
'The abiding impression was of asystem that was alittle
more natural and integrated, with (at its best) agreater sense
of dynamic freedom and refinement. The differences were
never gross, and often they were quite subtle, although in no
case could they have been dismissed as so subtle as to be negligible. One of the test pieces (Cowboy Junkies) required
adjustment of the volume setting for the processed track,
which was reproduced at asignificantly higher level than the
original, unprocessed sound.'
It's worth pointing out that the listening was conducted in a
distinctly 'live' room (size 4.2m wide by 2.9m high by 5.6m long
into a bay) with little in the way of sound absorbent or
diffusing surfaces. One of the arguments that has been
levelled against phase correction is that phase becomes
jumbled in areverberant listening environment — reasoning
that never made sense to me and which is rightly rejected in
the Lipshitz review' as ignoring the importance of the direct
sound from the loudspeaker, in which phase relationships are,
of course, preserved. The fact that consistent differences were
detected between the phase corrected and non-phase
corrected sources in such alive listening room Itake to be
confirmation that the reverberation argument is flawed.
The level difference between the original and unprocessed
version of the Cowboy Junkies track, which Alvin remarks in
his notes, was brought to his attention prior to the listening
session. All the test items were analysed to check their levels:
this was the only track in which differences were significant.
The reason for this isn't known at the time of writing, but it
may relate to changes in the waveform's peak-to-mean ratio as
aresult of phase correction.

phase correction) was a realistic prospect, in line with the
industry consensus on loudspeaker phase, but that was not the
outcome. My own reactions are aligned with Alvin's: comprehensive correction of loudspeaker phase distortion can make
asignificant contribution to sound quality, just as Iwas led to

to correct the speaker's nonlinear phase response

believe by that B&W demonstration adecade ago. The difference is not chalk and cheese but nonetheless worthwhile in the
context of top class audio systems. If anything, Ianticipate it
gaining in significance as higher resolution source material
becomes available on SACD and DVD-A. Exactly how large a
contribution phase correction makes depends, of course, on
the amount of phase distortion aloudspeaker introduces to
begin with, the N-803 being in no way untypical for alarger
multi-way design.
In one respect Ifind it disappointing to be writing this fully
25 years after loudspeaker phase first became an issue. Surely
we should have attended to it by now? Perhaps, but digital
filtering opens up phase correction possibilities which just
weren't available previously, particularly in respect of the
phase distortion caused by bass roll-off. Moreover, digital
filtering can work its miracles without any of the familiar
performance compromises that the use of phase-linear passive
crossover networks entails.
With all this in mind, and the sound of phase-corrected N803s still fresh in my ears, Ibelieve it's time the hi-fi industry
in general, and loudspeaker makers in particular, took afresh
look at phase distortion. We may have been here before, but
the ground rules have changed in the interim.
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On the new look...
Here's abrief appraisal from someone who has

don't feel that MP3 jukebox software should be

bought every issue since Oct 93. The first

in your magazine — so I'll ignore that. Barry Fox,

impression is good. Ilive in Holland and bought

whilst knowledgeable, is abit boring to read.

it at Amsterdam Sloterdijk train station with the
free CD still attached! Ilike the new logo.

Sonus Fabers — is excellent, and in fact Iwould

The first few pages are abit HiFi Choice or

The reader's system — the one with the
happily buy amagazine that was all just readers'

What HiFi? but that is no bad thing. Small point:
the paper is very reflective, making reading in

to Amsterdam and review my Quad valves/

office lights or on the train quite difficult.

electrostatics based system, you're more than

The group speaker test is great, still too many

systems! More please, and if you want to come

welcome. The Levinson interview is interesting

graphs for my liking — but what is missing (as

but abit Stereophile... AAC feature: what? Idon't

from previous HiFi News reviews) is information

understand aword of this. Shouldn't this be in a

as to what equipment it was tested with. Iknow

PC mag? Nice record reviews but more Pop ' n'

reviewers have quoted their own systems in the

Rock please, and please add cables to your Hot

past, but this can change, so please try to

loo. What's most pleasing is the almost total

include this information. The other reviews share

lack of AV equipment, which has it's place but

the same comments, but the new layout and

not in ahi-fi mag.

photography is excellent and very inviting. I

Tim, Amsterdam

Supertweeter distortion?

An easy read

Richard Black [ Views, November] may well be

fundamental re-assesment, and for being brave

I'd like to give credit where it's due, and thank all

correct that in- band off- axis response is

enough to state this publicly.

at HiFi News for their excellent ' new look'

something to factor into subjective reactions to

magazine. First and foremost, what an exceptional

ultrasonic supertweeters, but he distorts the facts

'easy read' it has now become, when the old eyes

to support his contention. Acurious feature of the

The late Lester Young

aren't so good in later years. You can't beat a
good read with black print on awhite background

concluding that early Lester Young is superior to

first-generation dome supertweeter designs to

GCarman, Coventry

Ben Watson's recent appraisal [' Finale', August]

which we have mostly been exposed so far — the

— Inever did like reading anything on multi

Tannoy and Sony products referred to in my

his later 195os efforts, is actually one of the

coloured pages.

oldest clichés of jazz opinion, and analagous to an

September feature [' The why and how of

Secondly, how easy it is to find the page

supertweeters'] — is that they are not of smaller

equally simplistic notion about Art Tatum. Since I

number in large bold printed numbers on every

diameter than conventional tweeters. On the

was happily brought up on late Lester, it is an idea

page, unlike one other hi-fi mag Icould mention!
Thirdly, but not least, many thanks for the free

difficult for me to accept.

Linn CD in the October issue. The recordings are

adapting to the then new bebop style. Lester
wasn't known for such extreme stylistic

contrary, both are 'standard' 25mm units.
Their in- band off- axis performance is,
therefore, essentially the same as that of
conventional tweeters, so this cannot possibly
explain the widely reported subjective
improvement they elicit.
Keith Howard, Lydd, Kent

the best I've ever heard.
Mr CMay, Scunthorpe

Earthy strategy
After Ken Kessler's interview with Mark Levinson I

Coleman Hawkins does deserve praise for early

limberness, but he didn't seem out of place at all
with amodern trio in his excellent 1956 club
recordings in Washington DC.
Ithink it would be an error for anyone to infer

Dumbing down?

find myself very excited by the prospect of a

It was with some trepidation that Iawaited the all-

due to ribbon speaker design, together with silent

new HiFi News, fully expecting afair degree of

clean power supplies (absolutely crucial) to

dumbing down by the great IPC. However, I
was
suitably relieved, having just taken out anew two

enable the electronics to get on with their task
unhindered by spurious noise.

year subscription, to find the magazine largely

influence on Parker: that whimsical ' Country

To this end Ifind that arobust silent earth,

Gardens' ending (p75) comes straight from Young

from Mr Watson's comments that the latter period

significant step forward in music replay accuracy

of Lester Young's career was amusical wasteland.
Peter Mood, Dallas, USA
•BW might concede he'd glossed over Young's

intact. In fact, I
was absolutely delighted that the

connected to adjacent 4- foot deep stakes, in lieu

'Surrounded!' section has been kicked into touch.

of the normal noisy mains earth, brings real sonic

Truly ahi-fi magazine once again, and I'm really

benefits — improved dynamics and timbre to

looking forward to the next issue.

voice and instruments not only to CD but to

While Ihave enjoyed coverage of B&W's Nautilus
range of speakers which have been reviewed over

Radio 3on FM.

the last year, is there areason why the 802

Perhaps now you will find time to develop a
decent web site, now having been the only

This earthy strategy has been stressed by Ben

Nautilus 802 missing
appears to have been omitted from your reviews?

magazine of the genre without one for some

Duncan, and was de rigeur in professional

considerable time.

As an owner of these excellent British speakers it

industrial test rooms circa 1940

appears to me that you tend to devote alot of

Andrew Aldridge, e-mail
84
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Mark Levinson is to be congratulated for his

column space to American high- end product and

ignore ground- breaking products such as this.
While I
appreciate that these require along run-in
time and acompatible amplifier, this should not

Kessler — indeed, in its place, amaverick
tendency is to be encouraged — Iam now entirely

all others and it was hardly touched upon.

convinced that his opinions about hi-fi hardware

prevent you from reviewing the speaker. For any
readers reading this, the Mark Levinson/383 amp

are to be taken with more salt than I
can
comfortably metabolise. Objectivity has gone by
the board, and it is with aweariness engendered

lose in awatch shop with an exceptional hi-fi
system in it, and what did we hear all about? The

is an ideal match.

by predictability that Iembark on reading his
reviews. Ifeel Iought to read his reviews simply

RGWood, Aberdeen

In the November

2000

issue Mr Kessler was let

watches. Not aword about the sound of the
Wadia/Cello system; quite inexcusable in ahi-fi
magazine. I
also feel that it is Mr Kessler's obvious

because I've paid for them even though Ican tell

interest in home cinema that has lead to adilution
of material pertaining to the reproduction of

was so similar to the 801: it may not match the

from the nature of the product whether he's going

music in the home, as in HiFi News. When music

801's superlative bottom end, but the mid and

to say it's good or not. His opinion is not objective

is marketed in aform using more than two-

treble sections are pretty well identical.

and, as such, is worthless.

channels it will then be appropriate to tell us all

More style...

awaited review of the Quad 989 was not entrusted

• Ironically, we only missed the 802 because it

On this theme Iwas pleased that the much

about it, but, until then we don't really need to
know any more than you, Mr Harris, tell us in your

to Ken Kessler alone, but was allowed adegree of
balanced perspective from Dave Berriman, but it's

editorial.

modern, stylish, understated and uncluttered. At
the same time, you've retained enough of the old

as if you're making excuses for Ken Kesslers'

that we, the readers, are given value for money,

style for me to know that I
am reading the same
magazine. Well done!
Timothy M W Eyre, Enfield

approach. Thank goodness you did, but why do
you not do this for all his reviews?

and we buy ahi-fi, and not alifestyle, magazine.
Why are we, therefore, regaled with
endless irrelevancies about Ken Kessler's fixation

Congratulations on the new look. It strikes me as

Less lifestyle...
Iknow Iam not alone in thinking this, but do you
not also consider Ken Kessler awaste of
(magazine) space? Ialso know that this issue has
been discussed in the past on your pages, and
whilst Ihave no personal animosity towards Mr

Mr Kessler's review of the new Quad IIforty/QC-twenty-four amplifiers didn't, sadly,
benefit from this second opinion, and was,
surely, under- planned in that it only benefited
from adismissive inclusion of the amplifiers'
integration with the Quad 989s. This is adistinct

Your job, Mr Harris, should include ensuring

with watches, cameras and other facets of the
lives of the rich and famous? Let's try life without
him and see if we miss his reviews, shall we?
Jim Simon, Haywards Heath

failing, is it not? Most potential purchasers would

• Ken Kessler comments:

be more than interested in this combination above

Here's aman who aspires to aTimex!

•We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full address (which will not be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, at our
discretion, but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We cannot answer queries over the telephone.

nextmontil
Exclusive tests
We'll be testing the long-awaited and very innovative Densen Beat CD player seen here, plus the latest high- resolution Muse DAC
•

•

le

Group test
Look out for abig test on small speakers: we've assembled agroup of ultra- high- quality minibmonitors that will get the best out of your
. •
music even in aconfined space. They range from the current version of Acoustic Energy's original groulldbreer, the AEi, to Harbeth's
prized mini- monitor, to Lac's high-tech metal- cabinet Jet

Upsampling: cure or curse?
What does upsampling really mean. And can it really make CD sound more like ' high resolution' audio than it really is? We explain all...

Next issue on sale Friday, December 1...
don't get caught without it!
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